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How to use this Applications Booklet: 

We suggest that you first read the Introductory Note. The 
Application Notes which follow describe specific measurement 
applications and assume that you understand the concepts 
presented in the Introductory Note. The Engineering Briefs 
describe techniques that apply to TVC 501 measurements in 
general. The Application Notes and Engineering Briefs can be 
read in any order. A TVC 501 Data Sheet with performance 
characteristics is included at the end of this booklet. 

Cover Photo: Tektronix TVC 501 instrument module in a TM 501A power 
module mainframe. Shown with a Tektronix 2230 oscilloscope. 
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INTRODUCING ..• THE TVC 501 
Instantaneous Time-Interval to Voltage Conversion 

An Instrument for Modern Times 

Conventional analog system signals are characterized by voltage vs. time waveforms. 
However, digital or switching system signals are encoded or pulse width modulated so that the 
relevant parameters are the changing time-intervals between transitions. Failures result from 
timing errors instead of voltage errors. A control pulse that is too long in a switching supply can 
lead to system failure. A microprocessor interrupt that does not receive timely attention can 
cause a system crash. A mispositioned pulse or glitch in a digital system never improves system 
performance. 

Timing variations typically appear as confusing left-to-right motion on an oscilloscope. 
Complex digital waveforms can be difficult to capture. Timebase or trigger holdoff adjustments 
may improve display stability but do not show timing dynamics. How does the pulse width 
vary with time? How does the interrupt response latency vary with time? When does the 
glitch occur relative to other events? 

When used with any scope, the TVC 501 offers a clear and real-time view into digital system 
performance. The TVC 501 adds three time-interval vs. time measurement functions to your 
scope. In addition to voltage vs. time, the TVC 501 adds pulse width vs. time, pulse period vs. 
time, and time-delay vs. time. 

The Before and After 

Pulse 
Stream 

200 microseconds/ division time ____.. 
Figure 1. A ~ 16 kHz pulse stream with time-varying pulse widths. 

Figure 1 shows a pulse stream with time-varying widths. Scopes show the varying widths by 
visual overlapping 1 which creates a horizontal distribution on the trailing edges (Figure 2). 

sweep-by-sweep oscilloscope sequence 

~erlap ·~ 
Figure 2. Waveform overlapping horizontally distributes width variations. 

The scope display for the 16 kHz pulse stream is shown in Figure 3. Note the faster timebase 
sweep setting to view the overlapping of the varying pulse widths. 

1 Due to screen persistence on analog scopes ... or point accumulation-enveloping on digital scopes. 
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10 microseconds/ division time~ 
Figure 3. Scope overlays pulses to show that widths vary between 25 
and 45 µsec. The period between pulses is constant (about 64 µsec). 

The TVC 501 continuously measures each pulse width and instantaneously generates a voltage 
proportional to the measurement (Figure 4). Conversions are performed pulse-to-pulse without 
averaging ... in this case 16,000 times per second. 

Pulse Width 
50 µsec 
40 µsec 
30 µsec 
20 µsec 

200 microseconds/ division time ___._ 
Figure 4. TVC 501 shows how and when the widths vary between 25 and 45 µsec. 

Note that the TVC 501 output is a staircase in this example. Each pulse width is individually 
measured and the voltage corresponding to the measured interval is immediately generated at 
the end of the pulse. This voltage is held until the next complete pulse. Since voltages are 
generated event-by-event, the sequence of time-intervals is preserved. 

Works with any scope or waveform analyzer 

There is no resetting or re-arming. The continuous and real-time TVC 501 output becomes 
another scope signal that can be correlated and measured with waveforms on other channels. 
The resulting time-interval vs. time waveform is on the same horizontal time scale as other 
scope inputs. The scope timebase operates normally (X-Y display mode is not required). 

Oscilloscope 
Pulse Stream 

TVC501 

To any channel 

Other signals 

Figure 5. TVC 501 output drives any scope channel. Other channels are free. 
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Finding the needle in a haystack 

Since the TVC generates voltages proportional to time-intervals, you can set your scope to 
trigger on timing related events such as a time-delay that exceeds a threshold or an incorrectly 
narrow pulse or glitch. The top trace in Figure 6 shows a sequence of pulses that should each be 
33 microseconds wide. There is an occasional glitch pulse. 

Pulse 
Stream 

50 microseconds/ division time _... 
Figure 6. Occasional glitch pulse sends the TVC 501 output toward zero. 

The TVC 501 width vs. time output signal on the lower trace clearly shows how the pulse 
width falls to near zero on the glitch but recovers after the next pulse. In fact, at a timebase 
setting 100 times slower, it appears that the glitch is periodic and occurs every 16 or 17 
milliseconds (Figure 7). At this timebase speed, the pulse stream itself appears as a blur. 

Pulse 
Stream 

20µsec--· 
lOµsec--

Oµsec---

. . . I . . . . . . . . . 

·•TT+•· 
5 milliseconds/ division time-+ 

Figure 7. The pulses are constant width, except for a periodic glitch. 

Note that the scope can be set to trigger on the glitch by setting the trigger for a negative going 
signal below the voltage level corresponding to 33 microseconds (Figure 8). 

TVC501 ,,,,Jr 
width vs. time 

output signal 

scope trigger 
•• ,,,,.,,,e,, ,.,,,,,,,, ,,,a1,,~ level voltage 

set here 

Figure 8. Scope monitors glitches by triggering on TVC 501 output signal. 

Digital technology makes it work 

The TVC 501 uses crystal timebase digital counter technology to measure each consecutive time-
interval event without interruption. Each time-interval measurement is converted to a voltage 
proportional to the measurement. Different conversion factors provide a vertical resolution 
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range from 1 microsecond/ division to 1 second/ division on a scope. The TVC output goes to any 
scope input channel set to 100 mV per division. 

Since most scopes have only 8 vertical divisions of viewing range, a time-interval offset can be 
set to null the average time. This allows you to view small time variations around a large 
average value. The offset value is displayed on the TVC 501's digital readout. The pulse 
stream in Figure 9 has a varying pulse period. The TVC 501 offset was set to 6.7 milliseconds 
with a vertical resolution of 1 millisecond/ division. 'Zero' time does not have to be on the 
scale. 

Pulse Period 
9.7msec_ 
8.7msec_ .. 
7.7msec_ 
6.7 msec~----------,··,----- .. ·····•-----...-----
5.7 msec-
4.7msec- •· . ···· ················· ···· ···•····· ·· . . . ~i:: m ~rtJlJUUlJUlJ1JlJ1-JlJlflJlJlJ.[JLilJ1J1Af 

20 milliseconds/ division time _. 
Figure 9. TVC 501 measures time between pulses in the period vs. time mode. 

Most of the pulses seem to be 6.7 milliseconds apart except for a short period of about 4.5 
milliseconds and a longer period of 10 milliseconds. But are the nominal periods exactly 6.7 
milliseconds? The TVC 501 offset was kept at 6.7 milliseconds but the resolution was changed 
from 1 millisecond/division to 10 microseconds/division. The TVC then measured the same 
pulse stream with this new setting (Figure 10). 

Pulse Period · 

6.72msec_ 
6.71 msec_. :::~=-~········ 
6.68 msec - •••• · · · · · · · • · • • • •. • + 

20 milliseconds/ division time 
Figure 10. TVC 501 ZOOMS IN on ±5 µsec period deviations around 6700 µsec. 

By increasing the vertical timing resolution 100 times, it becomes clear that the pulse period 
actually deviates by ±5 microseconds around a nominal 6700 microseconds ... except for the two 
deviations we saw before. Of course at this resolution, the two large deviations are hundreds of 
divisions above and below the viewing range of the scope. These off-scale measurements are 
automatically clipped by the TVC 501 and an Out of Range LED illuminates on the TVC's front 
panel. 

The TVC has an auto-ranging function to automatically set the offset and resolution setting 
based on a sampling of measured time-intervals. 
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Setting the measurement point 

The TVC 501 has two input channels. Only one channel is required for pulse width or pulse 
period measurements. The second channel is used for delay measurements between two signals. 
The thresholds for each channel can be manually set to define the point at which timing 
measurements start and stop. The TVC has an auto-level function to automatically set the 
level to the mid-point of the measured signal. The TVC 501 also decodes Tektronix attenuating 
readout probes to extend triggering voltage thresholds into the hundreds of volts. 

Each channel can be set to trigger on either a positive edge or a negative edge. In addition, each 
channel can be AC coupled to measure signals with de offsets. Each channel has a corresponding 
monitor output signal to assist in setting up the desired measurement. The monitor output is a 
digital signal that goes high when the input signal meets the trigger level criteria. The 
monitor signals verify that the TVC is measuring the desired time-interval. 

The TVC 501 can keep up with over 2 million measurements/second without missing an event. 
When incoming transitions exceed the uninterrupted measurement rate, a Random Sampling 
LED illuminates on the TVC 501's front panel. 

Tying the knot 

The TVC 501 drives any scope channel set to 100 mV /division. If the TVC resolution is set to 10 
µsec/division, the TVC output changes by 100 mV for each 10 µsec deviation in measured time-
interval. In Figure 10, the measured time-interval had a nominal value of 6700 microseconds 
and the TVC resolution was 10 µsec/ division. Does this mean that the TVC generated 67 volts? 

No. The TVC actually generates a voltage proportional to the difference between the measured 
time-interval and the offset time-interval. If the measured time-interval was 6700 
microseconds, the TVC output was O volts. If the measured output was 6690 microseconds, the 
TVCoutputwas-lOOmV. And soon. 

Since the TVC output voltage is centered about the offset time-interval, the scope channel used 
to view the TVC output should be centered on the screen. On power-up, the TVC generates a 
calibration pattern that verifies in a few seconds that the scope's gain and vertical position are 
properly set. After this one time setup, the TVC is then used to control the resolution 
(time/div) and offset (time) of the time-interval vs. time waveform. 

Modular Instruments Concepts 

The TVC 501 is a modular instrument that plugs into Tektronix TM 500™ or TM 5000™ power 
modules. The modular instrument family includes rnultimeters, counters, amplifiers and a wide 
variety of signal generators. The TVC 501 is compatible with Tektronix oscilloscopes, logic 
analyzers with digitizing capability, waveform recorders and signal analyzers. 

Therefore ... 

Guessing about signal timing is no way to insure reliable circuit operation. The TVC 501 unveils 
troublesome and often subtle timing problems that traditional voltage vs. time instrumentation 
can miss. Vague statements such as 'seems to occur right after .. .' or 'once in a while' can be 
pinned down to specific relationships and measureable quantities. Real-time results are 
provided in an easy to interpret graphical format which means quicker diagnosis of problems 
and verification of solutions. 
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REAL-TIME PULSE MODULATION MEASUREMENTS 
TVC 501 Application Note 

The TVC 501 provides instantaneous pulse-by-pulse timing measurements which can unveil 
undesirable characteristics that may be symptoms of a marginal power conversion system. 

Although switching supplies and PWM amplifiers have linear control loops, switch elements 
operate in cut-off or saturation. Linearly regulating current delivery to the load is achieved by 
modulating the width, period, and position of gate or base drive pulses (Figure 1). 

Unregulated 
Input 

Control 
Voltage or 
Reference 

VO 
Control 
Pulses JUlll 

Switching 
Controller 

Figure 1. Generic switching control loop. 

Low Pass 
Filter 

Voltage or Current 
Feedback 

Regulated 
Output 

By keeping the chopping rate far enough beyond control loop dynamics, the switching control 
elements such as ramp generators, comparators, and latches can be analyzed as a lumped linear 
element. The timing dynamics of the control pulses can be ignored relative to the longer time 
constants of the overall loop. 

Real world timing problems 

However, component stress and reliability problems often arise during start-up, shut-down, 
undervoltage, and fault conditions. In measurement terms, this means that the sequence and 
location of control pulses must be monitored. Are double pulses really inhibited during low 
voltage or cold temperature operation? Are cycles aborted prematurely? Is the on-time or off-
time really staying constant under various conditions? What happens to control pulses when 
multiple loops lose oscillator sync? Does the controller smoothly enter and exit soft-start 
limiting? Control pulse timing anomalies can push power switch components outside of safe 
operating areas which may lead to system failure. It is particularly troublesome to untangle 
control pulse vs. time characteristics during these special situations. In these cases, voltage 
nodes outside the switching process are not good proxies for measuring spurious control timing 
since the loop's low-pass filtering rejects the information of interest. 

The TVCWay 

Measurement of switching operation is not straightforward since the nanosecond or microsecond 
dynamics of the control pulse logic must be correlated with the millisecond dynamics of the 
overall control loop. The TVC 501 performs a demodulation process which translates pulse-by-
pulse dynamics to a time scale compatible with other power converter signals. Pulse timing 
dynamics which are hidden when viewing thousands of pulses become clearly visible. 

Figure 2 shows three simultaneously acquired signals from a 20 kHz switcher and the TVC 501. 
The load to the switcher output was momentarily disabled to simulate a transient. The 
nominal output voltage is about 8 Volts and is shown on the top trace. The voltage jumps up by 
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about 100 mV. The bottom trace shows the 20 kHz PWM control pulses to the output stage. At a 
sweep rate of 20 milliseconds/ division there are 400 pulses per horizontal division. Therefore 
the control pulse stream appears as a blur. 

Output 
Voltage '-

Width 
10.0µsec - .. · 
9.0 µsec -·--
8.0 µsec- .. 

l ···························~·· 
.) .. . . __ __,/ ________ _ 

Control 
Pulse 

20 milliseconds/ div time 
Figure 2. Instantaneous conversion means real-time waveform correlation. 

The center trace is the TVC 501 pulse width vs. time output signal showing pulse-by-pulse 
width vs. time dynamics of the lower trace. The pulse widths started at ~ 10.5 µsec and 
dropped to ~8.5 µsec when the load was disabled. The TVC 501 output clearly shows the 
overshoot and settling characteristics of the pulse width vs. time variations. Note that the 
TVC 501 measured and converted each consecutive pulse without interruption ... making 20,000 
pulse width measurements per second. 

Turn it off! 

The supply was turned off. Figure 3 shows the same three signals as in Figure 2. The +8V output 
started to drop. The control pulses seemed to pause for a few milliseconds and then restart for 
another 70 milliseconds before completely stopping. What were the pulses doing? 

Output 
Voltage 

Width 
20µsec -·· ·············· \ 

1~:::-=.-.. -~--d .... ··•·········•········ •·········•·········s··------
Control 
Pulse 

20 milliseconds/ div 
Figure 3. Pulse widths exhibit unusual behavior during power shutdown. 

When the +8V line first started to drop, the pulse widths fell immediately to near zero width 
before pausing. The pulse widths restarted at ~19 µsec and slowly increased in width tracking 
the decaying +8V output voltage. The pulse widths quickly decayed to 'zero' when the output 
voltage reached ~4 Volts. 

ANl-2 

Note that the scope was set to trigger when a pulse width fell below 10 µsec (trigger arrow). 
Since the TVC generates a voltage proportional to width, a scope's voltage triggering system 
can be set to trigger when measured time intervals are greater than or less than some value. 

One by one 

The scope's timebase was changed to view the pulse pause in greater detail. The same signals 
were re-acquired on the scope with 40 times more timing resolution (Figure 4). 

Output 
Voltage 

Width 
20µsec -. 

.: ......... -10v 
·- 5 V 
-OV 

10 µsec -~---'---=----------,--·---,---+-,----.,.----,-----
0 µsec- .. 

Control 
Pulse Bllillllllm·· ··mm111m1111mm1mmm 

500 microseconds/ div time__.. 
Figure 4. TVC 501 shows pulse width vs. time variations ... one pulse at a time. 

Once again the scope was triggered when a measured pulse width fell below 10 µsec. At this 
resolution, it becomes clear that the last 4 or 5 pulses before the pause were decaying in width. 
On the other hand, the first pulse width after the pause started at ~19 µsec. 

More than width 

The 20 kHz switcher had a constant pulse frequency ... but was it really constant? In nominal 
operation, the TVC 501 verified a constant 47.8 µsec pulse period. On the other hand, Figure 5 
reveals an interesting signature on start-up. The same three signals are shown except the center 
trace is the TVC 501's period vs. time output. 

Output 
Voltage 

Period 
48.8µsec -. 
47.8µsec -
46.8µsec -

Control 
Pulse 

I ······· - lOV 

l.·.··~ .. ·.·····•···········-· -_.;.,~~~~-:".".":.-:-:-:. :.-:-:".": .... =-5 V 
i . - ov 

)· 
t 

-100 milliseconds/ div time -+ 
Figure 5. Modulator frequency is not quite constant during start-up. 
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The control pulses immediately start at a 47.8 µsec period. But when the +8V supply reaches 
-5V, the period suddenly hops before returning to a constant 47.8 µsec! Note that the duration 
of the hop is about 1000 clock cycles (50 millisecond hop at -50 µsec per cycle). 

Timing signatures detect unauthorized pulses 

Period vs. time waveforms can be used for more than just detecting slight modulator deviations. 
Every modulator topology has a characteristic mode of operation. The control pulses may have 
variable or constant on or off times, or variable or fixed rates. The pulses may need to start or 
stop at particular locations in the switching interval. Time-interval to voltage conversion 
provides signatures that detect faulty modulator operation. Figure 6 shows TVC signatures for 
constant frequency duty cycle modulated loops using a TVC's period vs. time conversion mode. 

Pulse 
Condition 

Nominal 

Missing 

Double 

Erratic 

Voltage vs. Time Pulse Period vs. Time 

Figure 6. Pulse modulation faults generate easily recognized TVC signatures. 

TVC 
Si~nature 

Constant 

Jumps up 

Jumps down 

Doublet 

In normal operation, a pulse occurs at fixed intervals. The TVC converts this constant period 
pulse rate into a constant voltage. If the modulator misses a pulse or if its double pulse 
suppression logic is faulty, then the period between the pulses changes and the TVC generates 
an instantaneous hop. If the pulse is mispositioned, then a doublet is generated indicating the 
late then early position of the pulses relative to the fixed modulation rate. 

Instrument triggering takes on a new dimension. The missing pulse in Figure 6 generates a 
positive going voltage hop at the TVC output which can trip a positive edge scope trigger. The 
double pulse generates a negative going voltage hop which can trip a negative edge trigger. On 
the other hand, triggers could be used to count events. A digital counter-timer can totalize the 
number of pulse faults or measure the frequency of double pulse violations. 

The Right Delay 

There were actually two control pulses in the switcher. Each side of the center-tapped output 
transformer was driven by alternating output transistors. To prevent cross conduction, the 
transistors are pulsed out of phase. Since the nominal switching period is -50 µsec, the time 
delay between the two pulse streams should be 25 µsec. The TVC 501's second input channel is 
used to make timing measurements between two signals. The top two traces of Figure 7 show the 
two control pulse signals. The lower trace is the TVC 501's delay vs. time output signal. 
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Pulse#2 ..._ .. 
·•·······Ill+ IHHII lllllll!HHIIH . . . 

· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · •~ · 1 · 11.11 · 11 • 11 · r 1.111 · 11 · 11 · 11 1 · 111 · r 1 · 1 · 1 

26.5 µsec - . • 
25.5 µsec~ .... 
24.5 µsec- .. 
23.5 µsec-

···········µ···•······················· 
... ~·~-· ------

200 microseconds/ div time__.. 

Figure 7. TVC 501 shows delay-time dynamics during supply start-up. 

The time delay dynamics between the two control signals were captured during supply start-up. 
The first pulse 'pair' had a relative delay of -26.5 µsec. The delays settled down to a constant 
-24 µsec after the first 15 pairs. 

Component Characterization Too! 

The TVC can be used to characterize modulation components outside of loop operation. The 
voltage to pulse width transfer function of a PWM control chip was measured. Conventional 
techniques for making this measurement can be quite cumbersome. For example, a computer 
might control a programmable voltage source and a digital counter. The computer would step 
through a range of control voltages and read back the corresponding pulse widths from the 
counter. Seconds or minutes later a plot of width vs. voltage would be generated. Figure 8 shows 
the instrument configuration using the TVC 501. 

Function PWM 
Generator w----DII Controller 1-------1111>11 ,',;,,,! .. 1-----11~ 

IC 

control voltage 
modulation 

11..fUlJlj 
100kHz 
pulse stream 

width 
vs. time 

Figure 8. PWM controller IC driven around nominal control voltage. 

8 Scope 

A 500 Hz triangle wave drove the control voltage input of a PWM controller. The pulse 
frequency of the controller was set by an R-C pair to be ~ 100 kHz. The nominal control voltage 
(50% duty cycle output) for the controller is 3.75 Volts. The control voltage from the function 
generator is shown in Figure 9. 
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Voltage 
4.75V-
4.25 v-
3.75 V .....,\ ____ ,, 

3.25 V---
2.75 V-

500 microseconds/ div 
Figure 9. 500 Hz control voltage ramps from function generator. 

time __. 

The triangle wave is centered at 3.75V and appears quite linear. Figure 10 shows the resulting 
pulse width vs. time output of the controller chip. The lower trace is the 100 kHz control pulse 
stream which is just a blur at this scope sweep rate. 

Width 

8.0µsec-·· 

500 microseconds/ div time_.. 
Figure 10. TVC 501 width vs. time output shows modulator non-linearity. 

The non-linearity of the modulator is revealed. The TVC 501 measured each individual pulse 
width and converted each measurement to a corresponding voltage ... at 100,000 measurements 
per second! The results are available in real-time. Both the input control voltage and the 
output pulse width are voltage vs. time signals. A scope with X-Y display capability can show 
a live plot of the output width vs. control voltage transfer function. 

TVC means staying ahead of timing problems 

Measuring, and analyzing control signals in switching amplifiers and supplies can be a 
headache since the relevant pulse timing information and real time are both on the horizontal 
axis. Computer modeling and simulation tools help but the rubber meets the road when the 
power switch is thrown. It is fair to ask whether you really need to know the pulse timing 
dynamics in loop operation. The quality and reliability requirements placed on today's power 
conversion suppliers mean that guessing, assuming, and believing are not acceptable substitutes 
for knowing. Instantaneous time-interval to voltage conversion is a new measurement technique 
which untangles complex timing relationships to provide a clear view into system performance. 
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TIMING CONSTRAINTS IN REAL-TIME CONTROLLERS 
TVC 501 Application Note 

Real-time systems must perform firmware tasks under time constraints. The TVC 501 provides 
instantaneous event-by-event timing data which can unveil undesirable performance 
characteristics that may be symptoms of an unrobust or marginal system. 

Microcontrollers and embedded microprocessors are increasingly used in-the-loop for real-time 
digital control. Applications include car engine timing, flight vehicle stabilization, and 
printer and disk drive servo control. Interrupts must be responded to and tasks must be executed 
within fixed time intervals. Since external inputs are asynchronous to the system clock and can 
have complex timing relationships, simulation and statistical analysis techniques can fail to 
uncover subtle performance quirks. 

Failure to respond to external inputs or to execute tasks in a timely manner can mean degraded 
system performance. Excessive processing delay in a control loop reduces phase margin which 
degrades system stability. Firmware tardiness in acting on a limit switch closure can have 
catqstrophic consequences such as a vehicle crash. 

Real world timing problems 

Structured design techniques and software simulation and analysis tools help, but each system 
eventually reaches the critical software/hardware integration phase where the code runs in 
true hardware real-time rather than the virtual real-time of a simulation environment. A 
particularly difficult task is the characterization of real-time performance under various 
operating conditions. Table 1 illustrates typical system requirements and corresponding 
implications on processor real-time performance. 

• System Requirement 

e Rotate stepper motor smoothly 

@ Provide an interactive keyboard 

® Prevent motor and carriage damage 

0 Respond to power amplifier fault 

• Processor timing implication 

• Update stepper output port 
every 10 milliseconds ±0.5 msec. 

• Process each keypad interrupt 
request within 20 milliseconds 

• Disable motor <100 msec after 
limit switch closure 

• Disable pulse-width modulator 
<1 msec after current limit detection 

Table 1. Typical real-time microcontroller requirements. 

In each case, the time-interval between events is the critical parameter. It is important to 
know if and how the time-interval changes over time to evaluate whether or not design limits 
have been exceeded. More important is to discover when and why limits have been exceeded so 
that corrective action can be taken. The event may be a simple voltage transition such as the 
falling edge of an interrupt line or the strobe line to a parallel port. The event could also be the 
completion of a subroutine indicated when a particular location in memory is fetched. 

Measurement techniques for timing variations 

Figure 1 illustrates the common problem of measuring the processor response time or latency 
between an interrupt request and the subsequent generation of an output pulse. In this example, 
the 2nd response time, T(2) is the longest of the four time-intervals. 
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µP Interrupt -tl'-------h._ _____ --"h~------o!fl~----
µP Response IT(l) .. r 

:T(2) 

Figure 1. Processor response time must meet time-interval budget. E.g. T(n) < 10 msec. 

Traditional instruments provide several techniques for measuring timing dynamics (Table 2). 

Instrument Technique Other terms used 
Oscilloscope Waveform Overlap Persistence, Envelopes, Point Accumulation 
Logic Analyzer Histograms Performance or Activity Analysis 
Di ital Counter-timer Statistics Avera e, min, max, standard deviation 

Table 2. Traditional measurement techniques for time-interval dynamics. 

Scopes show the varying locations of the response pulses relative to the interrupt pulses by 
visual overlapping which creates a horizontal distribution (Figure 2). Minimum and maximum 
values are the leftmost and rightmost points of the darkened segment. 

sweep-by-sweep oscilloscope sequence overlapping effect 

Figure 2. Waveform overlapping horizontally distributes time-interval variations. 

Logic analyzers and digital counter timers implicitly measure time-intervals between signal 
transitions. Time-interval measurements are accumulated, processed, and displayed as 
numerical statistics such as minimum and maximum values or as a distribution of measured 
values such as a histogram (Figure 3). 

Event 
Count 

1-2 8-9 
Measurement bins in milliseconds 

Figure 3. Statistical analyzers sort measured results into value bins. 

Statistical vs. Time Sequential 

When measurements reveal intermittent timing failures, gathering as many symptoms of the 
error helps to pinpoint the trouble source. Histograms can provide a distribution of results, but 
it is often useful to know that the events on bin edges occurred in bursts or that a short interval 
always followed a long interval. A fundamental limitation of accumulated time-interval 
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statistics is the lack of information on the sequence or temporal ordering of measured values. 
For example, even though the fault occurs 1 in a thousand passes, does it occur even/ 16.6 
milliseconds? If so, perhaps a 60 Hz line frequency interrupt service routine is tying up the 
processor. Perhaps a fault occurs just after the motor rotates through O degrees, or 50 
milliseconds after a sensor line goes high. In many cases, there is a correlation between a 
physical and measurable event in the system and a subsequent rnicrocontroller fault. 

The TVCWay 

Figure 4 shows a scope plot of the overlapping effect. Note that the scope is triggered (arrow) 
on the top trace. The response pulses on the lower trace vary between -40 and -75 microseconds 
after the request pulse. Most of the response times appear to be grouped around 50 microseconds. 

Request 

Response 
. ·············~-·-------------
········· ······ ·•· ····•·••••••••·•••·••••••••••••••••••l••llltHtmt ··••·••·••·••·t•· 

10 microseconds/ div time-+ 
Figure 4. Response time varies between 40 and 75 µsec. Most are -50 µsec. 

The TVC provides a different view of these timing variations. The two measured signals are 
now connected to the TVC, and the TVC output goes to the scope (Figure 5). 

Request 
lllJIITlll1IIll 
lllJllTillJlf1. 

Response 

TVC 
501 

To any channel 

Oscilloscope 

Other signals 

Figure 5. Signal probes go to TVC 501. TVC output goes to oscilloscope. 

Note that only one channel of the scope is required to view the TVC's delay vs. time output 
signal. The other scope inputs can be used to measure other system signals ... or the original two 
pulse streams (Figure 6). 

Delay ... . .. .. ..•..... ·•·· ··•··· ... ·•· . ········• ..... . . . . . ' 

70µ,cc-~··· ··•····•················ . . . . . . . . 

E:_~>~~ 
Request . [.f.f.[.j [.j[.[ 1-1•[-f.if.j i.J.[•Ji [.il.j [.J.[.[.[[.j .[.j !.[.[ [. 
Response 1J 11 I I I I I I I JI J IJ 111 i I t I i 11111111 I I It I J I 

500 microseconds/ div 
Figure 6. Each consecutive response time is measured and plotted in real-time. 
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The TVC delay vs. time output trace clearly shows the delay-by-delay time interval 
dynamics. Note that the short 40 µsec delay occurs 14 intervals after the 75 µsec delay. As 
shown in Figure 4, most of the other response times are grouped around 50 µsec. 

Trigger for Effect 

Instrument triggering takes on a new dimension. For example, if a measured interrupt latency is 
typically 100 µsec but suddenly jumps to 200 µsec, the TVC output jumps from a constant voltage 
level. A scope can be set to trigger on this voltage hop. This form of time-qualified triggering 
means recording instruments can reliably capture events leading up to or following a time-
interval violation such as excessive interrupt latency. In Figure 6, the scope was triggered 
(arrow) by the TVC 501 output. The scope's trigger was set to the voltage level corresponding to 
any request-response delay greater than 70 µsec. 

Word Recognizer Probe Helps 

In some cases time-intervals are not defined by convenient signals. For example, the relevant 
time-interval may start when a processor fetches an instruction from location 3F02. Word 
recognizer probes are available that generate an output pulse when a particular pattern is 
matched in the hardware (Figure 7). 

Word Recognizer Probe 

to TVC 501 
or scope 

Output goes high when 
pattern set on DIP switch 
matches bus value. 

Figure 7. Recognizer Probe generates output pulse when hardware data matches preset value. 

The Tektronix P6408 Word Recognizer has a 16-bit DIP switch to define the recognized pattern. 
When that pattern occurs on the target hardware, the P6408 generates an output pulse. This 
pulse can then start or stop a TVC 501 timing measurement. 

When the TVC 501 is used with a logic analyzer, the P6408 is probably not neeqed since logic 
analyzers have built-in pattern triggering capabilities. Many logic analyzers have a word 
recognizer output signal that can be sent to the TVC 501 to define measured timing intervals. 

Not always in pairs 

TVC 501 measurements are not just for response time characterization. Sometimes the timing 
parameter of interest is the time-interval between the consecutive occurrences of a repetitive 
event. For example, a stepper motor output driver routine might need to execute at a fixed rate 
to smoothly rotate a drive shaft (Figure 8). 
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Other code 

Task X [ill 
T(l) 

[ill ~· T(2) 

[TI •.; T(3) 
Im 

T(4) 
•ITI1 rm •-· •: I T(5) 

Figure 8. Processor must execute task X at a fixed rate. E.g., 1.98 msec < T(n) < 2.02 msec. 

The TVC's period vs. time mode continuously measures the periods between the output strobe 
line to the motor driver. In this example, the event pulses should occur every 2 milliseconds 
with a ±20 µsec tolerance. The TVC output voltage viewed on an oscilloscope becomes a live 
recording of the time-interval between each execution of the task (Figure 9). 

. . . . l.98msec -
Pulse 

Stream 1UH 1111 ii IIHII Ill II l!I I I II 11111111111111111111 
10 milliseconds/ div time_. 

Figure 9. TVC monitors task execution rate vs. time. Scope triggered when period > 2.02 msec. 

The scope was set to trigger (arrow) when the inter-task interval exceeded 2.02 msec. Note that 
the TVC's period vs. time trace shows that while a period slightly exceeded 2.02 msec, the 
processor compensated by invoking the next execution of the task in slightly less than 1.98 msec. 

µP called on for PWM duty 

On the other hand the processor might need to generate a pulse width modulated output signal 
to control the power delivered to the motor drive electronics. In most designs, the pulse rate is 
constant but the width of each pulse varies in proportion to the on-the-fly results of a control 
algorithm. Since inter-pulse intervals are typically in the tens of microseconds (that is, 
repetition rates in the tens of kilohertz), it is difficult to watch the modulation dynamics on 
the same time scale as other system signals occurring at millisecond intervals (Figure 10). 

Pulse Width 
52µsec -·· 
42µsec-•• 
32µsec~ 

. . . . . . . 
Pulse 

Stream 
.nJljffiflJUlJUlj. : : wlfUlflfl. . . . RTTfl. . ff 

I . . ·• ·. . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . lJlflflJ7J7fm . . • . . . . . J1 ... 
200 microseconds/ div 

Figure 10. Live monitor of pulse width variations unveils system dynamics. 
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The TVC in the width measurement mode demodulates the time-interval dynamics and 
generates a meaningful and real-time waveform of output pulse width vs. time. 

Signature comparisons made easy 

Acquiring complex timing signals used to mean recording for long intervals at fast sampling 
rates to capture all the timing dynamics. Making sense of the recording then meant scanning or 
scrolling back and forth through the record because the relevant information and real time are 
both on the horizontal axis. The TVC produces a much simpler recording by taking advantage 
of the unused vertical axis. Shorter record lengths can now be used to record complex timing 
dynamics and comparisons between timing signatures is as simple as storing and recalling 
waveforms on a digital scope. Documenting and interpreting timing dynamics is easier since it 
is natural to view performance as a function of time. 

Timing problems: more to come 

Digital control components continue to replace analog sensing and actuation elements. Voltage 
output potentiometers and analog tachometers are being replaced by digital pulse encoders. 
Motor drive electronics now expect pulse width modulated signals from the microcontroller. 
The kernel or task scheduler must orchestrate the complex flow of asynchronous interrupts, 
serial command streams, bit level inputs and outputs, and control algorithm tasks. Traditional 
measurement techniques provide some insight into timing dynamics. Instantaneous time-
interval to voltage conversion is a new measurement technique which further untangles complex 
timing relationships to provide a clear view into real-time digital control system performance. 
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MEASURING RATE AND VALUE DEPENDENCIES IN 
EMBEDDED SYSTEMS 
TVC 501 Application Note 

Eve~t driven e~b_edde1 fir~ware performance does not necessarily degrade linearly with 
loading. In addition, 1/0 driver throughput may exhibit value dependencies. Characterizing 
the effect of varying event rates and values requires time consuming simulations which are 
typically unrealistic. A new time-interval measurement technique generates real-time 
performance curves on target hardware to rapidly uncover these performance quirks. 

Designers of real-time and embedded processor systems must consider the timing dynamics of 
scheduler requests as a performance analysis parameter. Does the interrupt rate affect the 
interrupt latency time? In a multiprocessor system do certain rates of message passing 
unfav~r_ably synchronize or lock-up overall system throughput? Or do specific data values such 
as positive or even numbers, or words with a high l's density abnormally affect i/o throughput? 

Software simulation experiments to evaluate rate or value dependencies are time consuming and 
generally compromised. Simulator input files which attempt to model operational dynamics 
such as time varying interrupt rates are difficult to construct. Looping through code to test for 
data value dependencies can be time consuming since one millisecond of embedded code execution 
can take one second to simulate. 

The other side of the fence 

Hardware designers commonly use frequency response techniques. A circuit's gain can be 
characterized as a function of input frequency. In Figure 1, the gain of a hypothetical circuit 
peaks at a particular frequency which may result in circuit instability. 

Circuit 
Gain 

Frequency 

Figure 1. A circuit's gain can vary as a function of frequency. 

Specialized instruments such as network analyzers measure these transfer functions and allow 
designers to characterize, evaluate and optimize circuits. Analyzers stimulate the circuit under 
test wit~ varyi~g frequencies and amplitudes while simultaneously measuring the resulting 
o_utput ~1gnal (Figure 2). ~lt~ough hardware designers are also supported with complex circuit 
simulation tools for pred1ctmg frequency and value dependencies, they too face simulator 
constraints and the eventual requirement to work on the real silicon. 
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Network -Analyzer 

- 'VWIJ\J - Circuit - (e.g, amplifier) 

Figure 2. Analyzer measures response to controlled stimulus. 

Introducing the TVC 

Voltages are easily measured, but time is the critical parameter in real-time embedded 
systems. A critical parameter can be the time between an externally generated interrupt and its 
subsequent acknowledgement. Or it can be the time between the entry and exit of a procedure. A 
time-interval to voltage converter (TVC) measures a time-interval and generates a voltage 
proportional to the measured value. But more importantly, the TVC instantaneously generates 
these voltages interval-to-interval without interruption. In other words, if interrupts are 
coming in at 50 per second, the TVC measures each response time and generates 50 voltage levels 
per second in real-time and in the proper sequence (Figure 3). 

Interrupt _fl._ ____ """n .. .._ ______ n--------,-~fl ______ _ 
to Processor :: 

Processor 
Output 

TVC 
Output 
Voltage 

----~n .... _______ ~n ... ____ n .... ____ -;,n .... __ 
l!T(l~ T(2) T(3) h(4) J. 

r-V (1) ~[ V (2) t V (3) t V(4) 

Figure 3. TVC generates a voltage sequence proportional to measured time-intervals. 

This TVC output is a continuous signal which can be viewed on an oscilloscope or other voltage 
recording instrument. This means that time-interval throughput dynamics can be monitored on 
target hardware signals and at target hardware clock rates. 

Instrumenting Rate Dependency Experiments 

If the rate of the interrupt request signal of Figure 3 is controlled over a known range, then the 
performance of an embedded processor can be tested for rate dependency. Figure 4 shows the 
equipment configuration to measure interrupt response latency as a function of interrupt 
frequency. 
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Figure 4. The TVC with common bench instruments measures rate dependencies. 

Scope 

The function generator creates a stream of pulses that varies in rate. The generator supplies a 
synchronizing pulse (A) at the start of each stream. If system specifications call for interrupt 
rates between 10 and 30 times per second, the pulse stream (B) would sweep through the range of 
10 to 30 pulses per second. The embedded hardware processes these requests and responds with 
a similar but delayed pulse stream (C). Each output pulse can represent a hardware strobe or 
the execution of a particular address of code as measured by a word recognizer probe. The TVC 
measures the time-intervals between the request and the response for each event in the stream 
and generates a signal (D) whose instantaneous voltage is proportional to the response time at 
any point in time. This signal can be viewed on an oscilloscope set to view the duration of the 
pulse stream as triggered by the synchronizing pulse. The result is a direct graphical 
measurement of response time vs. interrupt rate (Figure 5). 

Interrupt 
Response 
Time 

200 µsec 

100 µsec ....J-----
10/sec 20/sec 

Interrupt Rate 

30/sec 

Figure 5. Response time degrades at certain interrupt rates. 

In this example, the response time doubled when the interrupt rate was near 20 times per 
second. This could be the result of particular sequences of procedures that unfavorably 
synchronize to externa1 event requests at this frequency. In addition, this example suggests that 
interrupt response also degrades as the interrupt rate approaches the requirement limit. In this 
case, the degradation may simply be the result of excessive loading due to the frequency of 
external requests. The TVC technique is more thorough than simple boundary tests which 
would verify system performance only at 10 and 30 interrupts per second. In addition, the 
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measurement can be easily duplicated under various operating conditions or with new code 
versions. 

Instrumenting Value Dependency Experiments 

Another possibility is that data supplied by external devices may exhibit value dependent 
processing requirements. Optimized algorithms often use processor features to speed 
throughput. For example, bit shifts or barrel shifts are convenient ways to scale by powers of 2 
instead of using slower multiply instructions or subroutines. Or input data may represent 
physical phenomena which call for value dependent processing such as when data from a 
digital tachometer exceeds a threshold. Figure 6 shows the simple example of characterizing 
the processor's response time as a function of the input value from an A/D converter. 

AID 
Converter 

Target 
Hardware 

llllllllJlll. ReadA/D 

IUlllllllll Write 
result 

Figure 6. Does the input value affect processing time? 

To 
scope 

The A/D converter of the target hardware is driven by a ramping voltage that sweeps the 
input range of the converter. The processing time is defined as the time-interval between when 
the processor reads the A/D port and when it generates a write cycle to some specified address 
or output device. The TVC measures the time delay for each conversion cycle. 

+1V 
Ramp Voltage 
to AID -1V 

TVCOutput 2 msec 
(Proportional Scope to Delay) 

1 msec 

Figure 7. Certain input codes require abnormal processing time. 

Since the TVC generates measurement-by-measurement results, the scope can simultaneously 
display the ramp voltage and the corresponding processor delay. In Figure 7, the TVC shows 
that a few code values require twice as much processing time. In addition, the TVC unveils that 
these values are somewhat equally spaced across the value range which is a solid basis for 
debugging. 

Value dependencies without target i/o hardware 

If the actual input/output hardware is not available, value dependencies can be checked by 
exercising suspect procedures or blocks of code with the span of relevant values. For example, if 
a newly developed bit-level algorithm processes 8-bit values from O to 255, the following steps 
perform the required function: 

0. set a test value variable to O and generate a loop start strobe 
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1. generate a hardware start strobe 
2. call the procedure with current test value 
3. generate a hardware stop strobe when procedure completes 
4. increment test value and loop back to step 1 until done 

As shown in Figure 8, the processor generates a trigger strobe (A) to start the scope sweep. Then 
each value from O to 255 is exercised while the TVC measures the execution time by monitoring 
the start and stop strobes (B) generated by the processor. The value-by-value output voltage 
sequence (C) is viewed on the scope. 

Target 
Hardware 

0 
® 

© 

I I 
T(OO) T(Ol) 

TVC C 

trigger 
8 Scope 

I I I 1 - 1 1 I I 
T(02) T(03) T(04) T(FD) T(FE) T(FF) 

Input Value to Procedure 

Figure 8. The processor can test value dependencies without i/ o hard ware. 

While this example is somewhat simplistic, testing all cases of a 16-bit value using paper 
analysis or simulations can be unwieldy. If the suspect procedure typically executes in 100 
microseconds, the TVC technique can verify all 65536 cases in less than 10 seconds and provide 
an easily recordable performance plot. 

Of course the set of input values does not have to be ordinal values. If an algorithm or procedure 
processes certain binary strings or patterns, the processor can pass the set of values one at a time. 
The TVC then provides a quick and easily repeatable method to evaluate code performance 
across valid inputs. 

Endless possibilities 

The TVC makes its timing measurements on basic hardware signals that can be generated by 
any processor. This means that this technique does not depend on a particular target hardware 
architecture or embedded language. Since measurements are available in real-time as a 
voltage signal, the results are easily viewed or recorded with readily available equipment. 
The TVC offers a new tool to the software development environment that is easy to implement 
and whose results can be easily interpreted. 
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EVALUATING OSCILLATORS AND TIMING GENERA TORS 
TVC 5()1 Application Note 

The TVC 501 measures the short and long term timing variations in circuits ranging from a 
simple 555 astable multivibrator to a microprocessor crystal oscillator. Cycle-to-cycle or short 
term timing variations are frequently the cause of intermittent system failures. Subtle timing 
characteristics and anomalies can be detected and viewed in a simple graphical format which 
directly aids when debugging or evaluating new designs. 

Universal counter-timers readily measure the static or average value of time-intervals just as 
voltmeters measure the de or average value of voltages. But measuring the dynamics of varying 
time-intervals in the same way that oscilloscopes measure voltage variations is more complex. 
It is especially difficult to measure transient time-interval variations that occur during start-
up or shut-down or when the power supply voltage momentarily drops. Other parametric 
relationships such as the effect of trigger frequency on output pulse-width of a monostable timer 
are also difficult to instrument. Conceptually simple experiments like these can be logistical 
nightmares requiring an instrument controller, a set of programmable instruments and analysis 
software that may or may not be available. 

Since the TVC converts timing-variations to voltage-variations in real-time, timing variations 
can be simultaneously viewed with related voltage signals on a multi-channel oscilloscope. 
The TVC allows the designer to quickly experiment with a troubleshooting idea when 
debugging a new design. This application note presents several examples based on commonly 
used circuit techniques, such as the 555 timer IC, to illustrate new ways to evaluate timing 
circuits. 

Example 1. 555 oscillator variations. 

A CMOS 555 IC was configured for astable operation with a -3 millisecond period. The TVC 
measured the cycle-to-cycle period variations at benchtop ambient conditions. Figure 1 shows 
that during a tenth of a second (-30 cycles), the period randomly varied by about 500 nsec (about 
1/2 a vertical division at 1 µsec per division). The bottom trace is a real-time voltage vs. time 
monitor of the 555 output signal. 

555 Period 
(1 µsec/div) 

3260 µsec 
3259 µsec 
3258 µsec 

monitor output • u1llfUlJ1JlJlflflrlflflH 
10 msec/ division 

Figure 1. Cycle-to-cycle period variations on a 555 oscillator. 

When the time frame was expanded to 100 seconds (Figure 2), the period wandered over a 2 
microsecond range in part from slight capacitor and resistor value variations due to temperature 
deviations from ambient air currents. Once again the bottom trace monitors the 555 output 
signal but is a blur since this time frame covers about 30,000 cycles. 
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555 Period 
(1 µsec/ div) 

3260 µsec 
3259 µsec 
3258 µsec 

monitor output 

10 sec/ division 
Figure 2. 555 oscillator period variations over a long interval. 

Example 2. Synthesized oscillator. 

time~ 

When the drift stability of a low-cost R-C oscillator is not good enough, a popular feedback 
technique uses the digital timer built-in to many microprocessors. The processor accumulates 
hundreds or thousands of cycles of the R-C oscillator and compares the elapsed time-interval to 
an internal counter clocked by the accurate microprocessor crystal. The processor then provides 
a correction current or voltage to the oscillator. The processor therefore supplies the long-term 
frequency stability while the R-C oscillator provides infinite frequency resolution. 

The period of a low-cost commercially available synthesizer using this technique was 
measured at 100.0 Hz. The cycle-to-cycle jitter is shown in Figure 3. The top trace is a real-time 
monitor of the synthesizer output. The period deviates by about ±2 microseconds out of 10,000 
microseconds in this 0.5 second window. The average value also appears to be~ 1 µsec low. 

Period 
10,001 µsec 
10,000 µsec 

9999 µsec 
(1 µsec/div) 

50 msec/ division time_. 

Figure 3. Cycle-by-cycle period variations of synthesizer. Average seems to be low. 

The µP correction process is shown in Figure 4 with the time frame expanded to 5 seconds. The 
monitor signal is just a blur since this window represents 500 synthesizer cycles. The output 
frequency of the synthesizer is being kicked back and forth to keep the average period at 10,000 
microseconds. Although the deviations appear to be large, they only represent about ±2 parts 
in 10,000 or ±0.02%. 
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Period 
10,001 µsec 
10,000 µsec 

9999 µsec 

(1 µsec/div) 

500 msec/ division time -+ 
Figure 4. Microprocessor correction of average synthesizer frequency. 

Example 3. Inverting-gate 60 MHz oscillator 

This example uses the TVC's built-in digital prescaler to measure period variations on signals 
with repetition rates beyond the TVC's uninterrupted measurement rate. The output of a 
74HCT14 Schmitt-trigger inverter gate was fed back to its input resulting in a steady state 
oscillation with a ~ 17 nsec period (about 60 MHz). The signal is prescaled by the TVC's B-
channel +100 prescaler so that 1 pulse comes out of the B-monitor output connector for every 100 
pulses in to the B-channel input connector (Figure 5). The prescaled signal is then measured 
using the TVC's period vs. time measurement mode. 

nummm. 
Freq =X 

B 
Input 

TVC 
+100 
Prescaler 

B Output 
Monitor 

IL__IL 
Freq =X/100 

Figure 5. TVC B channel prescaler divides pulse rate by 100. 

In this example, the power up condition was examined. In Figure 6 the top trace is the TVC 
output showing the oscillator settling in to a ~17 nsec period. The middle trace is the +5V 
power supply voltage while the bottom trace is the prescaled output signal. The traces show 
that the oscillator started at about 3 Volts and tracked the +5V line for ~300 µsec right into the 
final period. The period is clearly dependent on the supply voltage. 

Prescaled 

(1307:nsec:~i::) ····················••J••·····••:••····· 
2177 nsecnsec -----'--· ·_· . ..:... ·_·. _· ·-· ·-·. ·..:..• _• ·_.•_·•_SI_ 

:.~:·::1,;; .. ·""" ·:, :·:· :,,.·,-.; ::::::::::::::::::::::: 
+5VPower 

(2 V /div) ____ _,, 

-4V 
• · ·-2V 

. . ·.... • . . -ov 
+lO0b.out ~~-··~•·~·····-~--u 200 sec/ division time_.. 

Figure 6. Start-up characteristics of an inverting gate oscillator. 
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Since the TVC measured a prescaled value, the scale factors were adjusted. For example since 
the prescaler generates a signal with a period of about 1.7 µsec (100 times 17 nsec), the TVC will 
center the result at 1.7 µsec. Likewise, although the TVC resolution was set to 1 µsec/ division, 
this should be interpreted as 10 nsec/ division since it represents deviations from 100 cycles 
instead of 1. Prescaling removes the ability to measure cycle-to-cycle time-interval variations. 
However, prescaling is still appropriate for viewing timing dynamics that occur over hundreds 
or thousands of cycles of the direct signal. For example, the 74HCT14 oscillator started up in 
about 300 µsec in Figure 6. The period vs. time curve shows the relevant settling characteristics 
by measuring -180 prescaled cycles instead of each of the -18000 actual cycles. 

The TVC's internal prescaler will operate to ~100 MHz. A Tektronix DP 501 digital prescaler 
module can be used with the TVC 501 to externally extend the prescaling range to 1.3 GHz. 

Example 4. Crystal oscillator start-up 

A crystal reduces the problem of a voltage dependent oscillator frequency, but start-up 
dynamics are not eliminated. Many low-power CMOS processor designs disable the oscillator 
or the system power supply to enter a low power mode. Upon re-activation, the oscillator must 
stabilize before instruction cycles are enabled. Stabilization time consumes valuable supply 
current. Figure 7 shows the start-up of an 8 MHz crystal oscillator in a CMOS microprocessor 
system. The +100 prescaler was used. The middle trace is the system +5V line and the bottom 
trace is the prescaler output. Note that over this time frame the power supply is slowly rising 
and the oscillator kicks in at a little below 3 Volts and quickly settles before the power supply 
reaches 3V. To capture this start-up, the scope was triggered by the TVC 501 output at an 
average period of 135 nsec (or about 7 MHz) as indicated by the trigger indicator arrow. Like 
the previous example, the stabilization dynamics of this circuit is in the lO0's of microseconds 
which does not require nanosecond cycle-by-cycle measurements. 

Prescaled 
Period 

(10 ns/div) 

145 nsec 

135nsec 
125nsec 

+5VPower 
(2 V /div) 

+lOOb.out 

-4V -----------------~-~--.....;. __ ··-2V 
............. -ov 

500 µsec/ division time__. 

Figure 7. Start-up characteristics of a crystal oscillator. 

Example 5. Oscillator power supply rejection 

Most R-C oscillator designs such as the 555 IC demote the effects of power supply variations by 
setting trip-levels at a fixed ratio of the supply voltage rather than an absolute voltage. 
However, this does not eliminate all voltage dependencies. This example shows the period 
variations of the 555 oscillator for power supply excursions. The 555 period was tweaked to 1 
msec with a supply voltage of 5 Volts. The fixed 5V supply was then replaced by a 2 Hz 
sinewave varying from 4 to 6 Volts. The TVC measured the period variations as shown in 
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Figure 8. The top trace is the supply voltage, the middle trace is the TVC period vs. time trace, 
and t~e bo~tom trace i~ a monitor of the 555 output. The monitor is a blur because 1000 cycles 
occur m this 1 second time frame. The scope plot shows that the period deviated ±10 µsec (±1 %) 
for a ±1_ you supply deviation. As confirmation, the data sheet for this particular CMOS 555 
IC specified a 1 % period deviation (typical) for a 1 Volt supply deviation around 5 Volts. 

555 Voltage 
·········································-6V 

555 Period 
(10 µsec/div) 
1010µsec - · 

555output 

100 rnsec/ div 
Figure 8. Period deviates by 1 %/Volt for supply drift. 

-sv 
: ......... : ........ : ........ -4y 

time__. 

But what if the power supply momentarily glitches? Figure 9 shows the effects of a 0.5 Volt 
100 µsec spike at the 555 power supply input. The nominal period of 25 µsec jumps down, 
rec~v~rs, and slowl_Y settles back over 15 cycles after the supply glitch disappears. The 
deviation from nommal was almost 3 µsec or over 10% for a 0.5 Volt supply deviation. The 
1_%/Volt supply rejection performance only applies to long-term supply drift! This period vs. 
time trace clearly shows the power of the TVC's real-time cycle-by-cycle output. 

555 Period 
(1 µsec/div) 

26µsec - ·. ····· · · · · ·· ·· .· · ·· : = =-· ~-'---. v== 
200 µsec/ div 

Figure 9. 555 oscillator period hops for supply glitch! 

Example 6. Monostable pulse width vs. trigger frequency 

555 Voltage 
-6V 

sv 
·-4V 

time_. 

In t~i~ final ~xperiment'. the R-C timing performance of a CMOS type 4528 monostable 
multlv1brator 1s charact~nzed as a function of trigger rate. A monostable's output pulse width 
should not depend on trigger frequency. The 4528 was set for a nominal output width of 100 µsec. 
ft:-pulse generator provided a stream of trigger pulses which started at 200 pulses/second and 
lmearly ramped up to 1200 pulses/second over a 0.5 second interval (Figure 10). 
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Figure 10. Monostable triggered by a stream of pulses with increasing frequency. 

Scope 

The TVC measured the width of each output pulse during the 0.5 second sweep interval. Figure 
11 shows the width vs. frequency characteristics of the monostable with 4 different types of 
capacitors. Four sweeps (one for each capacitor) were required to generate this plot. 

Pulse Width· 
(1 µsec/ div) 

· · · · --_ · · ·• Ceramic X7R 

· · · . _,i._,...--• • Ceramic WSR 
101 µsec -.- · · · ·· · · · · · · · · · · · · · • · · · ~~~=== Polyester 
100 µsec -.,:::-~-~-~ _,..;'.;.::;,c ..... ,v j:?'. •=~-----~-~ Polypropylene 

99 µsec ~~······ · · · 

=~····················· 
200Hz 100 Hz/ division 1200 Hz 

Figure 11. Capacitor type directly affects one-shot timing performance. 

The bottom trace is the output pulse stream from the 4528 showing the trigger sweep from 200 
Hz to 1200 Hz. Since the output pulse width of the one-shot is set by the R-C time constant, any 
frequency dependent deviations in capacitor impedance or leakage currents will directly affect 
performance. As expected, the ceramic capacitors underperformed the plastic style capacitors. 
In fact, the range is rather remarkable. The X7R plot shows about a ±3% deviation while the 
polypropylene plot shows about a ±0.1 % deviation over the trigger frequency range! It should 
be re-emphasized that the real-time measurement capability of the TVC meant that each 
experiment took less than a second! 

Conclusion: TVC provides quick results 

The TVC is an ideal tool for characterizing, debugging, or evaluating short-term or long-term 
timing circuit performance. Parametric performance evaluations such as power supply rejection 
ratio are easily made since the TVC output becomes just another trace on the scope. And making 
transient measurements under oscillator start-up or shutdown conditions is greatly simplified 
by the TVC's prescaler and period vs. time output waveform viewable on any scope. 
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TIME-QUALIFIED OSCILLOSCOPE TRIGGERING 
TVC 501 Application Note 

Time-qualified triggering extends a scope's ability to capture events of interest. But this 
cap~bility is not available ?~ all scopes. The TVC 501 adds time-qualified triggering to any 
oscilloscope that has traditwnal voltage-qualified triggering capability. 

Tra~itional voltage-qualified instrument triggering means that information is captured 
relative to a voltage related event. For example, a scope can start or stop recording a waveform 
w~en voltage excee~s or fall~ be~ow a voltage threshold or trigger level. Time-qualified 
tnggermg means that mformat10n 1s captured relative to a time-interval related event. An 
event may be when a pulse exceeds a certain width, or when the time-delay between two pulses 
exceeds a threshold. 

Time-interval qualified trigger. .. AND time-interval vs. time display 

But time-qualified triggering alone may not provide you with the information you need. It is 
e~sy to forget t~a_t voltage-qualified scope triggering is backed up with a voltage vs. time 
d~splay. _In add1~10n _to synchroni_zing the_ waveform display to a voltage event, the scope 
d~splays mforma~i~n m volt_s vs. time. This means that the voltage triggering event can be 
viewed and verified ... which translates to greater measurement confidence and faster 
understanding of the captured information. 

T~e TV~ 501 adds t!me-qua!ifie~ triggering capabilities to a scope. But it also backs this up 
with a hve and continuous tlme-mterval vs. time waveform. This means that the time-interval 
event which trig~ered the scope can be viewed and verified ... which translates to greater 
measurement confidence and faster understanding of the captured information. 

~his ~ote provide~ se-:eral exa~ples to illustrate the power of time-qualified triggering and 
hme-mterval vs. hme mformahon display. 

Tracking the elusive glitch 

A digital c_ircu_it known to have a timing error was used in this first set of examples. The 
wavefo~m m Fi~ur~ 1 show~ the traditional voltage vs. time snapshot of a -1 kHz squarewave 
from this TTL circmt. In this _case, the waveform was captured with a digital oscilloscope. On 
the _othe_r hand, a~ a1:~log osc'.llosc~~e may or may not be able to display this glitch depending 
on its display or wntmg rate specifications. 

4 Volts-· 
2 Volts-
0 Volts- :·····"··. ' :• ........ : 

500 microseconds/ division tim~ 
Figure 1. Voltage vs. time view of 1 kHz squarewave shows a glitch. But is it just one? 

":7e can zoom in _on t~e glitch by setting the smpe timebase to a faster sweep rate as shown in 
Figure 2. The glitch 1s apparently about 10 nanoseconds wide. But we still do not know how 
often the glitch occurs. 
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In this case, the scope's trigger holdoff control was used to synchronize the scope to view just the 
glitch pulse.1 

: ~:::= •.•.... ··. f\ .. ---··""'·;.,.+,,.,-. _,-,.,~----""'··=· ..,,_,., __ -.,.,.,.,_,.,,._ ,.,.,,,,,..,,...,.,.,.,.,_..,.. __ .,.,. __ 

OVolts-~-- -.~~--

20 nanoseconds/ division time • 
Figure 2. Adjusting a scope's holdoff control can isolate just the -10 nsec glitch. 

The TVC Way 
The TVC 501's pulse width vs. time waveform is sho_wn on the upper trace of Figure 3. The 
simultaneously acquired voltage vs. time pulse stream 1s shown on the lower trace. 

Width 
500µsec-· · 
400µsec-·· 
300µsec-· 
200µsec-··· 
lO0µsec---

0µsec---~ 

····.· Fj·•••< 
- I • J ....... · .. I 
I --! --_ 1··_··_· _____ 1 --~ • ,.__ __ __ 

Gl~'it:,~ 7±f l 
500 microseconds/ division time • 

Figure 3. TVC 501 shows that a glitch oc_cur~ on every lo:V cycle ... even though 
the voltage vs. time signal (lower trace) mdicates otherwise. 

The width vs. time waveform shows that the pulse width alternates betwee1_1--500 µs~c and -0 
µsec (note the vertical resolution of 100 µsec/ division). Note that the width vs. h~e trace 
always falls to 'zero' at the middle of the low portion of the 1 kHz squarewave. This means 
that a litch occurs on every low portion of the squarewave. The width 'recover:' to 500 µsec 
after e!ch longer pulse. Note that the digital scope captured only one of th_e ght~hes on ~he 
lower voltage vs. time waveform even though there were 4 mor~ glitche~ durmg this sna_rs ot 
interval. ln this case, the scope just happened to sample the glitch durmg the lowlort10n of 
the first cycle but did not sample at the 'right' time during the rest of the waveform. The TVC 
501 did not miss any of the glitches. 

lof course, in most real-world situations this degree of luck is never achieve~. ~imple _sign~s 
such as this 1 kHz squarewave fortunately lend themselves to synchromzat10n usmg t e 
trigger holdoff control. 

2n should be noted that some digital oscilloscopes offer glitch capture modes that enhan~e th: 
scope's ability to record narrow pulses. One technique is to recor~ t~e largest voltage pea_f 
detector) that occurred in any particular sampling interv_al. This '.s a valuable f~atu~e 
available. However, in this case, we chose to make a fair companso:1 by capturmg ot 
traces with the same record length and sampling rate without any samplmg enhancements. 
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The arrow on the TVC 501 waveform shows that the scope was triggered by the width vs. time 
waveform. The arrow is on the falling edge which means that the scope was set to trigger 
when the width fell below (scope set to - edge) a specified time-interval. The arrow is located 
on the center vertical graticule which corresponds to the TVC 501 time-interval offset. In this 
case the TVC was set to 100 µsec so that the scope would trigger on any pulse width <100 µsec.I 

Too repetitive to be interesting? 

Of course a signal with a timing error as repetitive as the previous example can be captured 
using one of many techniques. For example 'accumulating' or 'enveloping' many successive 
waveforms would eventually generate an overlaid waveform representation that showed a 
glitch on each cycle. This is illustrated in Figure 4.2 

4 Volts--
2 Volts-
0 Volts-

500 microseconds/ division time---11 •• 
Figure 4. Digital scopes can accumulate or overlay hundreds or thousands of 
successive waveforms to suggest that a glitch occurs on each cycle. But is this 
real information? 

But accumulating and overlaying hundreds or thousands of waveforms may fabricate non-
existent correlations between the individual acquisitions. For example, suppose the glitches do 
not occur on each cycle but occur randomly. The overlaid waveform would still look as it does in 
Figure 4. It would convey inaccurate information. 

The digital circuit was tuned so that glitches would not occur on each cycle. Figure 5 shows the 
TVC 501's width vs. time waveform. Note that a glitch occurred each time the width vs. time 
waveform fell to 'zero' width. The voltage vs. time waveform on the lower trace does not show 
the glitches because of the limited sampling rate of the digital oscilloscope. 3 

1Remember that the TVC generates a signed voltage proportional to the difference between the 
measured time-interval and the offset time-interval. In this case, when a pulse width is 
greater than 100 µsec, the TVC generates a positive voltage. When the pulse width is less 
than 100 µsec, the TVC generates a negative voltage. The scope's trigger level voltage was 
set to 0 Volts. 

2Toere is also some serious overshoot on some of the signal edges! The overshoot can be seen on 
the glitch pulse itself in Figure 2. However, overshoot is not the focus of this note. 

3Recall that the glitches are about 10 nsec in width. A digital scope must have a sample 
interval smaller than 10 nsec (>100 Megasamples/sec) to capture this information on a single 
pass (see a previous footnote on glitch sampling modes). In addition, if the sampling rate 
were, say, 100 Megasamples/sec, a 20 millisecond recording intervals as shown in Figure 5 
would require a record length of 2 million points! 
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Width 

500 µsec-[· .. ]·· · 400µsec- · ·· 
300µsec- ....... · · 
200µse0--········ · 
100 µsec-- ···· ····••· ·- · 

I 0µsec-- , 

Glitched 
Signal 

2 milliseconds/division time • 
Figure 5. When the glitches occur randomly, the TVC 501 width vs. time 
waveform (upper trace) clearly shows the location of each glitch. 

Not just on the wrong pulse 

The previous set of examples focused on triggering on and viewing the occurrence of incorrectly 
narrow pulses. This second set of examples focuses on uncovering and triggering on the longest 
pulses in a stream of varying pulse widths. A pseudo-random sequence generator was used to 
generate a stream of pulses with 'randomly' varying pulse widths. 1 In this case the pulse 
stream had an average pulse rate of 125 kHz. The pulse widths varied between 2 and 22 µsec. 
To trigger on the longest pulse (22 µsec), the TVC 501 offset was set to 21 µsec. In other words, 
the TVC would generate a positive voltage for any pulse width greater than 21 µsec. Pulse 
widths less than 21 µsec would generate negative voltages. The scope's trigger level was set to 
0 Volts with a positive slope. 

The lower trace of Figure 6 shows the TVC 501 width vs. time output signal. The scope was 
triggered (arrow) when a measured pulse width exceeded 21 µsec. Note that the 
simultaneously acquired pseudo-random stream on the upper trace is synchronized to the 
trigger. The longest pulse (22 µsec) was captured. 

St~:~: lli1JITILlliUlfflffflRITTJJ1JlJ7UUfillDflJ1fuffTII 
Width 

22µsec- ·· 
21 µsec:----'---_;_ __ .:._ _ __;_ __ J_;.__.J--.----------

20 µsec-•. 
19 µsec-
18 µsec- ... 
17µsec-. 

50 microseconds/division time 
Figure 6. Scope triggered on longest pulse width of 22 µsec. 

• 

1 Pseudo-random pulse streams are commonly used as test signals for digital communications and 
diagnostics circuits. They are relatively easy to generate using shift registers and exclusive-
or gates. 
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But pseudo-random streams actual!y repeat. When does this longest pulse occur again? The 
same two waveforms were re-acqmred at a slower (20 times) scope timebase setting. Figure 7 
shows that the 22 µsec pulse repeats at about 4 msec intervals. At this slower timebase setting 
the actual pulse stream appears as a blur. In addition, the width vs. time waveform shows 
that an 18 µsec pulse (the second longest pulse in the stream) always occurs about 1 msec before 
the 22 µsec pulse. 

Pulse 
Stream 

Width 
22µsec- •·· 1 

21 µsec- )-
20µsec- .. 
19 µsec-

18 µsec-.i-···· 
17µsec- .. , ... 

.................. ·r. 
. I 

·····1·· ·······•·1•·· 
1 milliseconds/ division time • 

Figure 7. 22 µsec pulse width repeats about every 4 milliseconds. An 18 µsec 
pulse occurs about 1 msec before each 22 µsec pulse. 

Si~ce the TVC 501 vertical resolu_tion was set to 1 µsec/ division in the Figures 6 and 7, pulse 
w1dt~s be~ow about 18 µsec are clipped from the scope's viewing range. To see the entire width 
vs. time signature, the TVC resolution was changed to 10 µsec/ division. Figure 8 shows the 
pulse width vs. time signature of the pseudo-random stream. 

100 microseconds/ division time • 
~igure 8. At 10 µsec/ division all the pulses widths can be seen on the width vs. 
time waveform. The scope is still triggered on the 22 µsec pulse. 

:he ~cope. was still set to trigger on the longest pulse (trigger arrow still at 21 µsec). The 
skyhne signature of pulse width vs. time clearly shows how the TVC measures each 
consecutive pulse width. 

Conclusion 

Con".entional !ime-~ualified triggering can start or stop an instrument acquisition. The TVC 501 
provides_ not JUSt time-qualified triggering, but the ability to view the time-interval vs. time 
1~orm~hon that pr~ceded the trigger, caused the trigger, and followed the trigger. This new 
~m~ens1on can provide the additional insight to uncover and solve troublesome and often subtle 
hmmg problems. 
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DETECTING COMPARATOR SWITCHING ERRORS 
TVC 501 Application Note 

The TVC 501 detects hidden oscillations and measures trigger jitter modulation at the o.utput of 
a voltage comparator. The TVC's output is easy to understand and reveals timing dynamics 
that are invisible when using traditional measurement techniques. 

Experiment Configuration 

Three comparator operational errors are illustrated in this note. In each example a signal 
generator set to 1 kHz drove the comparator under test (Figure 1). The comparator threshold 
was set to a fixed level. Timing measurements were then made on the comparator output. 

lkHz 

Signal MN 
Out 

Signal 
Generator 

Fixed 
Threshold 

.fl.llJlJ 

Comparator 
Under Test 

Figure 1. Signal generator drives comparator with 1 kHz triangle wave. 

Comparator Oscillations 

to scope 

A nemesis of comparator circuit designers is output oscillations. Oscilloscope users typically 
flip back and forth between horizontal timebase settings to view oscillations (fast timebase) 
and the overall comparator output signal (slow timebase). For example to view the overall 1 
kHz comparator output signal, we might use 1 msec/ div to view 10 cycles across the screen. On 
the other hand to view oscillations on an output transition we might need to set the timebase to 
1 µsec/ division (Figure 2). 

Comparator 
Output 

Comparator 
Oscillations 

IOOOX 
Magnification 

Figure 2. Oscillations are invisible unless edges are magnified. 

A marginal voltage comparator known to occasionally oscillate was connected using the 
configuration in Figure 1. Figure 3 shows the traditional voltage vs. time waveform. Note that 
the timebase is set to 1 µsec/ division. Of course, at this point we really do not know whether 
this apparent jitter is caused by oscillations or varying propagation delays. 
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Comparator 
Output 

1 µsec/div time-+ 
Figure 3. Marginal comparator has output oscillations ... or propagation delay variations? 

The TVC 501's width vs. time measurement was used for this task. If the comparator output ~s 
not oscillating, then there is one output pulse for each input cycle. If the compara~or 1s 
oscillating, there are two or more output pulses for each input cycle. On_ the other hand, if the 
propagation delay is varying, there is still only one output pulse for each mput cycle. 

Figure 4 shows the width vs. time result. The ~ott~m trace is t~e ".oltage vs. time ~~mparator 
output signal. At 1 msec/ division the output oscillat10ns shown m Figure 3 are not visible. 

Width 
(100 µsec/div) 

500 µsec 
400 µsec 
300 µsec 
200 µsec 
100 µsec 

0 µsec 

Comparator · 
Output 

1 millisecond/ div time -+ 
Figure 4. Oscillation pulses send the width vs. time waveform to 'zero' width. 

The top trace is the TVC 501's pulse width vs. time output waveform. Since the input signal 
was 1 kHz and the comparator threshold was set to the input signal's average value, the output 
pulse width should be 500 µsec. The first negative going transition reveals that ther~ w~re 
'zero' width pulse(s) on the falling edge of the compa~ator output. Of cour~e'. ~he osc1llahon 
pulses are not zero width but appear to be zero at a vertical scale of 100 µsec/d1v1s10n. The 'I_'VC 
501 output then returns to 500 µsec on the next valid 500 µsec output pulse. The n~xt negative-
going width transition occurred on a rising edge of the comparator output. In th1~ case, there 
were oscillations on the rising edge of the comparator's output. The TVC output agam returns to 
500 µsec on the next valid 500 µsec output pulse. Note that the trigger arrow on the TVC 501 
output waveform indicates that the scope was set to trigger when the width fell below 500 µsec. 
In other words, the scope was set to trigger only when the output oscillated! 

Comparator Sensitivity Limits 

While extra pulses are an indicator of output oscillations, missing pul~es can point to _the 
sensitivity limits of a comparator circuit. If the comparator detects each mput cycle, the time 
or period between each output pulse should be 1 msec for a 1 kHz inpu_t frequency .. If cyclE'.s are 
missed, the period between output pulses will vary in integer multiples of the mput signal 
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period. The signal generator's output amplitude was lowered to marginally switch the 
comparator circuit. The top trace of Figure 5 shows the voltage vs. time waveform of a 1 kHz 
sinewave input to the comparator. The lower trace shows that the comparator occasionally 
misses some cycles. 

Signal 
Generator 
Output 

Comparator 
Output 

. : . : : . : : . 

i• ]llllJIM 
5 milliseconds/ div time -+ 

Figure 5. Input signal looks constant, but the comparator misses a few crossings. 

The TVC 501 measured the comparator output signal with the configuration shown in Figure 1. 
Figure 6 is the output of the TVC 501 in the period vs. time measurement mode. The period 
hops up from the nominal 1 msec to 3 msec on the first gap showing that two cycles were missed. 
The comparator missed only one cycle in each of the next two gaps. 

Period 
(1 msec/div) 

3msec 
2msec 
lmsec 
0msec 

5 milliseconds/ div time __.. 
Figure 6. TVC 501 period vs. time output directly shows number of missing pulses! 

The TVC directly shows when a gap occurred and the number of missed cycles in each gap. And 
since the TVC 501 translates each timing gap to a voltage hop, the scope could be set up to 
trigger only on missing pulses.1 

Output Timing Modulation 

Voltage comparators are generally well behaved when driven with fast signal edges. 
However, many applications in signal conditioning and instrumentation require a comparator to 
trip on a slowly changing input signal. Power supply supervisor circuits and sensor alarm 
interfaces must properly switch on input slew rates measured in volts/sec or volts/msec rather 
than volts/nsec. Under these conditions, noise on the input signal or on the reference threshold 
lead to noticeable timing jitter on the comparator output. In general, the output timing jitter or 

1 The period vs. time mode can be applied to detect hidden oscillations since extra pulses 
translate to output pulse periods shorter than the nominal 1 msec. The width vs. time mode 
was used in the previous example so that each of the TVC 501's three measurement modes was 
discussed in this note. 
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modulation (in seconds RMS) is proportional to the input noise voltage 1 (volts RMS) divided by 
the input slew rate (volts/ sec) at the switching threshold. 

Output timing modulation was illustrated with the configuration in Figure 7. The signal 
generator also generates a synchronous trigger signal (also at 1 kHz) with a fixed phase 
relationship to the triangle wave output. 

Trig 
Out 

1---------------JU111J 
MN Sig 

Out 1-------------1 
L----...1 

Signal 
Generator 

Fixed 
Threshold 

'start' signal 

JlJ1J1f 
'stop' signal 

to 
TVCSOl 

Figure 7. Generator's trigger output is synchronized to the triangle wave output. 

The traditional voltage vs. time waveforms are shown in Figure 8. The top trace shows the 
trigger signal and the bottom trace shows the comparator output signal. The digital 
oscilloscope's enveloping mode was used to accumulate hundreds of cycles of both signals to 
illustrate the timing jitter on the comparator output. 2 Note that the delay is about 300 µsec but 
varies by about 10 or 20 µsec. But even with 1000 transitions per second (1 kHz input), we have 
no idea about how the delay changes as a function of time. Is it random? Is it uniformly 
distributed? Does is drift back and forth with time? 

Signal 
Generator 
Trigger j ······ .. 

Comparator .. 
Output 

. IT 
I.. . .,;_ _ _.;,...._...;.. _____ _ 

Cr··· ...... .... [ 
100 µsec/ div time 

Figure 8. Input signal noise and comparator errors result in output jitter. 

The two signals were connected to the TVC 501 in the delay vs. time measurement mode (Figure 
9). In this configuration the TVC generates a real-time voltage sequence proportional to each 
successive time delay between a trigger signal transition and a comparator output transition. 

1The input noise is the RMS sum of various sources such as the input signal and the comparator 
circuit itself. 

2All of the waveforms shown in this note were captured with a Tektronix 11400 digitizing 
oscilloscope and plotted using a dot-matrix printer attached to the oscilloscope's hardcopy 
output port. 
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si?. gen. IIJIJlJ 
trigger 

delay vs. time 

to scope 

Figure 9. TVC 501 measures each successive time delay from trigger to output. 

Figure 10 shows the two voltage f · I h TVC 501's d l . vs. ime s1gna son t e lower two traces. The top trace is the 
Fi re e ay vs. time output. The de!ay varies between about 310 and 330 µsec as we saw in 
60~ ' 8.iu~~:'ev~r, the new and revealmg result is that the time delay is clearly modulated at 
inve:iigation~s pomt we do not know the noise source, but the result forms a basis for further 

Delay 
(10 µsec/ div) 

330 µsec 
320 µsec 
310µsec . . . .. . ......... ... .......... . . · · 

Si~. Gen. ~-ffiffll~--,-j •. 
Trigger ·· · · · ·· · •. .. . • · . 

Comparator.,)f' 
Output 

10 milliseconds/ div 
Figure 10. Comparator output jitter is synchronized to 60 Hz! 

Note that since the input signal frequency is 1 kHz, the TVC 501 performs 1000 dela 
measurements per second 1 Th" · d · y dynamics. . is is an a equate samplmg rate for viewing 60 Hz modulation 

Conclusion 

Er_ra~ic at-s_reed comparator operation can be translated to pulse timin variations such as 
:::~ng, mi~p:~ced, or extra pulses. Since the TVC 501 directly translatesgtiming variations to 

g~ vana_ ions, comparator faults are easily detected and measured. Seo es or other 
recordmg devices can be set to trigger on and capture one in a million switching faulrs. 

1Whil 1 kH · teste~ at 1 c~7~on t;st f~equency for_analog components, digital components are often 
. . 0 _as er. o VIew modulation when the test frequency is say 100 MHz refer 

Mto the mixmg techmque described in the TVC 501 Engineering Brief titled,Freq,uency vs Time 
easurements. · 
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MEASURING SWITCH AND RELAY CONTACT BOUNCE 
TVC 501 Application Note 

The TVC 501 offers a new way to view the timing of spurious pulses generated during contact 
bounce. A time-interval vs. time plot is a tool that simplifies the analysis of contact bounce. 

Relay and switch contact bounce can cause functional errors in digital circuits. Digital circuits 
are fast enough respond to the multiple contact closures on make and break operations. Figure 1 
shows a popular technique for viewing contact bounce. In the first few examples an SPST reed 
relay is driven by a low speed squarewave to repetitively open and close the contact. 

SPST Reed Relay 

+ JUUUl 
Switched 
Output 

20Hz 

.JUUlJl 
Figure 1. Output voltage from switch closure triggers scope. 

One side of the switch is connected to a voltage source. The other side of the switch is 
monitored by a scope. Since the time intervals of interest are during transitions, the scope is set 
to trigger on the rising and/ or falling edge of the switched voltage signal. The 'ideal' output 
signal has one and only one transition on each state change. 

There are two measurement problems. First, isolating 'make' bounces from 'break' bounces is not 
as easy at it might seem. Setting a scope to trigger on the rising edge to only view the make 
bounce will not yield the desired result. Figure 2 shows two traces which resulted from a rising 
edge trigger on a switch which had both make and break contact bounce. The top trace is a 
make bounce, while the bottom trace is a break bounce. By definition, there are both positive 
and negative edges in any contact bounce! 

make 
bounce 

break 
brounce 

• • 100 µsec/ div 

Figure 2. Rising and falling edges during bounce complicate triggering. 
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One technique to work around this is to disable triggers for a selected time interval using a 
scope's trigger holdoff function.I Unfortunately, this might impose undesirable constraints on 
the experiment. 

The second problem is that the timing dynamics of contact bounce are typically several orders of 
magnitude faster than the timing dynamics of the switch itself. Spurious pulses occur in 
microseconds while the switch itself is opening and closing at millisecond intervals. This 
problem is partially addressed by scopes with multiple timebases since selected 1:ortions ?~ a 
signal can be viewed with different horizontal time frames. Figure 3 shows this capab1hty 
using an 11400 digitizing oscilloscope. 2 

switched 
output 

make 
edge 

break 
edge 

~-·····ru1. 

I .... T. 

• • 100 µsec/ div 

• • 
· :1..i_· -...:....-~-------- 100 µsec/div 

Figure 3. Middle and bottom traces window in on top trace's transitions. 

The top trace shows the relay output signal toggling every 25 milliseconds (20 Hz drive signal). 
At this sweep rate of 10 msec/ division, contact bounce cannot be seen. The middle trace 
represents a magnification (100 µsec/ division) or window into the rising edge of the top trace. 
Contact bounce is now visible with this lOOX horizontal magnification. The bottom trace is a 
100 µsec/division window on the falling edge of the top trace. It appears that there is no bounce 
on the break operation. While a second scope timebase is a powerful feature, it still requires 
prior knowledge of the event timing dynamics to set up the experiment. This may also impose 
undesirable constraints on the experiment. 

The TVCWay 

Contact bounce can be interpreted as undesired narrow pulses occurring with desired wider 
pulses. Another interpretation is that bounce generates extra pulses that are incorrectly 
positioned near valid transitions. The TVC supports both interpretations (Figure 4). 
Incorrectly narrow pulses can be detected by the TVC's width vs. time measurement mode. 
Incorrectly positioned pulses can be detected by the TVC's period vs. time measurement mode. 

1 A scope's trigger holdoff control disables new sweeps for a settable time interval after the 
completion of the current sweep. In this way, the scope can be set to ignore triggers during the 
opposite switch transition if the time between make and break operations is known. 

2Analog scopes typically use the A Sweep Intensify and Delayed B Sweep functions to activate 
dual timebases. 
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correct width 

incorrect width (too short) 

incorrect period (too short) 

Figure 4. Bounce is a pulse width error or a pulse position error. 

Figure 5 shows the pulse width vs. time waveform of the same relay output signal of Figure 3. 
The bottom trace represents the relay output. Note that the pulse width falls to 'zero' on the 
relay's make transition indicating incorrectly narrow pulses were detected. Since no pulses occur 
while the switch is closed the value is held until the break transition when the TVC output 
jumps up to 25 milliseconds which is the pulse width or duration of the relay closure. No pulses 
occur until the relay closes again in which case the TVC output again falls to zero after 
measuring the narrow bounce pulses on the make edge. Note that the scope was triggered 
(arrow positioned at a width of 10 msec) on the falling edge of the TVC output. This means 
that the scope is set to trigger on a contact bounce since if there were no contact bounces the TVC 
output level would be steady at 25 milliseconds. The TVC adds time-qualified triggering to a 
scope's traditional voltage-qualified triggering capability.I 

Width 

30msec -· 
20msec-• 
lOmsec _ 

0msec-

10 msec/ division time • 
Figure 5. Pulse width falls to zero on the 'make' transition. Scope triggers on bounce. 

Since the TVC can trigger the scope to view only contact bounces, bounce related timing 
measurements are simplified. Figure 6 shows the TVC measuring the pulse timing of the make 
transition bounce. Once again the scope was set to trigger on a bounce. In this case, the scope was 
set to trigger on pulses less than 40 µsec (trigger arrow). Four extra pulses apparently occurred. 

1Voltage-qualified means the scope triggers when the input signal rises above (+ edge) or falls 
below (- edge) a voltage level. Time-qualified means the scope triggers when a time-interval 
parameter of the input signal (such as it's width) rises above or falls below a time-interval 
level. Of course the scope is still triggering on a voltage, but the TVC generates voltages 
proportional to measured time-intervals which permits this interpretation. 
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The TVC measured the first pulse as about 9 µsec (this triggered the scope), the second pulse 
was about 29 µsec, the third was 9 again, and the fourth was 29 again. The TVC output then 
stayed constant since no other pulses were measured. 

Width 
(10 µsec/ div) 

30µsec_ 

20µsec- ·· ·· · 
lOµsec -

Switch 
Output 

..... J ........ . 
. I . 

.... ~lru····:·········.··· ··.· ··. . . . : 1 ·. ·····•·· ... 

50 µsec/ division time 

Figure 6. TVC measures pulse widths of each bounce in real-time. 

Making the test more difficult 

• 

The SPST relay is not as interesting a test case as a rotary contac~ing encoder swit~h. _The 20-
position rotary switch used on the front panel of the TVC was mstrumented a_s m Figure l. 
There are actu.ally two SPST switches (CW and CCW) on the encoder. On e~ch chck to the next 
position, the corresponding direction switch closes and opens. The s-:itch _was m_anu~lly 
rotated; Figure 7 shows the TVC width vs. time output for a dozen steps m a smgle direction. 
Apparently there were no bounces and each pulse was about 10 msec wide. 

30msec-
20msec-···· 
l0msec_,.._.,..-,..,.,..,=.,.,,.,_ 
0 msec ............ ---=-- ---=-············_. ___ __._ ___ _.. __ -,------,---:-················-·· 

Switch 
Output 

50 msec/ division 

Figure 7. No bounce for a dozen steps on the contacting encoder. 

time • 

But Figure 8 tells a different story. About 24 pulses are shown representing slightly more th~n 
one complete revolution of the 20-position encoder. The TVC caught two bounce errors and m 
fact the two bounces are separated by 20 closures. Apparently the _sar_ne contact gene:ated_ t_he 
two bounces. By providing a real-time indication of bounce hmmg, the TVC simph!ies 
troubleshooting encoders that exhibit timing faults at specific angles or positions_of operation. 
While this switch is not an absolute encoder, the index or top-dead-center output signals of such 
encoders could be another scope trace allowing easy identification of location dependent encoder 
faults. 
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Period 
(10 msec/ div) 

20msec-• 
lOmsec 
0msec- · 

Switch : · · · : • n . JW ...... : .lJLJlJlflJl ......... · ........... lJULilJUUl ... ·.· ....... : ......... : . . . . . .. · ......... : ........ : ....... . 
Output • · • · · • ·• · · • · • ul[lJJ\JJJLJ1 

100 msec/division 
Figure 8. Bounce occurred on same contact in 20-position encoder. 

And when the bounce has gone 

time • 

Even after the de-bouncing circuits are installed, the TVC provides useful real-time 
performance indicators. The rotary switch was de-bounced by a keypad controller IC which 
generates a 'data available' signal when a switch is closed. As in most instrument designs, this 
stream of pulses is processed by a microprocessor. A valid question from the firmware engineer 
is, "how often must I process keypad requests?" Figure 9 shows the stream of de-bounced data 
available pulses from the IC resulting from a quick manual turn of the knob. In this case, the 
TVC's period vs. time mode was used to measure the time between each data available request 
to the processor. 

Period 
(10 msec/ div) 

30msec_ 

20msec-

10msec -· 
...... : ..... : ......... : ...... ·. . ..... -- : .... . 

Switch 
Output _...;....----.-·•_·····....;....;Willi 111111 IIUW ~-'--· • · · -'---'---

100 msec/ division time---- •• 
Figure 9. TVC measures the time between switch requests to the processor. 

Note that the trace starts from off the top of the screen since the time between a pulse off the 
left side of the screen and the first pulse is much longer than this particular vertical window 
scale. The time between pulses reached a 'worst case' of about 10 milliseconds and increased 
near the end of the turn. The TVC output made it easy to set an instrument specification for 
switch response time since human evaluators could see the timing dynamics of a knob operation 
in real-time. 

This same measurement also unveiled a hard limit in switch performance. Since the de-
bouncing circuit validates a make or break by verifying that a particular state is held for a 
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programmed time interval, what happens if the switch is turned too quickly? In this case, the 
encoder would generate pulses that would be so short that the de-bouncing circuit would 
interpret them as contact bounces and ignore them! Figure 10 shows the case where the knob 
was smoothly but rapidly turned. 

~~~ec/div) . · 1L.· •..... 

30msec_ l 
20 msec - ······ ······· ····· · ·· ······ •· · •··'='-i····· ··· · · 
lOmsec -·· 

Switch 
Output __ •···_.._l.._._._lllHJ.illJ1HIH·1· f I·~·~---··· __ _ 

100 msec/ division time---ill •II'" 

Figure 10. TVC detects that switch closures were missed! 

Note that near the middle of the turn the period hops up which is not what happened 
mechanically since the switch was smoothly turned. The interpretation is that the pulse 
generated by the switch closure for that step was so short that the de-bouncing circuit ignored 
it. Therefore the time between switch closures jumped up. And near the end of the tum it 
appears that some switch closures were missed. In fact, if a variable speed motor drove the 
rotary switch, the scope could have been set up to trigger when the period exceeded a threshold 
indicating the onset of missed switch closures. 

A new tool for your toolbox 

Switches and relays control or regulate system operation. Errors in switch timing lead to 
functional faults. The TVC presents new options for evaluating contact performance by directly 
addressing the two measurement problems of triggering on bounce faults and correlating the fast 
bounce timing dynamics with the slower overall electro-mechanical dynamics. 
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MEASURING DIGITAL ENCODER STRIPING 
TVC 501 Application Note 

The TVC 501 
Instantaneous 
by traditional 

me~sures tim_ing ~a~iations from the wheel striping of a rotating optical encoder. 
stripe-by-stripe timing measurements reveal intra-revolution variations masked 
tachometer or analog integration techniques. 

The DC motor experiment 

The encode~ wheel us:d _in this note is used for speed control in a tape drive mechanism. The 
w~eel and its transm1ss1ve electrical sensor are shown in Figure 1. The wheel has 50 dark 
stnpes and 50 transparent stripes. 

Figure 1. 50 line/rev rotary encoder wheel and electronics. 

The encod:r system was attached to a de motor shaft and driven open-loop with a constant 
voltage. F1gur: 2 sho"".s the hardcopy plot from an 11400 digital oscilloscope. The upper trace 
sho':s the penod vs. time waveform of the sensor feedback pulses while the lower trace is a 
momtor of the pulses !hemselves. The TVC 501 indicates an average stripe period of 116 µsec or 
5800 µsec per revolution (10.3 kRPM). There is clearly a sinusoidal modulation of the encoder 
pulse stream timing. And by counting out 50 monitor pulses, the modulation period is tied to the 
period of one revolution. 

Stripe Period 
(1 µsec/ div) · 

1 msec/division 

Figure 2. Encoder stripe period vs. time of open-loop de motor. 
time_. 

This synchronization was tested by filling in one of the transparent stripes on the wheel. The 
created 48 'norn:ial' dark stripes and one stripe 3 times as wide as a normal stripe. Figure 3 
shows the resul~ng_ sc~pe plot wit~ this encoder configuration. Note the wider pulse width on 
the lo':'er trace _m~1catmg the po~1tion of the wider stripe. The period signal hops up off the 
scale smce the timmg between stnpes doubles at that instant. 
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Stripe Period 
(1 µsec/ div) 

117µs _ 

116µs -
115µs - .. 

monitor output 
(from TVC) 

..... TL;·•••••••••••••> 
......... ······. ·····•········ . . . . . ' 

' . . 
-------'-9· ················••-•·--···· ........ . 

1 msec/division time_.. 
Figure 3. Period vs. time with altered striping. The wider stripe occurs once/revolution. 

By lowering the TVC 50l's conversion gain to 100 µsec/division, the period doubling is clearly 
seen (Figure 4). But at this resolution, the stripe timing modulation is not visible. 

Stripe Period 
(100 µs/ div) 

330µsec_ .. 
230µsec...... 
130 µsec- . H 

monitor output 
(from TVC) 

1 msec/division 

Figure 4. Period vs. time with altered striping. 

Figure 3 revealed an interesting artifact of the wider stripe. Even though only one stripe was 
altered, the period timing right after the wide stripe seems to be out of line. At least two 
trailing periods do not follow the sinusoidal character of the stripe modulation. This discovery 
can be explained with the aid of Figure 5. 

Stripe Period 
(10 µsec/ div) 

126µsec-· 
116 µsec---......,-~-......,-~-.,.....~-----------·..,·--·· 
106µsec....,,,. ______________________ _ 

encoder 
output 

200 µsec/division 

Figure 5. Period timing of a slightly smudged stripe. 
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time___. 

The encoder wheel was cleaned but one transparent stripe was slightly smudged with black ink. 
The actual phototransistor output signal is shown on the lower trace. Note that as the 
phototransistor senses the smudged stripe, the transistor output level shifts. Slew rate 
limitations in the sensor phototransistor instantaneously shift the average value of the output 
signal. Since the transistor output feeds a fixed threshold comparator, the resulting digital 
stream sees a slight timing shift. In this example, the shift was about 10%. This level shifting 
also caused the timing shift for the stripes following the wider stripe in the previous example. 

The AC motor experiment 

At this point, it is not clear whether the stripe timing modulation is a result of actual speed 
variations or encoder striping errors.1 The encoder was next placed on the shaft of an ac driven 
electric pencil eraser (!). Figure 6 shows the stripe period timing. The average stripe period 
was about 360 µsec or 18 msec per revolution (-3300 rpm). The interesting result was that there 
were apparently 2 cycles of modulation for 50 encoder pulses (lower trace). 

Stripe Period 
(10 µsec/ div) 

380 µsec 
370 µsec 
360 µsec 

. . ~- : : bp. : . : . . . . . . .. ............. . ................. , .......... ······•·· .. . - . . . . . . . . . ...... ------· : ... ~-·-. : ~L: 
monitor output 

(from TVC) 

5 mseddivision time~ 

Figure 6. Stripe timing on AC motor seems to have two modulation cycles per revolution. 

Did the encoder-shaft alignment somehow alter the sensor electronics to double the 
modulation? This was tested by employing the extra stripe technique. Figure 7 shows the 
stripe timing with one wide stripe. The period hop moves out of phase with the modulation! 

Stripe Period J·. .. . . . • 
(10 µsec/ div) . . . . . . : 

380 µsec 
370 µsec 
360 µsec 

. . . . . . . . ................................................ ··-· .,,,. .......... ······•··• 

monitor output • : : : : : • : 
(from TVC) mOOUllllUllillllllilillUlrnlllll.l!lllWW~ 

5 mseddivision time~ 

Figure 7. Stripe timing variations are not synchronized to speed variations! 

10f course, the motor dynamics could be analyzed to determine if the measured speed 
modulation represents a realistic angular acceleration. 
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The wide stripe is not synchronized to the timing modulation and the motor speed is actually 
varying. Power was removed to further examine intra-revolution speed dynamics. Figure 8 
shows the instantaneous stripe timing dynamics as the motor left the powered state. 

Stripe Period 
(10 µsec/ div) 

390 µsec 
380 µsec 
370µsec 
360µsec 

monitor output 
(from TVC). 

20 mseddivision time _. 
Figure 8. Motor speed undergoes slight oscillations before spinning down. 

The timing started with the previously shown at-speed modulation. Then there were some fast 
dynamics (in the third horizontal division) as power was removed. The oscillation frequency 
was about 250 Hz. The motor then slowed down with different dynamics which appeared to be 
a modulation once per revolution. 1 The wide stripe technique verified (Figure 9) that the 
measured speed modulation is synchronized to the shaft. In view of the de motor results, this 
suggests that striping alignment errors are the cause of the once per revolution modulation. 2 

Stripe Period 
(10 µsec/ div) 

560 µsec 
550 µsec 
540 µsec 
530 µsec 
520 µsec 

20 mseddivision time~ 
Figure 9. Encoder timing is modulated once per revolution when motor is unpowered. 

Conclusion 

Digital striping improves the resolution of linear and rotary encoders. When used for velocity 
feedback, the pulse rate multiplication improves controllability over once per revolution index 
pulses. The TVC 501 takes full advantage of the each data sample to uncover intra-revolution 
timing dynamics in motion systems. The TVC's digital counter architecture and crystal-
accurate timebase insure consistent and reliable measurements over wide timing ranges. 

1The TVC 501 takes a measurement sample every ~370 µsec in this example. This sampling rate 
of ~2.7 kHz is fast enough to extract modulation dynamics in the hundreds of Hz. 

2The same pattern was obtained when the wheel was rotated relative to the motor shaft. 
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INFRARED REMOTE CONTROL TIMING MEASUREMENTS 
TVC 501 application note 

The TVC 501 unveils the unique timing dynamics of infrared remote controls. The measurements 
are applicable to systems that use pulse coded modulation. 

The Invisible Link 

Infrared (IR) remote control systems typically use pulse position modulation to encode the 
different keypad commands. The relative spacings of successive pulses in each transmitted 
burst are decoded into the more familiar binary stream of l's and O's (Figure 1). 

I IR eacrgy I• T •I• T •I• 2T •I• T •I• 
. vstnne. I I I IID) I 

2T 

Figure 1. Time-interval spacing between the pulses in a burst encodes command. 

The receiving unit must measure the relative spacing between pulses and decide if the received 
code matches one in its command set. IR noise, a faulty transmitter, a weak signal, or an 
incompatible transmitter are potential sources of a code mismatch. Designing the receiver's 
decoding algorithm requires settling on specifications for inter-pulse timing tolerances. And at 
some point, the hardware must be characterized for relationships between timing variations 
and operational parameters such as the distance between the transmitter and the receiver. 

Most IR systems for consumer electronics have data rates of less than 1000 baud. Each command 
is typically implemented as a burst of 10 to 20 pulses. Within the burst, the individual pulses 
are separated by 1 or 2 milliseconds. In most cases, the burst repeats if the key is held down 
(Figure 2). 

IR energy 
vs.time 

coded burst repeat 

Figure 2. Bursts repeat when transmitter key is held down. 

The experiment 

repeat 

The instantaneous time-interval measurement capabilities of the TVC 501 are illustrated with 
an IR transmitter for a television. The transmitted IR signals were detected using a GPl U52X 
detector module.1 The 3-pin module requires +5V power and has a single +5V logic level output 
that is active when it detects modulated IR energy above a threshold level (Figure 3).2 The 
TVC 501 measured the module's output using a standard 10 MQ lOX voltage probe. 

1 At the time of writing these were available for less than $5 from Radio Shack®, a 
nationwide retail electronics store. The Radio Shack part number is 276-137. 

2The carrier frequency of IR remotes is typically 40 kHz. The IR detector module includes a 40 
kHz narrowband filter for noise rejection. 
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r: CICCiCI z... m m m z...., occc .JLJ1__Jl___ Cl Cl Cl 
Cl Cl Cl Cl 

IR transmitter IR detector demodulated 
module 

40 kHz carrier +SV 
output signal 

Figure 3. IR detector module simplifies experiment. 

The TVC 501 time-interval to voltage output was displayed using an 11400 digitizing 
oscilloscope (Figure 4). 

IR detector 
module measurement 

<•••••••••:.,••• output 

monitor output 

111111 
Figure 4. TVC 501 and scope form instrument pair. 

0 Oscillosmpe 

The TVC 501 also has a monitor output signal which represents the detector output signal. The 
monitor signal is displayed on a second 11400 input channel to show the TVC 501's real-time 
performance. 

Measurement Results 

One transmitter key was held down to illustrate the basic operation of the TVC 501 in the pulse 
period measurement function (Figure 5). The upper trace is the TVC period vs. time output 
voltage corresponding to the detector signal on the lower trace. 

7,"~~;:i .....•.. J .. ··. 
3.2 rnsec •••••••••. > ,· 
2.2 rnsec - ····· · ······· ·· · ·· · 
1.2 rnsec • . ······ ___ ..._ _ _,_ 
0.2rnsec -

monitor output 
(from TVC) 

5 mseddivision 
Figure 5. Transmitter directly aimed at the receiver. 

time_. 

The TVC measures each consecutive period between the pulses and generates a voltage 
proportional to each measured time-interval. The TVC 501 conversion factor was set to 1 
millisecond/division with an offset of 1.2 milliseconds. For this transmitter, the pulse position 
varied between 1.2 and 2.4 milliseconds. The initial off-scale transient is the result of 
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measuring the period between the last pulse of a previous burst and the first pulse of the 
displayed burst. Since this period was much greater than the ±4 vertical division output range 
of the TVC 501, the signal clips above the fourth division above center screen. More 
importantly, the voltage hop is used to trigger the scope since the longest measured period 
always occurs at the first pulse of each burst. 

Figure 6 illustrates the power of a period vs. time signal for burst timing analysis. Since the 
period always hops up at the beginning of each burst, a scope with frequency measurement 
capability can easily measure the frequency of bursts. In this case, the 11400 directly measured 
18.6 Hz as the burst repetition rate. 

. . . . 
> • • • 

(1 msec/ div) • . .. . • 
. . . . 

. . 

Pulse Peri~d · · · · · · · · · • · · · · · · J·. ·. ·. · · · · · · · · • · · · · ~~=-fr L l_,_•·.· .. -·~ ·_,_._._...;...__, 

...................... ...................... . ... T T 
0.2msec -

mo~;~::J:~: IH . ll!Hlit . lll __ lfHI _IIIIHF 
20 mseddivision time ___. 

Figure 6. TVC 501 simplifies triggering on burst by detecting the inter-burst timing gap. 
I 

To further zoom in on the timing dynamics, the TVC 501 was used to examine the 1.2 millisecond 
spacing in greater detail. The previous plots were at a TVC 501 vert~cal scale factor of 1 
millisecond per division. The s¢ale factor was increased 3 decades t<:> 1 microsecond per 
division. Figure 7 shows the slight variation in the shorter period spacing within the same 
command burst. With a ~iming offset of 1220 microseconds (center screen), the TVC 501 shows 
that the transmitter-receiver pair is maintaining a ±1 microsecond tolerance on a 1220 
microsecond spacing! At this vertical scale, the measurements for the 2.4 millisecond periods 
are clipped above 4 divisions since these measurements are another 1200 divisions above the 
scope's viewing range. 

Pulse Width 
(1 µsec/div) 

1222µs - · 
1221 µs _ .. 
1220µs -
1219 µs - .... 

monitor output 
(from TVC) - -·~ .. --. 

5 mseddivision time _.. 
Figure 7. Less than ±1 microsecond pulse position variations within a burst! 

Although pulse position encoding is used it is interesting to observe the pulse width variations 
in the system. Figure 8 shows the TVC 501 output when in the pulse width measurement 
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function. Relative to the 1.2 to 2.4 millisecond pulse-to-pulse variations to encode the l's and 
O's, the pulse-to-pulse width variations are quite small. The offset was set to 430 microseconds 
and the vertical scale was set to 10 microseconds/ division. The pulse widths within each burst 
appear to start at about 450 microseconds and decay to about 430 microseconds. Of course, since 
the transmitter uses period modulation the width variations are interesting but not relevant. 

Pulse Width 
(10 µsec/div) 

450µs -· 
440µs - ... -... ...,_...,.,.........,,. 
430µs -

20 msec/division time _. 
Figure 8. Pulse position, not pulse width modulation. 

The above traces were all made in the middle of a continuous stream of bursts of the same 
keypad command. What happens when a key is initially pressed? Figure 9 shows the period 
vs. time trace when a key is pressed. Clearly there is a glitch in the first burst which a 
receiver should reject. The subsequent bursts were acceptable. 

Pulse Period 

0 ~:c:)_ . FT T 
~:~::-·· j 95· JULJJ,_··-~-..-.--
o.2msec -. · 

monitor output 
(from TVC) 

5 mseddivision 

Figure 9. First burst seems to have problem. Compare with Figure 5. 

TVC 501 makes the invisible visible. 

time-+ 

Measuring position modulation or any type of pulse code modulation can be frustrating when 
only the voltage vs. time waveform is available. The TVC 501 provides a new way to measure 
pulse position modulation in IR remote control systems. Feedback is instantaneous so that the 
effects of distance, reflections, or angles of incidence can be evaluated in real-time. The time-
interval vs. time waveform generated by the TVC 501 is easier to interpret since the relevant 
measurements now appear as values on the vertical axis. 
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DECODING RF AND RADAR BURST SEQUENCES 
TVC 501 Application Note 

The TVC 501 and P6420 RF probe decode complex modulation sequences used in RF ranging, 
detection, and remote control systems. 

Many measurement and control systems based on RF transmission use simple AM or keyed carrier 
burst sequences to encode timing or identification information. The TVC 501 cannot perform 
continuous uninterrupted measurements at RF or IF frequencies. However, the TVC 501 can make 
burst timing measurements on these complex sequences if the RF signals are first demodulated or 
converted to baseband. The handheld transmitter of a consumer remote control garage door 
opener was used as a source of RF bursts to illustrate TVC measurements. 

The P6420 RF probe looks like a conventional oscilloscope voltage probe. However it is an AM 
demodulator with a 10 kHz to 1 GHz detector bandwidth. The output voltage at its BNC 
connector is a de voltage proportional to the RMS voltage at the probe tip. Figure 1 shows P6420 
probe operation. The top trace is a conventional voltage vs. time waveform of coded RF bursts. 
This transmitter used a -300 MHz carrier. At a horizontal scale of 5 milliseconds per division, 
each gated RF pulse appears as a blur.1 The lower trace is the output of the P6420 RF probe. 

Voltage 
Probe 

Output 1111111111 ·---JI! Ill 
RF probe 

output ___ _, 

5 msec/ division time---- •• 
Figure 1. P6420 RF probe demodulates 300 MHz RF bursts. 

The P6420 probe was used as the input probe for the TVC. The top trace of Figure 2 shows the 
period vs. time plot of the RF burst when the transmit key was held down. Two observations 
can be made. First, the period jumps up at the beginning of each burst since the time-interval 
between the last pulse of the previous burst and the first pulse of the current burst is much longer 
than the intra-burst pulse periods. The gap between bursts can be read off the vertical scale as 
about 13 milliseconds. The second observation is that the period between pulses within a burst 
is constant and about 2 milliseconds. In fact, by inspection it appears that some type of pulse 
width modulation is used by this transmitter. 

1The wider pulses of about 2 milliseconds represent over 600,000 cycles of the 300 MHz carrier. 
The probes were placed in the vicinity of the transmitter LC tank to couple into the RF field. 
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(lOmsec/div) 

1:=----·_·_•:fl_~:~_··_· ...,...--,---~--:---:--·-·_··~·a_··_:_·· ___ _ 

Demodulated 
RF burst 

5 msec/ division time • 
Figure 2. Period vs. time plot of coded burst. Bursts occur at -30 Hz. 

Note that the period hop at the beginning of the burst simplifies scope triggering. The trigger 
arrow on the top trace shows that the 11400 digitizing oscilloscope is reliably triggering at t.he 
beginning of each burst. The hop also makes it easy to discover varying time intervals between 
bursts although in this case the transmitter had a constant burst repetition period (-30 
milliseconds). 

Pulse width modulated burst 

The constant period between pulses within the burst suggested a pulse width modulation 
scheme. Figure 3 shows the TVC's pulse width vs. time output for measurements of the 
demodulated burst. The burst has two pulse widths which vary between 0.6 and 1.6 
milliseconds. The code for this transmitter is a sequence of l's and O's represented by a sequence 
of 1.6 and 0.6 msec RF pulses. 

Width 

(1 msec/div) 

l. 6 msec_.. n. rn n 
0.6msec•------'· · - -

Demodulated 
RF burst 

5 msec/ division 

Figure 3. Pulse width vs. time plot of demodulated burst. 

More detail 

····o~c 

time ---t •II"' 

More precise timing measurements can be made on the burst by zooming in on the pulse periods 
and widths within each burst. For example, the period vs. time plot of Figure 2 shows a 
constant intra-burst pulse period of 2 milliseconds but this was at a vertical resolution of 10 
milliseconds per division. The resolution was increased 1000 times to 10 microseconds per 
division. The TVC offset was set to 1.950 milliseconds to obtain Figure 4. 
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Period J 
(10 µs/ div~) 
1960µsec _ 

1950 µsec 
1940µsec-

Demodulated 
RF Burst 

10 msec/ division 

Figure 4. Period vs. time plot. Pulse period held to ±0.5%. 

time---11 •..-

This period vs. time plot shows that within the burst pulses are separated by 1.950 
milliseconds with a deviation of only ±10 microseconds! Note that at the beginning of the burst 
the period hop goes off the plot since 13 milliseconds (see Figure 2) is over 1000 vertical 
divisions above the top graticule. 

Figure 5 switches the focus to the top of the period hop which was apparently about 13 
milliseconds. The resolution was kept at 10 microseconds per division but the offset was 
changed to 13.720 milliseconds to look at period deviations in the gap between bursts. 

(10 µs/div) 
13.727 msec _ 

13.707 msec -

100 msec/division time---1 •i.-
Figure 5. Period vs. time plot. Inter-burst pulse period gap varies ~0.1 %! 

Note that the horizontal time scale now covers 1 second (about 30 bursts) and the constant 
period portion of the burst is now over 1000 divisions below the bottom graticule. The period 
gap also deviated by about ±10 microseconds but with an offset of over 13,000 microseconds this 
represents a very small deviation! 

Conclusion 

It is interesting to note that the transmitter circuit contained only a few passive components, one 
IC, a 9 position switch for setting the burst code, and a 9V battery. Although this is a simple 
example of RF burst timing measurements, it illustrates the TVC's ability to monitor digital 
modulation of RF bursts. 
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RELATIVE TIMING MEASUREMENTS ON CLOCK SIGNALS 
TVC 501 Application Note 

The TVC 501 measures the cycle-to-cycle timing variations between clock signals. Relative 
timing is critical in phase locked loops and clock recovery-synchronization circuits. 

A moving reference 

By using both of the TVC 501's input channels, continuous timing measurements can be made 
between two drifting or slipping clocks. For example, two crystal oscillators were each 
digitally prescaled to generate two 60 Hz clocks (Figure 1). The TVC measured the cycle-to-
cycle time-delays between the two signals. The measurement range should be between 0 and 
16.666 milliseconds depending on the relative phase of the two signals. 

60Hz 
XTAL-based 
clock #1 

60Hz 
XTAL-based 
clock #2 

J1JUl 

JUU1 1-------illll'- to scope 
Delay vs. time 

Figure 1. TVC measures delay between two 'stable' 60 Hz clocks. The 60 Hz clock 
signals are from the monitor outputs from two different TVC 501 modules. 

The lower two traces in Figure 2 show a one second snapshot of the two drifting signals. The 
TVC 501 delay vs. time output is shown on the upper trace. 

(10 µs/div) 
15250 µsec- · 
15240 µsec- · 
15230µsec-

60 Hz #1 tmJlmijJumu~uW~JmJu~mMu1JU1.fuu1WJu~muillJutrulmw 
60 Hz #2 f~J~Wu1JU1JuJJuilub~tlliWlUuffllliJu~MuuvJuumutrumu~ 

100 milliseconds/ division time---11 •• 
Figure 2. Cycle-to-cycle delay between middle trace and lower trace. 

Note that the lower signals drifted by about 34 µsec in a 1 second interval. Since the period of 
each signal is 16666 µsec, the phase drift is about 0.7° per second (34+16666•360°). Slowing 
down the scope timebase 1000 times clearly shows the two signals beat or roll-over every 500 
seconds (Figure 3). Note that the TVC's vertical scale was also altered. Alternatively, this 
0.002 Hz beat frequency can be interpreted to mean that the two signals differ in frequency by 
about 0.002 Hz. Since the slope of the time delay is negative, the lower trace has the higher 
frequency since it is gaining in phase on the middle trace. 
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~--

Delay (10 ms/div) 
20.0msec--

10.~::._~-· --

60 Hz #1 

60Hz#2 

100 seconds/division time ---11 •11)> 

Figure 3. The two 60 Hz signals beat every -500 seconds (i.e., 16666+34). 

Looking at Clark Public Utilities 

A more interesting example of drifting clocks is shown in Figure 4. The 60 Hz line frequency of 
the Clark County power utility was measured relative to one of the 60 Hz crystal clocks.I 

(10 ms/div) 

20.0msec- -

100 seconds/division time · • 
Figure 4. Line frequency and local crystal clock tracking within 0.0lHz! 

Over a -15 minute interval the utility frequency started out slightly faster (negative delay vs. 
time slope) than the local clock, then drifted to become slightly slower (positive delay slope). 

Losing Lock 

The TVC was used to measure the reference c}ock to output clock delay in a tracking phase 
locked loop (Figure 5).2 

TVC 501 
/? 

/ ······· 
>< - <•······ / ..... 

I - 8} I I 192 kHz FG 5010 
,......,__,,_ 

.._ to 
Reference - Phase-locked - ••••••••• / ... L ll1 - scope Jlilll - J1JU1 - :, " 1.:••····· 

......... Delay 
Clock Generator // / / .. / vs. time 

Figure 5. TVC measures delay between reference clock and regenerated clock. 

The upper trace in Figure 6 is the input to the PLL and the lower trace is the PLL output. For the 
first 600 µsec of this snapshot the loop is locked where the output clock lagged the input clock 

1 The 60 Hz line signal was obtained from a Tektronix 2400 scope's A-Gate output signal with 
the scope triggered on the line frequency. The A-Gate output signal provides a convenient TTL 
level signal corresponding to the sweep rate of the scope. 

2The Tektronix FG 5010 function generator has a PLL mode where the output signal is phase-
locked to an input clock. The lock angle between the reference and output can be set. 
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by a fixed -1.6 µsec .. The reference signal was removed from the FG 5010 input. The PLL's 
~oltage controlled oscillator (VCO) started drifting (slowing down in this case) relative to the 
mput clock. Note that the scope was triggered (arrow) when the phase left its locked state. 

192 kHz ref· 
Delay 

I~§-=-- - -J -il-~1~J7vll 
~:~~=:-_-......•.... ···•······ .. • .....•. J! L • V '····· .. 192 kHz 

output 
200 microseconds/ division time ---11!/lil-P>-

Figure 6. VCO drifts from 192 kHz when control loop is broken. 

The delay r?lls over when it reaches 5.2 µsec (one 192 kHz clock period); the beat period 
between the_ mput clock and the VCO is about 300 µsec (VCO slower by -3 kHz). In other words, 
the VCO drifted to about 189 kHz after the reference signal was removed. 

Switching Phase 

Th~ PLL's phase
0 

rel~tive to the input clo~k could be controlled. The phase Jock angle was 
switched by-180 . Figure 7 shows the relative delay of the output clock increasing from 1.1 µsec 
to 3.7 µsec (~=2.6 µsec or -180°). The delay vs. time waveform shows the damping and settling 
characteristics of the loop. 

192 kHz ref 
Delay ......._ 

4.5µsec--

;i::-::=·--~-~~:: _____ ;/ 
0.5 µsec-

192 kHz 
output 

500 microseconds/division time ---ill •~ 
Figure 7. PLL transitions from one phase lock angle to another. 

Of course PLL loop dynamics are often measured from the VCO control voltage signal. In this 
case, the PLL was a 'black-box' module and the control voltage was not accessible. 

Output = N x Ref ere nee 

PLL techniques are also applied in synthesizers (Figure 8). The prescaler divides the VCO 
frequency_by 'N.' The prescaler output is compared with a 25 kHz reference. The comparator 
and loop filter control the VCO to lock the output frequency to N times the reference frequency. 
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_n_n_n 
25kHz 
reference 

phase 
comparator 

loop filter 1----r-----
and VCO 

_n_n_n programmable 
"--------1 +N prescaler 
25kHz 
feedback 

from processor 
Figure 8. Frequency synthesizer with a 25 kHz reference. 

mmmmmm1 
Nx25kHz 
output 

The output frequency is controlled by setting the prescaler value to the desired 'N.' The 
feedback signal varies in frequency until the loop re-locks. In Figure 9 the lower trace shows 
the 25 kHz feedback pulses from the programmable prescaler. The top trace shows the TVC 
501's period vs. time output which is 40 µsec when the loop is locked. The prescaler was re-
programmed to a new 'N' in the middle of this snapshot. The period hops and re-settles to its 
nominal 40 µsec value in about 2 milliseconds. 

Period 
42 µsec-· 
41 µsec-··· 
40 µsec----,--""""".-----
39 µsec-

25 kHz 
feedback ,.........,......,..1.4.w.==~"""-..w.;u...u.,JJ.ll-j. ..... l.l,l.+j,;.u,u.u..i,..1,u.µ,1'LJ.1.1,1JW-'IJi,W.Ui,W.U.lJJ.J.J.w..1.1.-..w;. 

500 microseconds/ division time • 
Figure 9. Period deviation of 25 kHz feedback pulses during frequency shift. 

But what are the two triangular deviations before the hop? It turned out that the 
programmable prescaler's 20-bit 'N' value could not be changed instantaneously. The processor 
had to write five 4-bit values to the prescaler to re-program the 20 bits-1 Figure 10 shows the 
same feedback period deviation, but the processor's write pulses are now on the lower trace. 

Period 
42 µsec-- . ~\ • · · . · · · · · · · · · · · • · 

:~:=:--:-.. ---~~J~-~•-•·--~-
Processor 

write 
pulses 

500 microseconds/ division time---11 •• 
Figure 10. Period deviations explained by the processor's write-cycle timing. 

1The output was switched from 65 MHz (N=2600) to 70 MHz (N=2800). This translated to a 20-
bit binary code (used by the divider) of 80150 hex to 01750 hex. Since this code was written 4 
bits at a time (8-0-1-5-0), only the first three write cycles changed the divider value. 
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Note that the first 3 write pulses actually changed the prescaler value with the third having 
the greatest effect. In fact only the first 3 write cycles changed the pre-existing 'N' value. The 
last 2 write cycles re-loaded values that were already in the prescaler. The real-time TVC 
output unveiled the suspected correlation between processor activity and loop operation. 

Charge It! 

The final example demonstrates the TVC's width vs. time mode. The phase comparator output 
in Figure 8 is a pair of 'charging' pulses. When the loop is locked, the two charging pulses are 
narrow and equal in width (Figure 11). The loop filter looks at pulse width differences to 
determine whether to increase (charge) or decrease (discharge) the control voltage to the VCO. 

.------- charge 'up' 
----:::.• JLJL...JL phase • 

comparator a-----l!l::--~JLJL...JL 
charge 'down' 

to loop 
filter 

Figure 11. Phase comparator has charge pump outputs. 

Since the widths vary when the loop is out of lock, the TVC's width vs. time mode was used to 
measure one of the charge pump outputs. The lower trace in Figure 12 shows the charge pump 
pulses when the loop was shifted to a new frequency. The pulses hop in width and then settle 
to its nominal width of about 100 nsec. When viewing the 2 millisecond settling interval, the 
width deviations are barely visible when viewing just the voltage vs. time representation. 

Width 
7.0µsec- n 
5.0µsec- I 6.0µsec- j I 
4.0µsec- j 

;~:: J -~v--~-. ~----"":--'----...;..._....;. __ 1 

Charge • • • 1 1 j 1 , , • 
Pulse 11 / f I l I I / / [ l / [ / / 1. / [ / I I I / I / /. f I I 1 // / 1111 / / I l I ! I [ I I / 

200 microseconds/ division time • 
Figure 12. Width vs. time of charge pump output on a frequency shift. 

In addition, the scope was triggered on the pulse width deviation (trigger arrow). This 
illustrates how the TVC adds time-qualified triggering (e.g., pulse width greater than some 
value) to a scope's traditional voltage-qualified triggering capability. 

Conclusion 

Phase locked loops and clock regenerators use both analog and digital components. Voltage vs. 
time signals do not tell the whole story in these mixed-mode circuits. The TVC 501 extends the 
capability of any scope by providing direct visualization of timing variations of digital control 
signals. Since the TVC generates an instantaneous and uninterrupted measurement waveform, 
these timing variations can be viewed and correlated with other system voltage signals. 
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MEASURING VELOCITY FROM ACOUSTIC DOPPLER SHIFT 
TVC 501 Application Note 

The TVC 501 measures the relative velocity of two non-contacting objects by sampling the 
Doppler induced period shift of a 40 kHz ultrasonic tone. The built-in waveform processing of 
the 11400 digitizing oscilloscope computes and displays a scaled velocity vs. time plot from the 
TVC 501 output waveform. The ultrasonic components are low-cost and suitable for quick 
measurement experiments. The wide dynamic range and crystal timebase measurement accuracy 
of the TVC 501 means velocity measurements with cm/sec resolution can be made. 

Orders of magnitude 

Doppler shift is most commonly associated with the changing whistle pitch of a passing train. 
The train broadcasts a constant pitch whistle, but a stationary listener perceives a decreasing 
pitch as the train passes. The deviation between the transmitted and received tones is 
proportional to the ratio of the separation velocity and the velocity of sound. The speed of 
sound is 344 m/s (1129 fps) at 20°C. If the two objects (train and listener) are separating by 34.4 
m/s, then the listener will perceive a 10% shift in the transmitted pitch. 

In this application note, we apply the Doppler effect to compute the velocity of separation of 
two objects. One object transmits a continuous wave ultrasonic pitch while the second object 
receives and measures any pitch deviations. The TVC 501 converts these pitch deviations to 
live waveforms which are converted to scaled velocity vs. time waveforms by the 11400 
digitizing oscilloscope. 

The TVC 501 and Doppler shift 

The assumed configuration is a constant frequency transmitter and a separate receiver tuned to 
the transmitter frequency. If the objects are moving, the velocity of separation can be expressed: 

Vs= Vo s (1- frxl ftx) 

where Vs 
VO 
frx 
ftx 

velocity of separation in m/ s 
velocity of sound in m/ s (constant) 

= received frequency in Hz 
transmitted frequency in Hz (constant) 

(1) 

Since the TVC 501 measures period or the reciprocal of frequency, equation (1) can be restated 
as: 

Vs= v0 o (1-Ttx/Trx) (2) 

where Ttx = transmitted period in seconds (constant) 
Trx received period in seconds (TVC 501 measurement) 

The only unknown is Trx which is represented by the voltage output of the TVC 501. The TVC 
501 generates a voltage that is proportional to the measured period less any user entered period 
offset. The TVC 501 timing offset is set to the transmitted period, Ttx, so that the output 
voltage, Vtvc, would be proportional to the period shift. The output voltage is O if the two 
objects are stationary (vs = 0). The TVC 501 's time-interval to voltage conversion factor (in 
V / s) can be set in decade steps. V tvc can be expressed as: 

Vtvc = (Trx -Ttx) • Ktvc (3) 
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where Vtvc TVC 501 output in Volts 
Ktvc TVC 501 conversion gain in Volts/sec 

Solving (3) for Trx and substituting into (2) results in: 

Vo" Vtvc 
Vs= (4) 

Vtvc + Ttx s Ktvc 

Equation (4) defines the target velocity, Vs, in meters/second for a given TVC 501 output, Vtvc, 
in volts. 

Experiment configuration 

The experiment consisted of a stationary receiver and a moving transmitter. The transmitter 
(Figure 1) was a palm-sized battery powered crystal controlled oscillator driving an ultrasonic 
transducer at 39.1 kHz (Ttx=25.600 µsec). 

Figure 1. Crystal controlled battery powered ultrasonic transmitter. 

The receiver was an ultrasonic transducer amplified by an AM 502 modular amplifier set to a 
gain of 1000. The TVC 501 measured the period vs. time of the received signal as the 
transmitter was allowed to free fall (Figure 2). The 5V P-P transmitter drive produced 
satisfactory results for transmitter-receiver separations of over 5 meters. 

fixed 
receiver 

·i ii 
falling 
transmitter 

AM502 
Amplifier 
& Filter 

11402 G Oscilloscope 

V = (T - T ) • K 
tvc tx rx tvc 

Figure 2. TVC 501 measures the period deviations in the received signal. 
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The ultrasonic transducer characteristics are shown in Table 1. 

Vendor Panasonic Electronic Components 
Part numbers 
Center frequency 
Bandwidth 

#EFR-OSB40K2 (transmitter), #EFR-RSB40K2 (receiver) 
40.0 kHz ±1.0 kHz 
4.0kHz 

Size 16 mm (diameter) x 12 mm (height), 10 mm leads 
Weight <2 grams (<0.1 oz) 
Max. input voltage 20 Vrms (transmitter) 

Table 1. Transducer characteristicsl 

Prescaler required to view small period deviations 

Since the velocity of a falling object is small relative to the velocity of sound, some pre-lab 
computations were prudent. For example, a 5 m/s (-200 ips) separation velocity is only about 
1 % of the velocity of sound. A 1 % period shift from 25.6 µsec is 256 nsec which is smaller than 
the most sensitive (1 µsec/ division) direct resolution setting on the TVC 501. Therefore, the 
TVC S0l's built-in +100 prescaler was used to measure consecutive blocks of 100 received cycles 
which are nominally 2560 µsec in period (Figure 3). 

from 
transducer 

F rx= 39.1 + M kHz 

Trx=25.6 + LI.T µsec 

TVC501 
+100 
Prescaler 

F=Frx+ 100 

.., measured 
T = 2560 + 100 • LI. T µsec - signal 

Figure 3. TVC 501 +100 prescaler used to increase measured resolution. 

Then the TVC 501 was set to a resolution of 10 µsec/division. With the +100 prescaler, this 
corresponds to an effective resolution of 100 nsec/ division. The TVC 501 period offset was set to 
2560 µsec (Ttx). The transmitter was dropped from a resting position so that it fell away from 
the receiver. Figure 4 shows the period vs. time deviations of consecutive blocks of 100 received 
cycles. 

Pre scaled 
Period 

(10 µs/div) 
2580µsec-·· 
2570µsec-· · 
2560µse:c-----
2550µsec-

100 milliseconds/ div 
Figure 4. Period vs. time waveform plot of falling object. 

time---t1 •111> 

The transmitter fell for about half a second before hitting the floor. Note that the TVC 501 
made a period measurement for each 100 cycles (every 2560 µsec) corresponding to about 400 

1 At the time of writing these were available for about $5 each from Digi-Key Corp., a mail-
order distributor in Thief River Falls, MN, 56701. 
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period measurements/ second. This represents 200 consecutive and uninterrupted measurement 
samples during the drop. To convert period measurements (Trx> to velocity (vs) we need to 
compute one constant. Since the TVC 501 is set to drive a scope at 100 m V / division: 

Ktvc = 100,. (100 mV / 10 µsec) = HP V /s. 

The prescale factor of 100 increases the conversion gain by 100. The velocity of sound, v0 , under 
the lab conditions was 346 m/s. These values were applied to equation (4) to yield: 

346 • Vtvc 
Vs (5) 

Vtvc + 25.6 

which translates the TVC 501 's output voltage, V tvc, in volts to separation velocity Vs in 
meters per second. The built-in waveform definition capability of the 11400 digitizing 
oscilloscope was used to compute and plot equation (5). Figure 5 shows the separation velocity 
vs. time corresponding to the period vs. time waveform of Figure 4. 

Velocity 
5m/s-· 
4m/s-
3m/s-
2m/s-· .. · 
lm/s-· 
0m/s- ............ -,,.-...--,----,----:----:-----,---t---c-:;'1"·· 

-lm/s- .. 
-2m/s- .. 

100 milliseconds/ div 
Figure 5. Velocity vs. time waveform plot of falling object. 

time ---ti •• 

Note that the waveform is scaled in units of m/s. As expected, the velocity increases linearly 
with time to a final velocity of almost 5 m/s. Since the time of flight was about half a second, 
this agrees with an acceleration of 9.8 m/s per second. 

The Zebra Buggyl 

The transmitter was then mounted on a radio controlled model car. The car accelerated forward 
several meters before running into a barrier. The configuration of Figure 2 was used. Figure 6 
shows the period vs. time plot of the received ultrasonic signal. The lower trace is the 
prescaled signal with a nominal period of 2560 µsec. Note that the prescaled signal appears as 
a blur since there are about 1000 cycles in this time frame. 

1 The name of a radio control model car. At the time of writing this was available from Radio 
Shack®, a nationwide retail electronics store. The Radio Shack part number is 60-4065. 
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Prescaled Period 
(10 µs/div) 
2580µsec- .. 
2570µsec-· 
2560 µse-..----= 
2550µsec- .. 
Prescaled 
Signal 

············(tv"-'""'-· --

250 milliseconds/ div time---11 •• 
Figure 6. Period increases as car accelerates away from receiver. 

Figure 7 shows the velocity vs. time waveform computed using equation (5) and the 11400 
oscilloscope. 

Velocity 
2.0m/s-· .. 
1.5m/s- .. 
1.0m/s- ... 
0.Sm/s- .. 

0m/s 
-0.Sm/s-· 

250 milliseconds/ div time ---111 •• 
Figure 7. Velocity vs. time waveform of radio controlled model car. 

The velocity does not increase linearly since the car's motor cannot maintain a constant 
acceleration. The car reaches a speed of about 2 m/ sec before hitting the barrier. 

Velocity ripple on a plotter carriage 

This technique was also used to measure the velocity ripple of the pen carriage of a low cost 
plotter. One of the transducers was attached to the single-axis carriage and the other was 
attached to the plotter housing. All the previous relationships apply except the resolution of 
the TVC 501 was increased by 10 to 1 µsec/ division. Figure 8 shows the measured period vs. 
time waveform as the carriage traversed from one end to the other during a plotter power up 
test. 

Prescaled Period 
(1 µs/div) 
2562µsec-· 
2561 µsec- .... · 
2560 µsec---• 

100 milliseconds/ div time ---fl •• 
Figure 8. Period vs. time deviations from plotter carriage motion. 
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Since the resolution was changed from 10 µsec/ division to 1 µsec/ division, Ktvc increased to 107 
V /s so that: 

346 ® Vtvc 
Vs (6) 

Vtvc + 256 

Figure 9 shows the 11400 computed velocity plot. The average velocity is about 20 cm/sec, but 
there is a -50 Hz ripple of about ±5 cm/sec. Ripple appears to be the largest near the center of 
travel. 

Velocity 

20cm/S-· · · · · · · · · : · · · ·• · · · ·: · · : . · · ··· · ...... . ~=/s~ 1~:~:-· . ;~ 
100 milliseconds/ div 

Figure 9. Velocity vs. time of plotter carriage. 

Conclusion 

time • 

Traditional analog frequency-to-voltage conversion techniques typically do not offer the 
stability or accuracy for small frequency deviations. On the other hand, the TVC 501 uses 
digital time interval counters with a crystal controlled timebase to achieve high stability and 
accuracy. In the last example, the received period deviated from the transmitted period by 
-0.05%. 

Doppler shift is a classic example of a waveform deviation which corresponds to a physical 
parameter. The TVC 501 permits practical velocity measurements to be made with low cost and 
readily available components. 
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MEASURING FILTER GROUP DELAY IN REAL-TIME 
TVC 501 Application Note 

The TVC 501 directly measures group delay variations through filters or equalizers. While 
transfer function phase curves provide the same information, the TVC technique directly 
indicates time delay as a function of frequency and provides instantaneous results. 

What the eye wants to see 

Constant group delay through channel filters insures data transfer integrity in frequency shift 
keying digital links. Bit jitter is reduced when the relevant frequencies are each delayed by a 
constant time-interval. Since the time delay through a filter is: 

Delay = 0 /2rcf for phase 0 at frequency f, 

constant delay is maintained if the phase delay increases linearly with frequency which keeps 
a constant 0/f ratio. Linear phase can be verified by differentiating, or straight-line 
eyeballing, the phase response curve over the relevant frequency span. However, this is an 
extra step that does not provide the real-time feedback needed when tweaking filter 
components. Since the TVC measures time delay instead of phase, the delay variations as a 
function of frequency can be directly viewed and recorded on any scope or waveform recorder. 

Equipment configuration 

Figure 1 shows the set-up used for the time-delay vs. frequency measurement experiment. 

PFG5105 AM502 
Function Filter 
Generator r\ 
sweep sig 
trigger out in out 

9 Cl 
I I 

W\M 
frequency sweep 

TVC501 
Time-interval 
to Voltage G 

11402 
Converter Oscilloscope 

start stop out 

c; 
L_l _,.--

f\J\f\M 

PFC 5105, AM 502, and TVC 501 are 
Tektronix Modular Instruments products. 

Figure 1. TVC measures the cycle-by-cycle delays through the filter. 

A benchtop sinewave source generated a 200 millisecond linear frequency sweep between 500 Hz 
and 2500 Hz (similar to voice grade phone lines). The signal went through a simple bandpass 
filter consisting of a cascaded single pole low-pass followed by a single pole high-pass filter. 
The TVC measured the time-interval between each cycle of the the filter input to the 
corresponding cycle at the filter output (Figure 2). In other words, the TVC increased its 
measurement rate from 500 to 2500 conversions per second as the sweep progressed. 
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SOOHz 

filter in 

filter out 

2500Hz ............................ '\MM 
····························'\JW\J\, 

200 msec sweep 

Figure 2. TVC measures each cycle's delay in the 200 msec sweep. 

Because the TVC generates a real-time output voltage for every measurement, the resultin.g 
waveform can be viewed on a scope and represents the time-delay vs. frequency of this 
particular filter. The waveform corresponding to delay vs. time is synchronized to .the. scope by 
the sweep trigger from the generator; the 200 msec scope sweep starts are the begmnmg of the 
200 rnsec frequency sweep. 

Experiment results 

Figure 3 shows the results for a 500 Hz to 2500 Hz sweep through the. simple bandpass filter 
with low and high frequency cutoffs of 100 Hz and 1000 Hz. The scope timebase was set so that 
one frequency sweep corresponds to one screen, or 200 rnsec, of information. In t.his case the center 
vertical graticule corresponds to 107 µsec and the vertical seal~ of 10 µsec/ d1~ s.h?ws group 
delay variation of about 30 µsec with the longest delay occurnng about ~.5 d1v1s1ons 11:ito the 
sweep or at about 1000 Hz. Note that since the frequency sweep was lmear each honzontal 
division corresponds to 200 Hz, or 1/lOth of the 2000 Hz total sweep range. 

DELAY 
(10 µsec/div) 

117µsec --· 
107µsec-

SOOHz 2500Hz 

200 Hz/ div (20 msec/ div on scope) Frequency _.... 

Figure 3. Time-delay vs. frequency response of filter. 

To further zoom in on the timing variations around 1000 Hz the sweep range was cha~ged to 
span 700 Hz to 1200 Hz or 50 Hz per horizonta~ division for th: same 200 msec sweep. F1~ur.e 3 
shows that the delay in this range should be fairly constant. Figure 4 has the same TVC timmg 
offset of 107 µsec but the vertical scale factor is now 1 µsec/ div. Over the range of 700 Hz to 
1200 Hz, the group delay varies by only a few microseconds. 
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j 

1 . 

DELAY 
(1 µsec/div) 

108µsec --··· 

700Hz 

50 Hz/ div (20 msec/ div) 

1200 Hz 

Frequency ___.. 

Figure 4. TVC zooms in to show the negligible delay variations in a narrower frequency span. 

Checking the Math 

Figure 5 shows the calculated phase response and group delay response of an ideal filter with 3 
dB down points of 100 Hz on the low end and 1000 Hz on the high end. It is not obvious from the 
lower phase plot that the time delay vs. frequency characteristics are as shown on the upper 
delay plot or as displayed in real-time by the TVC technique (Figures 3 or 4). 

·•- Phase -o- Delay 

1 20 r 
100t,../o-•--o-•-o- 0 

8 o ol -•-•-o-o 6 0 µsec 
40 20 

0 

-20•1--·--
-40 ·-·-6 0 degrees •-•-•-""'--- . •--•-· 
-80 I 

500 700 900 11001300150017001900210023002500 
Hz 

Figure 5. Computer calculated phase and group delay response of ideal filter. 

In this case, the scope screen was updated every 200 milliseconds providing instantaneous 
feedback of filter group delay performance. 

Digital Data Stream Response 

Frequency sweeps are a convenient tool for filter evaluation. However, a pseudo-random binary 
sequence is a more realistic signal simulation for a channel filter in a digital transmission 
system. A 64 kilobit/second NRZ data sequence was sent through a simple bandpass filter 
followed by a data recovery circuit (Figure 6). The generator was set to a 211 sequence so that 
the pattern repeats after 2047 bit intervals. The edge-to-edge delay was measured for each 
data bit edge from the input to the filter to the output of the data recovery decision circuit. 
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64 kBit/sec 
Pseudo 
Random 
Data 
Generator 

Filter lfllJUl 
Data 

TVC 501 

start 

1----111!>-1 Recovery 1------11-111>< 

mvt '-----' lflUUl 

to 
scope 

Figure 6. Bit by bit edge delay through filter measured on a 64 kilobit/ second data stream. 

The top two traces of Figure 7 show the input stream to the filter and the output stream from 
the data recovery circuit. The bottom trace (TVC 501 output) shows the bit by bit time delay 
through the filter and recovery circuit. 

Data In-.... 
Data Out ')t. . . • . 

DELAY rmimru 
3 µsec 
2µ.sec 
1 µsec 
0µsec 

500 microseconds/ division time _____.. 
Figure 7. Scope set to trigger on the longest transition delay ... about 2.8 µsec. 

The arrow on the TVC 501 output shows that the scope was triggered on the longest bit 
delay .. .in this case about 2.8 µsec. Triggering on the longest delay stabilizes the data stream 
waveforms. Note how the longest delay corresponds to the widest pulses on the data stream. 
The scope timebase was changed to show a larger time window (Figure 8). The bit-by-bit 
delays now show a repeating signature. Since the pattern length is 2047 bit intervals and each 
interval is 15.6 µsec (64 kilobits/ sec), the cycle time is -32 milliseconds. The pattern shows 
that the bit delays range from 0.6 to 2.8 µsec. 

Data In 'A. 
Data Out~ 

DELAY 
3 µsec 
2µ.sec 
1 µsec 
0µsec 

10 milliseconds/ division 
Figure 8. Delays vary within sequence, but signature repeats after 32 milliseconds. 

Conclusion 

While these results were obtained on a simple filter, the experiments illustrate the TVC 501 
technique for real-time monitoring of frequency dependent filter delays. 
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VERTICAL SYNC PULSE JITTER FROM A VCR 
TVC 501 Application Note 

The TVC 501 measures the sync pulse to sync pulse timing variations from a video cassette 
recorder (VCR). Under nominal conditions the frame to frame period jitter of the vertical sync 
pulse was less than 0.01%. When the VCR was bumped, the 60 Hz sampling rate revealed 
motor speed control system dynamics. 

Experiment Configuration 

The composite video signal from a commercial VCR was fed to a sync separator circuit (Figure 
1). The TVC 501 measured the pulse to pulse period variations of the vertical sync signal. 

VCR Sync 
1-c-o_m_p_o_s_it_e_.,. Separator 

video LM1881 

~!!I 1~1:!::!1 '=--~~R/:'>:ni:±.1---___._ to 
~60Hz scope 
Vertical Sync 

Figure 1. TVC 501 measures the period variations of the vertical sync pulse. 

The TVC 501 output was captured on a Tektronix 11400 oscilloscope. The waveforms shown in 
this note were plotted on a dot matrix printer driven from the scope's printer port. 

Normal Play 

The VCR was placed in the 'play' mode. The bottom trace of Figure 2 shows the vertical sync 
p_ulse outpu~ of the LM1881 Sync Separator. The top trace is the TVC 501 period vs. time output 
signal showmg the pulse-to-pulse period variations of the lower signal. The TVC updates its 
output after each successive sync pulse. 

Period 
(1 µsec/ div) 

16.680 msec -· · 
16.679 msec -· • 

Vert. Sync _1_· .,..._1_····_..._r_· ···_._r_··· ...... 1.;.,_·····__,_1.....;...···• ....... 1..,....;··• ...... r _·· ........ r_·····.l.-;...1·_· ··L_..1;,..._J1...-. 

20 milliseconds/division time_. 
Figure 2. TVC 501 continuously measures each successive period. 

The average pulse period was about 16.681 milliseconds (-59.95 Hz) during this time frame. 
Note tha_t the pe:iod deviates by about ±1 µsec ... or better than 0.01 %. Figure 3 shows the same 
TVC penod vs. time output for a longer time frame. 
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Period 
(1 µsec/div) 

16.682msec -M •·f'Lh• _ ila . · ·· ~:::~==j If¥' \P>P\JUF~~·. 
200 milliseconds/division time~ 

Figure 3. VCR vertical sync pulse period varies by only a few µsec! 

Over this wider window there appears to be some periodicity in the period variations. What 
are the speed control dynamics? 

For Best Results Keep the VCR Stable 

The VCR motor control system was stressed by sharply bumping the VCR housing. 1 Figure 4 
shows the resulting period vs. time signal. Note that the TVC 501 resolution was set to 10 
µsec/division. The TVC offset was kept at 16.681 msec. 

Period 
(10 µsec/ div) 
16.701 msec -
16.691 msec -
16.681 msec 
16.671 msec -
16.661 msec -

200 milliseconds/division time__.,. 
Figure 4. Bumping the VCR reveals speed control system dynamics. 

The period response exhibits a familiar control system response. Of course the period is only 
measured once per sync pulse. However this sampling rate is sufficient to show the resonance 
and damping characteristics of the speed control system. The period between peaks appears to 
be about 100 milliseconds (or 10 Hz). The peak deviation appears to be about 30 µsec or about 
0.2% of the nominal value. 

The built-in waveform processing capability of the 11400 oscilloscope was used to smooth the 
TVC 501 output. Figure 5 shows a smoothed version of the above waveform. 

1we advise against performing this experiment on your own VCR. 
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Period 
(10 µsec/ div) 
16.701 msec-·· 
16.691 msec -· · 
16.681 msec---''--·······'· 
16.671 msec -· 
16.661 msec-. 

200 milliseconds/ division time_.. 
Figure 5. Built-in smoothing function in the 11400 oscilloscope aids in visualizing dynamics. 

The smoothed waveform aids in visualizing the dynamics of the control system's 'impulse' 
response. 

Conclusion 

While tachometers or other analog speed measurement techniques would have produced 
similar results, the TVC generates instantaneous data on a pulse-by-pulse basis. The TVC 
output can be smoothed or filtered (Figure 5) to yield analog-like data, but the uninterrupted 
event-by-event information can reveal short-term deviations that may be masked by the 
implicit integrating or filtering action of traditional speed measurement techniques. 

In addition, this note illustrates the tremendous dynamic range of the TVC technique. Timing 
deviations on the order of one part in 10,000 were shown with crystal timebase accuracy. Drift 
or stability problems typically limit analog techniques from maintaining this level of 
accuracy. 
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ULTRASONIC NON-CONTACT DISTANCE MEASUREMENTS 
TVC 501 application note 

The TVC 501 forms the core of a low-cost laboratory tool for relative motion or vibration 
measurements between non-contacting objects. Sub-millimeter resolution measurements are possible 
at distances of over 5 meters. 

Orders of magnitude 

Ultrasonic transducers are widely used in hand-held distance measurement tools and in auto-
focusing cameras. These systems transmit ultrasonic (typically 40 kHz) bursts and measure the 
round-trip time-of-flight to the target to compute distance (Figure 1). The target must be stationary 
since measurement rates are typically less than 10 per second. 

¥" 40kHz I• >lO0msec 

transmitted ---IIl!ll burst lllll] filill 
received IIIIlll Ill llllIIII--

T T T 

distance proportional to time-interval T. <10 results/ second. 

Figure 1. Time-of-flight used for distance measurements. 

On the other hand, sending a continuous ultrasonic wave and measuring the time-of-flight of each 
consecutive cycle jumps the measurement rate to 40,000 per second (Figure 2). At this update rate, 
target vibrations can be measured. While distance is still proportional to the measured interval T, 
the value of T is constrained to one period or 25 microseconds. In other words, for any time-of-flight 
greater than 25 microseconds (one wavelength) only the fractional information is measurable. 
Fortunately, there is a simple way to interpret this apparent limitation. 

40 kHz continuous 25 µsec 
i.--

transmitted 

received 

distance proportional to time-interval T. 40,000 results/second. 
Figure 2. Instantaneous phase used for distance measurements. 

Measurement Concept 

A pair of ultrasonic ceramic transducers is used to sense the relative displacement between two 
objects. The transmitter is stimulated with a continuous 40 kHz drive signal. The low-level 
receiver signal is amplified and filtered. The TVC 501 measures the consecutive edge-to-edge 
timing (phase) between the transmitted and received signals and generates a real-time voltage 
proportional to the relative displacement between the two transducers. Since the wavelength L is 
about 8.6 mm (Table 1), displacement increments of 8.6 mm result in the same output voltage. 
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However, phase rollovers can be monitored on the oscilloscope screen to extend the absolute 
measurement range beyond one wavelength. 

40.0 kHz 
25.0 microseconds 

transducer frequency 
signal period 

f 
T 
V 

L 
344 m/sec (1129 fps) 
8.60 mm (0.339 inches) 

velocity of sound in air 
wavelength= v/f 

Table 1. Relevant parameters. 

Equipment Configuration 

Off-the-shelf parts were used in this application. Low-cost transducers ar~ available from several 
vendors in a variety of frequencies and sizes. The small transducer mass msures that attachment 
does not affect the mechanical properties of the measured objects. 

Vendor Panasonic Electronic Components 
Part numbers #EFR-OSB40K2 (transmitter), #EFR-RSB40K2 (receiver) 
Center frequency 40.0 kHz ±1.0 kHz 
Bandwidth 4.0 kHz 
Size 16 mm (diameter) x 12 mm (height), 10 mm leads 
Weight <2 grams (<0.1 oz) 
Max. input voltage 20 Vrms (transmitter) 

Table 2. Transducer characteristics.l 

The transmitter is driven by a 40 kHz, 5 Volt P-P sinewave from a stable signal generator (Figure 3). 
The trigger output edges (also 40 kHz) from the FG 501? ~efine the 'st_art' ed~e~ of the time-of-
flight measurements. The receiver transducer output (~1lhvolt levels) 1s a~f'.hf1ed ?Y 100~ an~ 
conditioned by a 100 kHz low-pass filter. The zero-crossings out of the amplifier defme the stop 
edges. The TVC 501 is set to measure the delay between the start and stop edges. The TVC output 
waveform is viewed on an oscilloscope. 

FG5010 
Function 
Generator 

IUlJlflf 

Figure 3. Equipment configuration. 

AM502 
Amplifier 
& Filter 
in out 

11402 8 Oscillosoopc 

FG 5010, AM 502, and TVC 501 are 
Tektronix Modular Instruments. 

1 At the time of writing these were available for about $5 each from Digi-Key Corp., a mail-
order distributor in Thief River Falls, MN, 56701. 
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If the distance between the transducers is held constant, the TVC 501 generates a de signal 
representing the constant phase difference between the two signals. As the transducers are moved 
apart, the phase increases linearly with relative displacement until the phase rolls over every 
360° or every 8.6 mm (one wavelength). 

The TVC 501's 1 and 10 microsecond/division conversion factors provide relevant outputs for a 40 
kHz frequency (25.0 µsec period). The 25.0 µsec period corresponds to one wavelength of 8.6 mm. 
The effective scale as viewed on an oscilloscope is shown in Table 3. Waveforms on instruments such 
as Tektronix 11400 oscilloscopes or 2510 signal recorders can generate relevant units/ division scale 
factors such as cm/ div. 

TVC 501 Setting 

1.0 µsec/division 
10 µsec/division 

Displacement scale on oscilloscope 

0.344 mm/ division (13.5 mils/ div) 
3.44 mm/ division (135 mils/ div) 

Table 3. Displacement scale factors. 

Since the voltage output of the TVC 501 occurs in real-time, the displacement waveform can be 
correlated to other oscilloscope traces representing other sensor or system signals. 

Performance Results 

The transmit trigger signal, the amplified receiver signal and the TVC 501 output (10 µsec/ div) are 
shown in Figure 4 for a fixed distance between transducers. The flat TVC 501 output indicates the 
lack of relative motion between transducers. In this case the fixed time-interval is about 1.7 
division or 17 microseconds indicating a fixed phase of about 245° (that is, 17 /25 x 360°). 

10 µsec/div 
(3.44 mm/div) 

20 µsec 
lOµsec 
0 µsec -------------------------

trigger 
signal 

received 
signal 

50 microseconds/ division 

Figure 4. Constant displacement between transducers. 

time_.. 

Figure 5 shows the single-axis impulse response of a cart carrying several instruments. One 
transducer was placed on a stable bench while the other was attached to the cart. The cart was 
kicked at the base to simulate an impulse. The TVC 501 was set to 1 µsec/ div to zoom in on motions 
smaller than one wavelength. The cart moved about ±1 division or± I/3rd of a millimeter. The 
bottom two traces are the trigger signal and the amplified receiver signal. This 2 second snapshot 
includes about 80,000 cycles so the two ultrasonic waveforms appear as blurs. 
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1 µsec/div 1 
(0.344 mm/ div) f 

trigger 
signal 

received 
signal 

200 milliseconds/ division 
Figure 5. Cart displacement vs. time before and after impact. 

time~ 

Figure 6 demonstrates the waveform computation capabilities of the Tektronix 11400 oscilloscope. 
This waveform is a differentiated version of the TVC 501 output waveform (Figure 5) and 
represents the cart's velocity vs. time. In addition, in the waveform definition, the scale factor 
was adjusted so the velocity waveform is scaled in cm/sec per vertical division. In this case the 
peak cart velocities were +75 cm/sec and -100 cm/sec. Cursors revealed that the damping frequency 
of this cart is about 8 Hz. 

lOOcm/sec -
50cm/sec -

0cm/sec-1~~~...,,,,~~ttflllll; 
-SO cm/sec -

-lOOcm/sec - • 

200 milliseconds/ division 

Figure 6. Cart velocity before and after impact. 

time __., 

Figure 7 shows the effect of moving one transducer back and forth about 10 cm (more than one 
wavelength). The TVC 501 conversion was set to 10 µsec/division which results in the signal 
rolling over (phase rolling from 360° to 0°) every 2.5 divisions or 25 µsec (8.6 mm). Notice that the 
direction of the rollover or the slope of the ramps indicate whether the relative displacement 
between transducers is increasing (positive slope) or decreasing (negative slope). Therefore, 
displacements greater than 1 wavelength can be determined by adding: 8.6 mm for each phase 
rollover from 360° to 0° or subtracting: 8.6 mm for each phase rollover from 0° to 360°. 
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10 µsec/div 
(3.44 mm/ div) 

20µsec - · 

trigger 
signal 

received 
signal 

50 milliseconds/ division 

Figure 7. Back and forth motion over several wavelengths. 

time ___. 

Figure 8 is a differentiated version of the TVC 501's displacement vs. time output for the back and 
forth motion. The phase rollovers create instantaneous discontinuities but the envelope of the 
waveform accurately depicts the velocity vs. time motion between the two transducers. Once again, 
the scale factor was adjusted so the velocity waveform is scaled in cm/ sec per vertical division. 
Note that the velocity scale factor automatically scaled to units of 100 cm/sec per division and 
that the peak velocities were about +100 cm/sec and -150 cm/sec. One cycle of the back and forth 
motion took about 5 horizontal divisions or about 250 msec (4 Hz). 

200 cm/sec -
lOOcm/sec 

0 cm/ sec --! · 
-100 cm/sec _j 

I 
I 

50 milliseconds/division time_.. 

Figure 8. Diffentiated displacement waveform has discontinuities at phase rollovers. 

The final example demonstrates a more 'realistic' application of non-contact displacement 
measurements. A remote-controlled toy car was accelerated from a standstill into a wall. One 
transducer was placed on the car and the other was attached to a solid object. Figure 9 shows the 
delay vs. time plot where the car hit the wall about in the middle of the waveform. There were 
about 50 phase rollovers before impact suggesting a forward motion of a little less than half a 
meter. After impact, the car bounced by about 25 phase rollovers or a little less than a quarter 
meter. The waveform was then differentiated and scaled to produce the velocity vs. time plot 
shown in Figure 10. 
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10 µsec/div 
(3.44 mm/div) 

20µsec -

10 µsec -------
0 µsec -

··~················ 

. . - ..... 
200 milliseconds/ division time 

Figure 9. Remote controlled car runs into the wall and bounces back. 

The differentiated plot shows the discontinuities on each phase rollover but also shows that the 
car reached a peak velocity of about 100 cm/sec before hitting the wall. The peak negative 
velocity was about 50 cm/sec as the car rolled back. 

100cm/sec -
50cm/sec -·· 

0cm/sec-~~~-•"1'£ 
-50 cm/sec -· • 

-lOOcm/sec -

200 milliseconds/ division time~ 

Figure 10. Car reaches peak velocity of about 100 cm/sec before impact. 

Measurement Hints 

The results presented above were performed in a moderately quiet office environment. Extraneous 
acoustic energy obviously translates to noise on the TVC output waveform. Air currents from fans or 
other moving objects should be minimized. 

The scale factors were computed at 20°C and 50% relative humidity. The velocity of sound 
increases by 0.59 m/sec (23 ips) per °C and by 0.6 m/sec (24 ips) per% of relative humidity. These 
correction factors directly alter the wavelength as illustrated in Table 1, but are generally 
insignificant. For example a 5°C change affects the wavelength (scale factor) by less than 1 %. The 
relative velocity of sound between the transducers is subject to doppler effects, but the effects are 
small for typical mechanism velocities. A 1 m/s (40 ips) relative transducer motion represents a 
0.3% velocity shift. In fact, under some conditions one of these ambient conditions could be the 
parameter of interest and the TVC could be set up to directly measure its value as a function of time. 

Limited only by your imagination 

This application illustrates the power of real-time cycle-by-cycle time-interval to voltage 
conversion. Conventional non-contact measurement techniques based on optical, RF, magnetic and 
other transduction principle are commercially available and certainly offer superior performance. 
Unfortunately these systems are generally expensive and are usually unavailable for quick tests, 
demonstrations, or prototyping experiments. The TVC 501 and assorted general purpose benchtop 
instruments provide a new technique to add to your measurement tool box. 
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CONTRASTING DSO MEASUREMENTS WITH THE TVC 501 
TVC 501 Engineering Brief 

Users of digital storage oscilloscopes or waveform digitizers can extract timing variation 
measurements by processing a waveform record. There are basic considerations which help to 
contrast this technique with the TVC 501 technique. 

TVC-like time-interval vs. time plots can be obtained from a sampled waveform by plotting 
the time-intervals between successive transitions. Figure 1 shows a few cycles of a waveform 
with a time-varying period. Most digital scopes or waveform recorders sample and convert 
input waveforms at a constant rate. The result is a digital record representing amplitude vs. 
time. Each successive record location represents a fixed increment of time. 

original 
waveform 

sampled at 
constant rate 

data points 
in record 
memory 

computed 
periods T(n) 

@O @*®0 ~@e@@ 0@@@ 

GO @O@@O@ @~ @0 

T(l) T(2) T(3) 

Figure 1. A sampled waveform can be processed to extract cycle-by-cycle timing variations. 

An amplitude threshold is selected to scan for data points which define a transition or edge 
location.I The time-intervals between edge locations, T(n), are then plotted to show period vs. 
time information. 

Example 

The waveform record must satisfy two basic timing-related requirements. 

1. The record's sampling interval must be small enough to extract edge locations with 
sufficient timing resolution. If time-intervals are varying by a few microseconds, then the 
waveform must be sampled with a resolution of better than a microsecond. 

2. The record must be long enough to cover a meaningful duration. This means that tens or 
hundreds of cycles must be captured to unveil cycle-to-cycle timing variations. 

The top trace in Figure 2 shows about 50 cycles of a squarewave output from a signal generator 
set to a 10.000 millisecond period (100 Hz). 

1 Figure 1 does not show a data sample on a transition itself ... as might be the case with 
bandwidth limited signals or signals with slow slew rates. In these cases, an interpolation 
algorithm might be applied to increase timing resolution. 
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100 Hz j···· 
Squarewa ve ... 

Period 
10,001 µsec 
10,000 µsec 

9999 µsec 
9998µsec -. 
9997µsec - ... 

(1 µsec/ div) 
50 milliseconds/ division time_. 

Figure 2. Processing a sampled waveform yields cycle-by-cycle timing variations. 

The lower trace is the TVC 501's period vs. time output showing that the cycle-to-cycle period 
varies 'randomly' within a range of ~3 µsec. Note that the vertical resolution of the TVC 501 
output is much finer than 1 division. The TVC 501 resolution is 30 times finer than the 
resolution/ division setting ... or better than 100 nsec at the 1 µsec/ division setting. 

What type of waveform record would produce the same timing information? 

1. To extract period deviations with 100 nsec resolution, the waveform recorder must sample 
at 10 Megasamples/second. 

2. To record 50 cycles (as in Figure 2), the recording time must be 500 milliseconds. This 
corresponds to a record length of 5 Million points. 

Acquiring the record is only the first step. The next task is to transfer the 5 Million data points 
to a computer that can process this many points in a timely manner! Of course, with point by 
point amplitude vs. time data much more than time-interval variations can be extracted. 

Contrast 

The TVC 501 makes only 1 measurement per cycle. In the above example, the TVC made 50 
timing measurements or one for each cycle. Since there are only 50 'different' measurement 
results (rather than 5 Million) the TVC output can be represented with a modest number of 
points. In the above scope trace, the TVC output is represented by about 500 points. 
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FREQUENCY VS. TIME MEASUREMENTS 
TVC 501 Engineering Brief 

The TVC S?l is a time-interval measurement instrument. However, some time-varying signals 
sue~ ~s ch_1rps, sweeps, _and modulated signals are better interpreted as frequency vs. time 
variations mstead of penod vs. time variations. In this case, the scales should be calibrated to 
displa_y_ "Hz vs. time" in~tead of "seconds vs. time." The built-in waveform processing 
capability of ~he !ektrom~ 11400 series digitizing oscilloscopes enables direct displays of 
fn~quen~ vs. tune mf~rmation ~ased on TVC 501 measurements. Period to frequency conversion 
wi_ll be 1llus!ra!ed usmg (1) direct period measurements, (2) prescaled period measurements 
usmg the bmlt-m prescaler, (3) prescaled period measurements out to 1.3 GHz using the DP 501 
prescaler module, and (4) heterodyned period measurements using external mixing. 

Basics of TVC 501 period vs. time conversion 

1:he TVC 501 generates voltages proportional to the period time-interval of the measured 
signal. How_ever, since a time-interval offset can be directly entered, the TVC 501 actually 
generates a signed vo!tage proportional to the difference between the measured period and a 
referen~e or offset period. If the measured period is less than the offset, the TVC 501 generates 
a negative voltage. This relationship can be expressed as: 

Vtvc =(Tm-To)'" Ktvc 

Vtvc 
Tm 
To 
Ktvc 

TVC 501 output in Volts 
Measured period in Seconds 
Offset period in Seconds 
TVC 501 conversion gain in Volts/Second 

Re-arranging equation (1) results in: 

Tm= (Vtvc + Ktvc "To)/ Ktvc 

(1) 

(2) 

The user selects the TVC 501 resolution and its offset, T0 . Table 1 lists the range of possibilities 
and_ the corr_esponding conversion gain, Ktvc. The conversion gain is a function of the resolution 
settmg an~ i_s _mdependent of the offset value. The TVC 501 is calibrated to drive a scope set to 
100 mV /d1vi~10n and the output voltage range is ±400 mV into a high impedance (1 MQ) load, 
or ±200 m V mto a SQQ load. The output range is therefore ±4 times the resolution/ division 
setting and is centered around the offset time-interval, T0 . 

Resolution Offset Range Ktvc (into 1 MQ) Output Range 
1 µsec/div 0-30msec lOOmV /µsec (HP V /s) Offset ± 4 µsec 
10 µsec/div 0-300msec 100 mV /10 µsec (lo4 V /s) Offset ± 40 µsec 
100 µsec/div 0-3 sec lOOmV/lOOµsec (l(PV/s) Offset ± 400 µsec 
1 msec/div 0-30 sec lOOmV/msec (la2 V /s) Offset ± 4 msec 
lOmsec/div 0-300 sec lOOmV /lOmsec (10 V /s) Offset ± 40 msec 
100 msec/ div 0-3000 sec 100 mV /lOOmsec (1 V /s) Offset ± 400 µsec 
1 sec/div 0-30,000 sec lOOmV /sec (0.1 V /s) Offset + 4 sec 

Table 1. TVC 501 selections and correspondmg conversion gams. 
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Period to frequency conversion 

Suppose the goal is to measure frequency (Hz) instead of period (seconds) on the vertical axis. 
Since period is the reciprocal of frequency, the following two relationships always apply: 

Fsig=l /Tm 

F0 =1 /T 0 

Signal frequency in Hz 

Offset frequency in Hz 

(3) 

(4) 

Substituting (2) into (3) results in the following relationship to generate Fsig from V tvc: 

Ktvc 
Fsig = ·--------_________ .,, ____ ,...., (5) 

<Vtvc + Ktvc •To) 

Equation (5) translates the TVC 501 output value in volts to a frequency in Hz. This 
relationship is easily applied with a three step procedure. This is illustrated in the following 
example. 

Task: Measure ±3 kHz frequency deviations around 40 kHz. 

Set up the TVC 501 offset and resolution. 

1. 
2. 

Set TVC 501 offset to 25 µsec. Since F0 = 40 kHz, TO = 25 µsec. 
Set TVC 501 resolution to 1 µsec/ division. Since the range of Fsig = 37 kHz to 43 kHz, 
the period range is about 27 µsec to 23 µsec. 

Set up the 11400 to create the frequency vs. time waveform by processing the measured TVC 501 
output signal Vtvc· Assume that we measure the TVC 501 output on Left Channel #1 (L1). 

3. Define a new waveform based on the measured waveform Vtvc (that is, Ll). Use the 
11400's Waveform Definition function to enter equation (5) which collapses to: 

= 100,000 I (Ll + 2.5) 

note: Ktvc = 100 mV /µsec= 100,000V /s. 

The resulting waveform is a plot of frequency vs. time centered at 40 kHz with a vertical scale 
factor of 1 kHz/division. The 11400 automatically scales and centers the new waveform.1 

This example is illustrated in Figures 1 and 2. A sweep generator was set to linearly sweep from 
37 kHz to 43 kHz. The period vs. time output of the TVC 501 is shown as the top trace in Figure 
1. Note that the period starts at 27 µsec and decreases to 23 µsec. The trigger arrow indicates 
that the scope was triggered as the generator re-started its sweep. The lower trace is the 
voltage vs. time sweep signal. This signal is just a blur. The average period is 25 µsec and with 
a time scale of 50 msec/ division, there are over 2000 cycles per horizontal division. 

1AU the waveforms shown in this brief were captured and processed with an 11400 digitizing 
oscilloscope. The plots were generated using a dot-matrix printer attached to the 11400 
printer port. 
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Period 
(1 µs/div) 

27µsec-··· 
26µsec- ,;,': ;=-j-

Sweep 
signal . 

50msec/div 
Figure 1. Period vs. time plot of linear frequency sweep. 

Figure 2 ~hows result of applyi_ng the_ above waveform definition. The frequency starts at 37 
kHz a~d ~ncrea_ses to 43 kHz with a displayed vertical resolution of 1 kHz/division. Since the 
sweep 1s lmear m frequency (not period), note the slight curvature of period plot in Figure 1. 

Frequency 
(1 kHz/ div> · 

42kHz-···· 
41 kHz-·· 
40 kHz'.----1=----.:_ 
39kHz-··•···· 
38kHz-·· 

50 rnsec/ div 
Figure 2. Frequency vs. time plot of linear frequency sweep. 

Frequency vs. time using the TVC 501 prescaler 

time---11 •• 

For fre~~e_ncy vs. time measurements above 1 MHz, the TVC 501's best resolution of 1 
~sec/ d1v_1s10n may not giv~ suf:ici_ent ~~rtical resolution to extract frequency modulation 
1~f~r~at10n. The TVC 501 s bmlt-m d1g1tal prescaler provides a +100 or +1000 frequency 
d1v1s10n between the B-channel input and the B-monitor output (Figure 3). 

wmnmm_. B TVC B Output 
Input +100 Monitor r7____r7_ 

Freq =X Prescaler Freq =X/100 

Figure 3. Digital prescaler d1v1des mput frequency by 100. 

T~is prescaled signal is 100 or 1000 times lower in frequency than the input signal and results in 
higher resolution period measurements. Of course, when a signal is digitally prescaled the 
TV~ ~01 can only measure the average period of 100 or 1000 cycles. If modulation dynamics are 
suf~1c1ently sl?wer than the prescaled frequency, then the TVC 501 output can still provide the 
desired real-hme frequency vs. time information. 
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To create the frequency vs. time plot of a prescaled signal, we must account for the division 
factor, P. Instead of measuring the actual period, the TVC 501 measures 100 times or 1000 times 
the actual period: 

Tm=P / Fsig (6) 

And since the TVC 501 time-interval offset value is referenced to the prescaled signal: 

T0 =P /F 0 (7) 

This results in a slightly modified equation (5) to account for P: 

P • Ktvc 
Fsig= (8) 

(Vtvc + Ktvc• To) 

Note that this prescaled conversion relationship reduces to (5) for P=l which is the case when 
no prescaler is used. This relationship is illustrated below for a faster signal frequency. 

Task: Measure frequency settling time characteristics as a signal generator shifts from 19.00 
MHz to 21.00MHz. 

Set up the TVC 501 offset and resolution. 

1. 

2. 

Set TVC 501 offset to 50 µsec. Use the+ 1000 prescaler (P=lO00). Since F0 = 20 MHz, T0 

= 1000 " 50 nsec. 
Set TVC 501 resolution to 1 µsec/division. Since the range of Fsig = 19 MHz to 21 MHz, 
the prescaled period range is about 52.6 µsec to 47.6 µsec. 

Set up the 11400 to create the frequency vs. time waveform by processing the measured TVC 501 
output signal Vtvc. Assume that we measure the TVC 501 output on Left Channel #1 (L1). 

3. Define a new waveform based on the measured waveform Vtvc (or Ll). Use the 11400's 
Waveform Definition function to enter equation (8) which reduces to: 

= 108 / (Ll + 5) 

note: P = 1000, Ktvc = 100 mV /µsec (la5 V /s) 

The resulting waveform is a plot of frequency vs. time centered at 20 MHz with a vertical scale 
factor of 500 kHz/division. 

This example is illustrated in Figures 4 and 5. A signal generator was set to step from 19 MHz to 
21 MHz. The prescaled period vs. time output of the TVC 501 is shown in Figure 4. The period 
temporarily rings but then smoothly overshoots and settles into the final period about 100 msec 
after the shift. Note that one period measurement is made for each prescaled period (every 50 
microseconds) or about 400 measurement samples (20 msec/50 µsec) per horizontal division. 
Clearly this -20 kHz sampling rate is sufficiently fast to extract the settling time dynamics of 
this signal generator. 
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Prescaled Period 

(li~v) 1 __ _ 
49µsec-·· be_····•·······•·· 
48µsec-· •·········• •·····~•·· . : .. _.,..t:'t_ .. , ...... ,.,_,,, ... 11 ... ,,;_,-_:..------------

20msec/div • 
Figure 4. Prescaled period vs. time plot of the frequency step. 

Figure 5 shows result of applying the above waveform definition. The frequency starts at 19 
MHz and settles into 21 MHz with a displayed vertical resolution of 500 kHz/ division. 

Frequency 
(500 kHz/div) . 

21.0MHz-·· 
20.5MHz-·· 
20.0MHz-
19.SMHz-·· 
19.0 MHz--·-'lf 

20msec/div 
Figure 5. Frequency vs. time plot of the frequency step. 

Frequency vs. period re-visited 

time---11 •• 

The conversion between TVC 501 period timing measurements and frequency is based on the 
~ecipr?cal relationship of the two parameters. Changes in frequency, F, are related to changes 
m penod, T, by: 

aF 

aT 

-1 
(9) 

In other words, if the TVC 501 measures some change in period, aT, then there was a -1/T2 • aT 
deviation in frequency. For example, if the frequency offset is 1 kHz (timing offset T=l msec), 
then a +1 µsec deviation in period corresponds to a -1 Hz deviation in frequency.1 On the other 

1Equation (9) defines the frequency-period relationship when evaluated at specific points on 
the curve. To simplify the discussion, we will assume that the relationship is valid for 1 
division of timing deviation. In other words, L\F"" L\T I T0 2 , where L\T is one division of 
timing deviation and T0 is the timing offset. 
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hand, suppose the P=1000 prescaler was used. Now the 1 msec prescaled timing offset 
corresponds to a frequency offset of 1 MHz (instead of 1 kHz), and a +1 µsec deviation in 
prescaled period corresponds to a -1 kHz deviation in the signal frequency. Equation (9) is 
plotted in Figure 6 and can be used to determine if prescaling is required to obtain a desired 
frequency measurement resolution. 

Frequency Resolution 
per Division 

1MHz 

lO0kHz 

lOkHz 

lkHz 

100Hz 

10Hz 

lHz 

TVC501 
Resolution/ div 

No P=1000 

lkHz 10 kHz 100 kHz 1 MHz 10 MHz 100 MHz 

Frequency Offset 

Figure 6. Frequency/ division equivalence for different TVC 501 resolution settings. 

Figure 6 plots (note the log-log axes) the two most sensitive TVC 501 timing resolution settings 
(1 µsec/div and 10 µsec/div) with and without the P=lO00 prescaler. 1 Look up the desired 
frequency offset (that is, 1/T 0) and the desired frequency resolution/ division setting on the X 
and Y axes. Then choose the appropriate TVC 501 resolution setting. In the last example, the 
frequency offset was 20 MHz and the resolution/ div was 500 kHz. This suggests a TVC 501 
resolution of 1 µsec/ division with the P=1000 prescaler. 

Note that the TVC 501 timing offset, TO is always P /F O as shown in equation (7). Thus, there is 
a simple two step procedure for selecting the TVC 501 resolution and offset settings. 

lFor clarity, only these four settings are shown. For example, the gap between these four curves 
corresponds to a 10 µsec/ div setting with P=100, or a 100 µsec/ div setting with P=1000. 
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1. Look u~ the desired fre~uency_offset and frequency resolution on the chart and pick the 
appropnate TVC resolution settmg and prescaler setting. 

2. Set the TVC offset to P /T 0 . Be sure to consider that a prescaled frequency should be selected 
to be fast enough to catch the modulation dynamics of the unprescaled signal. 

Frequency vs. time using the DP 501 prescaler 

Although the TV~ 501 pre~caler is guaranteed to 100 MHz, typical operation extends to at least 
!50 MHz. If this pn:5~almg range is insufficient, the TM 500 modular instruments family 
mcludes the DP 501 d1g1tal prescaler which operates out to 1.3 GHz with a +16 prescale factor. 

11.UfflfflmJ. 
Freq =X 

DP 501 
+16 
Prescaler 

TVC501 
+1000 
Prescaler Freq= X/16000 

Figure 'l. DP 501 digital prescaler extends TVC 501 prescaling range to 1.3 GHz. 

By placing the DP 501 in front of the TVC 501, the prescaling range is extended to 1.3 GHz with 
P~16,000 or P=l600. This moves the rightmost curve on Figure 6 to the right as illustrated in 
Figure 8. For example, with the DP 501, the TVC 501 can now make 1 MHz deviation 
measurements around 100 MHz. This operating point is not available in Figure 6. 

Frequency Resolution 
per Division 

100 MHz 

10MHz 

1 MHz 

lOOkHz 

lOkHz 

• 
10 MHz 100 MHz 1GHz 

Frequency Offset 

Figure 8. DP 501 prescaler extends TVC 50l's operating range. 
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ration is illustrated in Figures 9 and 10. A frequency synthesizer was 
DP 501 prescaler ope 800 MH The DP 501 +16 prescaler was used along with the TVC 
stepped from 900 MHz to z. . d • · th a . . 0 l F'gure 9 shows the prescaled peno vs. time response w1 501's bmlt-m +100 presca er. 1 
time-interval offset, T 0, of 20 µsec (= P /Fo = 16000 I 800 MHz). 

Prescaled Period 
(1 µs/div) 

21 µsec- ·· ·· ···· ····•·········•···· ··· 
20 µsec---········~--~··················· 

19 µsec- I ·· >·· ·· • .: 
18µsec-d · ·· •······· ·• 

2 msec/div time • 
Figure 9_ Prescaled period vs. time response of 900 MHz to 800 MHz synthesizer step. 

· d t erate a frequency vs. time waveform The 11400 Waveform Definition function was use o gen . . 1 F" 
with a 20 MHz/ division vertical resolution. 1gure 

centered at the 800 MHz t~rget frequency . t 1 10 msec to settle into 800 MHz and that the 
10 shows that the synthesizer took approx1ma e Y . 
overshoot was approximately 40 MHz with a rather odd lookmg response. 

Frequency 
(20 MHz/ div) · 

840MHz-·· · · .. 
820MHz_ ............... .. 

800MHz-
780MHz- .. 
760MHz- ...... 

2 msec/div time 

Figure 10. Frequency vs. time response of 900 MHz to 800 MHz synthesizer step. 

· · 9 d 10 ( with all other waveforms in this 
It should be noted that the waveforms m F1g~res an_ as ac uired with a single frequency 
brief) are 'single-shot' measurements.dAd!l_ the t1hnfodrmf~nt1eodn :::efo~ of Figure 10 appears on the 

f 900 MH to 800 MHz. In a 1tion, e e 1 . . step rom z . ·r The 11400 trigger arrow m Figure 9 denotes 
11400 oscilloscope in real time after the acqms1 10n. 
that the scope was triggered to capture data on the actual frequency step. 

lThe 11400 Waveform Definition was: 

= 1.6•10 9 I (Ll + 2) P=16,000, T0 =20.0 µsec, Ktvc = lOO mV /µsec (HP V /s) 
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Frequency vs. time using heterodyning 

The limitation of prescaling or direct period measurements is finite resolution at higher 
frequencies. For example, how do you measure 1 kHz deviations at 100 MHz? This 10 ppm 
frequency deviation represents a period deviation of only 100 femtoseconds! Even averaging 
1000 cycles represents a prescaled period deviation of only 100 picoseconds. Using Figure 6, this 
10 ppm deviation measurement falls far to the right of the 'best' TVC 501 curve. Is there 
another way to translate high frequency modulation dynamics into the measurement range of 
the TVC 501? 

A commonly used technique to measure frequency deviations on RF signals is to heterodyne the 
signal to a lower intermediate frequency (IF) which is easier to process. Mixing an input signal 
with a stable reference oscillator introduces sum and difference frequencies which can be 
filtered for just the difference component. Figure 11 shows a modulated input signal mixed with 
a reference or local oscillator. In this example, the mixer output is low-pass filtered to retain 
components below about 100 kHz. The average difference frequency must be below 100 kHz but 
should be chosen high enough to extract suspected modulation dynamics. For example, if the 
input signal is modulated by 1 kHz tone, then the difference signal should be selected to be at 
least several times faster than 1 kHz. Figure 6 still applies to the average difference 
frequency. For example, to view 100 Hz deviations on a 10 kHz difference frequency, the TVC 
501's 1 µsec/div setting would be appropriate without prescaling. 

Mixer 

_F(_rf)----• 0- •1 \ I 
Modulated (\ ('\ ('\ . , 
'\M 

Input Signal V V V F(lo) 

Local 
Oscillator 

lO0kHz 
Low pass 

F(rf-lo) 
-+ 

'Difference' Signal 

Figure 11. Heterodyning a signal to view carrier modulation. 

Note that selecting a difference frequency too low relative to modulation frequency components 
will result in aliased measurements. 

This technique is illustrated with two applications. The first application shows two 30 MHz 
crystal oscillators mixed together to extract relative frequency deviations. The output of the 
low-pass filter was measured by the TVC 501 in the period vs. time mode. Figure 12 shows that 
the difference or beat period of the two oscillator drifted over a range of about 400 µsec over 100 
seconds. The measurement was taken at ambient room conditions. In this case, the period offset 
was 10.7 msec. A 10.7 rnsec beat period translates to a 94 Hz frequency difference between the 
two oscillators. 
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Beat Period 
(100 µsec/ div) 

10 sec/div time 

Figure 12. Beat period vs. time of two 30 MHz crystal oscillators. 

Note that the 95 Hz difference is 3 ppm relative to the 30.000 MHz absolute frequency of the 
two oscillators. The period vs. time waveform was transformed to a frequency vs. time 
waveform using equation (5). The same three step procedure for period to frequency translation 
was used with the following 11400 Waveform Definition: 

"' 1000 / (Ll + 10.7) T0 =10.7 ms, Ktvc = 100 mV /100 µsec (103 V /s) 

Figure 13 shows the beat frequency vs. time waveform of the TVC 501 period vs. time output 
waveform. The beat frequency drifted by only a few Hz over the 100 second measurement. In 
other words the two oscillators tracked each other to better than 1 ppm. 1 

Beat Frequency 
(1 Hz/div) 

97Hz--
96Hz-
95Hz-
94Hz-----
93Hz~-

10 sec/div time 

Figure 13. Beat frequency vs. time of two 30 MHz crystal oscillators. 

• 

Heterodyning is not restricted to continuous wave measurements. The second example 
investigates the frequency characteristics of a RF burst. A handheld 49.830 MHz FM 
transceiver (consumer "walkie-talkie") was briefly keyed to generate a burst at 49.830 MHz. 
The burst signal was mixed with a low phase noise generator set to 49.780 MHz. 2 The TVC 501 
measured the beat signal's period. An ideal 49.830 MHz burst mixed with a 49.780 MHz local 
oscillator would produce a 50 kHz difference frequency during the burst. The TVC 501 period vs. 
time output revealed a finite start-up interval shown in Figure 14. 

1The beat frequency is a relative measurement between the two oscillators. It gives us no 
information on the absolute frequency of either oscillator. In this case the oscillators were 
±50 ppm (±1500 Hz) components and the absolute accuracy was verified using a traditional 
frequency counter. 

2For both examples, the mixer was a Mini-Circuits (Brooklyn, NY) type SBL-1. The SBL-1 has 
an LO and RF input range of 500 MHz. At the time of writing the SBL-1 was available for 
-$5. A voltage probe was loosely coupled to the transceiver antenna to pick up the RF signal. 
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Beat Period 

(1°[§=-iv=_> . . l£ 
20µsec---- -

...... .... .. I 
< L.·• 

10µsec---
20 rnsec/ div time---11 •"" 

Figure 14. Beat period vs. time of 49.830 MHz FM transmitter start-up. 

~ote t~at the trigger_ arrow indicates that the scope was set to trigger on the burst itself. The 
tterva of the ~urst 1s about 130 msec long and terminated quickly. Figure 15 shows the beat 
requency vs. hme waveform of the TVC 501 period vs. time output. The transmitter started 

ab~ut 12 kHz below 49.830 MHz and took about 80 msec to settle. In this example the local 
oscillator was s~t below the RF input. The LO could have been set to 49.880 MHz (49.830 MHz+ 
50 kHz). In this case, the beat frequency would have started about 12 kHz abo e 50 kH d 
then settled to 50 kHz. __ v_ z an 

Beat Frequency 
(5 kHz/div) 

55kHz-

50kHzr-,----j"----:--~~~•~~~~~-
45kHz---
40kHz--
35kHz-- -

20 msec/ div time ---ll •"" 
Figure 15. Beat frequency vs. time of 49.830 MHz FM transmitter start-up. 

Finally, the actual F~ oreration of the transmitter is demonstrated. The transmitter key was 
held down a~d the Call butto_n was ~omentarily pressed. This transmits a 1 kHz signalling 
tone to a receiver. The beat penod vs. time waveform is shown in Figure 16. 

Beat Period 
(1 µsec/ div) 

22µsec---
21 µsec-- -

18µsec-

10 msec/ div time • 
Figure 16. Beat period vs. time of 49.830 MHz FM transmitter 'Call' tone. 
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The beat frequency vs. time waveform is shown in Figure 17.1 Note that the initiation of the 
tone swings the average transmit frequency up by about 4 kHz (to 49.834 MHz). The transmitted 
signal then settles into a steady state deviation around 49.830 MHz. Note that the peak-peak 
frequency deviation is about ±3 kHz for the 'Call' tone. 

Beat Frequency 
(2 kHz/div) 

56kHz- ··· 
54kHz-····· 
52kHz-· · 
50kHz,--.-
48kHz-·· · 
46kHz-· · 

10 msec/ div time 

Figure 17. Beat frequency vs. time of 49.830 MHz FM transmitter 'Call' tone. 

When using heterodyning, it is important to keep in mind that the accuracy of the difference 
frequency is directly affected by the stability of the local or reference oscillator. Any frequency 
instability or phase noise in the local oscillator appears at the mixer output. Although many 
synthesizers have accurate average frequencies (indicated by many front-panel digits), their 
short-term stability or phase noise may not be suitable for heterodyning when attempting to 
measure µsec or msec time-constant deviations. 

When using heterodyning or prescaling, it is critical to choose a prescaled frequency or beat 
frequency that is sufficiently fast to catch any suspected modulation dynamics. Always set the 
TVC 501 to its most sensitive resolution setting. When using the 11400 or other waveform 
processing oscilloscope, view the period vs. t_ime signal along with the frequency vs. time 
signal. This verifies that the period measurements are within dynamic range of the TVC 501. 

Conclusions 

The TVC 501's built-in prescaler and/or the DP 501 prescaler module can be used to extend the 
frequency range of period measurements or to improve frequency resolution at the expense of 
averaging. On the other hand, external mixing or heterodyning with low cost components can be 
employed when small frequency deviations must be measured on RF signals or signals beyond 
the direct measurement capability of the TVC 501. In either case, the TVC 501 period vs. time 
output can be used directly or the built-in waveform processing capability of the 11400 
digitizing oscilloscope family can convert the waveform to a correctly scaled frequency vs. time 
plot. 

1 The 11400 Waveform Definitions for Figures 17 and 15 were: 

Fig. 17 
Fig. 15 

= 105 / (L1 + 2) 
= 104 / (Ll + 0.2) 

T0 =20.0 µsec, Ktvc = 100 mV /µsec (105 V /s) 
T0 =20.0 µsec, Ktvc = 100 mV /10 µsec oo4 V /s) 
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See Frequency vs. Time 
Engineering Brief 
for applications in this range 
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• Carrier 
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To view frequency deviations using the TVC 501 period vs. time function: 

1. Look up carrier frequency and desired frequency deviation resolution 
2. Select TVC 501 time interval RESOLUTION and PRESCALE (P) settings 
3. Set TVC 501 OFFSET = P • Carrier Period 

Example. 0.2 Hz deviations on a 50 Hz carrier: _.,. Set RESOLUTION= 100 µs/div, OFFSET= 20 ms 

Example. 100 kHz deviations on a 10 MHz carrier: _.,. Set RESOLUTION= 1 µs/div, PRESCALE =1000, OFFSET= 100 µs 
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SCOPE OUTPUTS EXTEND TVC 501 CAPABILITIES 
TVC 501 Engineering Brief 

Signal outputs on many Tek oscilloscopes and modular measurement instruments can extend the 
TVC's measurement capabilities. Scope output signals such as "Channel 2 Out," "A-Gate Out," 
and "B-Gate Out" simplify the set-up of seemingly impossible timing measurements. In 
addition, built-in functions on many Tek scopes such as delay-by-events triggering and trigger 
holdoff are often overlooked solutions to measurement problems. This Engineering Brief 
describes these capabilities with TVC applications ideas where appropriate. 

Channel 2 Output 

Many Tek scopes including the 2400 series have a "Channel 2 Output" rear panel ENC. This 
output is a normalized signal that represents the Channel 2 input signal. The output signal has 
an amplitude of -20 mV /division relative to the vertical amplitude of the Channel 2 signal on 
the scope screen (Figure 1). For example, if the Channel 2 display is 5 vertical divisions peak-
peak, the output signal will be 100 mV peak-peak into a ~1 MQ load-1 The output signal is 
active even if the display for Channel 2 is turned off. 

5 vertical 
divisions 
peak-peak • . 

2400 Scope 

CH2 

CH 2 Output 
(20mV/div) :- M frnomv 

Figure 1. Output signal amplitude is 20 mV for each vertical division. 

TVC 501 Application of Channel 2 Out 

The Channel 2 Output signal can be used (1) to eliminate double-probing and (2) to amplify 
signals below the sensitivity of the TVC input triggers. 

(1) In some applications it may be desirable to view both the actual voltage vs. time signal as 
well as its corresponding width vs. time (or period vs. time) signature. The measured signal 
should be connected to the scope's Channel 2 input using an appropriate probe. The scope's 
Channel 2 Output signal should be connected to the TVC's input using a BNC-BNC cable. 
Then the TVC's time-interval vs. time output is fed into another free channel on the scope 
using another BNC-BNC cable (Figure 2). Many Tek scopes such as the 2400 series offer 
input channels (typically Channels 3 and 4) that have a fixed vertical gain of 100 
mV /division. The TVC output was designed to drive a 100 mV /division scope input channel 
which means that you do not have to tie up a scope channel with full attenuation 
capability (1-2-5 sequence) when it is only going to be used at one setting. In this way, only 
a single probe is hooked up to the measured signal. The alternative would be to double-

1The output amplitude is halved if the signal is terminated into SOQ. Other Tektronix scopes may use 
other nomenclature. For example, the 7104 mainframe's output is labeled "SIG OUT" and is on the 
front panel instead of the rear panel. The 7104 output level is 500 m V / division into a 1 MQ load (such 
as the TVC 501 input). 
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probe the measured signal with one probe going to the scope to view the signal and the 
other probe going to the TVC to generate the time-interval vs. tiine waveform. 

2400 Scope TVC 501 Q M Alnput 
CH 2 Channel 2 Out 0 0 0 i-::,(~bu~f~fe~ra!.ed.=...:ain;:.:p!!cu-t)-llll• 1 

Out 

to unused Channel 
input signal f\F (time-interval vs. time signal) 

Figure 2. Signal can be viewed on scope and measured by TVC 501. 

(2) The TVC's trigger sensitivity is specified at 100 mV. If a 10X attenuating probe such as the 
P6109 is used, then the input signal must be 1 V to guarantee triggering. If a signal's 
amplitude is lower than the specified trigger sensitivity, the scope's Channel 2 Output 
function can be used to amplify the signal to meet the minimum sensitivity of the TVC 
input. For example, 2400 scopes can be set to a vertical sensitivity of 2 mV /division. A 10 
mV input signal (which would not trigger the TVC) would be 5 divisions on the 2400 screen 
and would be amplified to 100 mV at the Channel 2 Output BNC. This signal has sufficient 
amplitude to trigger the TVC to generate the desired time-interval vs. time waveform. 

In addition, the TVC inputs have a fixed 1 Mn input impedance. Since the 2400 Channel 2 
input termination can be set to son, a signal requiring son termination can be viewed on the 
scope and measured by the TVC using the Channel 2 Output function. The alternative 
would be to 'tee' the son coax cable from the measured signal at the TVC input and 
terminate the signal into son using the scope's son input termination. However, this will 
not work if the signal does not have sufficient amplitude to directly trigger the TVC. If 
viewing the actual signal is not required, then the signal (assuming >100 mV) can be 
terminated at the TVC input with a standard son feedthru terminator. 1 

Signal conditioning note 

The TVC 501 is part of the TM 500™ modular instruments family. Another TM 500 module is 
the AM 502 amplifier which can be used with the TVC to amplify low level signals with 
selectable gains up to 100,000. The AM 502 can amplify both single-ended or differential (100 
dB CMRR at 50 kHz) signals. Selectable low and high pass filter cut-offs can filter noisy 
signals that may falsely trigger the TVC. In many cases, the AM 502 can offer better gain and 
filtering performance than a scope's Channel 2 Output. Its output can be split to drive a scope 
channel to view the actual signal and to drive a TVC input to generate the time-interval vs. 

time waveform. 

1of course a 7SQ feedthru terminator can be used for video applications. Note that the dynamic range of 
the TVC input is ±2V. Signals exceeding this range should be terminated with one or more 2X, SX, or 
lOX attenuating terminators. Tektronix offers a wide variety of fecdthru terminators. 
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A-Gate Output and Trigger Holdoff 

The A-Gate Output signal is often overlooked even b · · available on many Tek scopes such as the 2400 . y ~~penenced scope users. This signal is 
Gate out ut si nal is ad' . . senes an is found on a rear panel BNC. The A-
main tim~base Ys sweeping1~:a!:~:~guta(typa icfally TTL comhpatible) that is true while the scope's 

w ve orm across t e screen. 

If the scope is in the Normal trigger d d h · Output is low As soon as t . . mo e_ an t e trigger source is not active, then the A-Gate 
· a ngger 1s received the scope sw th h · (such as 1 msec/div). The A-Gate Ou . ' eeps e screen at t e timebase rate 

horizontal divisions per sweep (Figure t§;t signal then goes true for 10 msec since there are 10 

Scope 
Input 

Scope 
A-Gate 
Output_J 

Resulting 
Scope 
Image 

Figure 3. A-Gate Output is true when the scope sweep is active. 

L 

If the scope is in the Auto trigger mod th · A-Gate Output si nal will be a uls e e_scope sweeps e~en if no trigger signal is present. The 
times the horizonfal sec/ div timlas: ::~:p :ph:r~ th;h w1d th if each pulse is equal to the 10 
holdoff time where tri ers are i e . e gap etween the pulses is the trigger 
holdoff time is alwa s ~t b t gnored as the scope resets its sweep circuitry. The minimum 
can be manually inc~ased :si~;~:ee ha;l~~~;~;~t;:i~~:i_r 2400 scopes. The trigger holdoff time 

TVC 501 Application of A-Gate Output 

Suppose that an asymmetrical pulse sequence (Figure 4) must be measured. 

Desired Time Interval Desired Time Interval Desired Time Interval 

• •• •• • 

Figure 4. Time-interval of interest is spacing between bursts. 

In particular, the time-interval of int t · th · d signal. This time-interval ma ere_s is e peno between the repetitive portion of the 
synchronize the scope to the sig~=I c~;~rng fron:1 burst to _burst. The first task is to stabilize or 
Figure 5 shows a possible but unde~irable\:?i~ is set to trigger on the rising edges of the signal, 
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Scope 
Input Q ~(UW..__ 

Resulting~ 
Scope 
Image 

Scope 
A-Gate ------. .----,LJ L-J 
Output _J LJ 

Figure 5. Minimum trigger holdoff leads to false synchronization. 

. . . e and the sweep runs for some interval shown by the 
The scope triggers on the first nsmg edg . l true for the interval of the sweep. The 
screen outline. Note that the A-Gate Output s_1~a ~o': it encounters and A-Gate Output again 
scope immediately re-triggers on the next phos1t1ve e cgreen is an unsynchronized overlay of the 

Th lti visual image on t e scope s 1 • goes true. e resu ng h ·zed overlay aligned to the first pu se m 
various portions of the burst rather than a sync rom 
the burst. 

. ld ff control knob a possible and desirable result is 
If the holdoff time is inc~eased usmJ th;l hJ (hold off) for a lo~ger time interval after the sweep 
shown in Figure 6. If triggers are isa e t the first pulse in the burst resulting in a 
completes, the next and subsequent sweeps s ar on 
synchronized image. 

Scope 
Input 

Scope 
A-Gate 
Output 

Trigger 
----.Hold of.-

Trigger 
Holdoff • ----

Resulting 
Scope 
Image 

Figure 6. Increasing trigger holdoff corrects synchronization. 
b t d the TVC can then measure the 

In addition, the A-Gate Output signal _go:s tr~e Q!}£g_ per urs _a_n iod.1 
period between bursts to uncover deviations m the burst repetition per 

. 's tri er filtering functions to measure period 
A-Gate Output can be used with the scope 1 gg t Tek scopes offer trigger rejection modes 

. . l alog signals For examp e, mos . bl h deviations on comp ex an . . (HF) and NOISE reject. These functions ena e t e 
such as low-frequency (LF), high-frequency . 'r f the input signal. A signal with a low 
scope to reliably trigger on selected charactens ics o 

. the burst the timebase should not be changed to view 
lsince the scope's sweep is now synchromze~ : . 't ut waveform should be viewed on a second 

burst-burst period deviations. The TVC perm vs. time ou p 
scope running at a slower timebase sweep rate. 
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signal-to-noise ratio that can falsely trigger the TVC can be filtered by the scope's NOISE 
rejection filter. The noisy signal is fed to the scope as its trigger source with the NOISE 
rejection filter enabled. The A-Gate Output signal is then used as the TVC input. Figure 7 
shows a noisy signal that can cause multiple TVC triggers on the rising and falling edges. 

Scope Display 
w/NOISE 
reject triggering 

Potential 
False Triggers 

Scope A-Gate 
Output to TVC 

Desired • Time Interval • 

Figure 7. Scope's NOISE rejection trigger filter can pre-condition TVC inputs. 

The scope's NOISE reject trigger filter stabilizes the display (screen outlines) by triggering only 
once on each slowly rising edge of the noisy input signal. The TVC might incorrectly interpret 
the noise on the signaltransitions as valid triggers resulting in extra triggers on the rising and 
falling edges of the input signal. The scope rejects these extra transitions and the A-Gate 
Output signal can be measured by the TVC to uncover period variations. 

A-Gate Output Application 

Most Tek scopes can be set to trigger at the power line frequency. Sometimes it is useful during 
debugging to have a digital signal source that runs at the line frequency. The scope can be set to 
LINE triggering with a total horizontal sweep time of less than the line frequency period. The 
A-Gate Output signal will be a squarewave synchronized to the line frequency. For 2400 scopes, 
this is a TTL compatible signal. 

B-Gate Output and Delayed Triggers 

Tek scopes with dual timebases such as the 2400 series generally provide a B-Gate Output 
signal on a rear-panel BNC. The B-Gate Output signal is similar to the A-Gate Output signal 
except that it goes true when the delayed or 2nd timebase is active. In general, delayed sweeps 
are used to examine a selected portion of a displayed waveform with more timing resolution. 
Most users associate this operation with pulling out the A-Intensify knob on the timebase 
control and seeing an intensified segment on the displayed waveform. When this knob is 
pulled, the B-Gate Output signal goes true for the duration of the intensified segment. Figure 8 
shows the relationship of the A-Gate Output and B-Gate Output signals when the scope's 
delayed sweep is enabled. 
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Scope 
Input 

A-Gate 
Output 
B-Gate 
Output 

Scope Dis lay 

Intensified Zone 

Figure 8. B-Gate Output is true when the delayed sweep is active. 

The width of the B-Gate Output signal is 10 times the delayed timebase sec/ div setting. Since 
the delayed sweep is always a magnification of the main sweep, B-Gate Output is always 
shorter in width than A-Gate Output and falls within the duration of the A-Gate signal. 

TVC 501 Application of B-Gate Output 

Scopes with dual timebases generally have two delayed trigger modes.1 Most common is 
'Trigger After Delay' in which the delayed sweep runs when a trigger is received after a 
specified delay time. Figure 9 shows the 'Trigger After Delay' function. 

Scope 
Input 

Scope 
Input 

A-Gate 
Output 
B-Gate 
Output 

Desired Time Interval 

Figure 9. Trigger After Delay ignores events during the delay interval. 

Figure 9 shows two scope inputs. The top signal trace starts the main or "A" sweep. The goal is 
to view the first event on the 2nd trace but only after a specified delay denoted by the shaded 
region. This specified delay value appears in the upper right hand portion of the 2400 display. 
There could be hundreds or thousands of triggers during the shaded region but these are ignored. 
The delayed or "B" sweep runs on the first trigger event after the delay interval and the B-
Gate Output goes true at that instant. The TVC can then measure the time delay between the 
A-Gate Output signal and the B-Gate Output signal to uncover variations in this delay time-
interval (Figure 10). 

1Toere is also the Run After Delay mode where the delayed sweep runs after a specified time delay after 
the main sweep starts without regard to whether or not a delayed trigger occurs. 
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TVC measures 
each A-Gate to 
B-Gate delay 

Figure 10. Delay time variations measured using A and B Gate signals. 

A second delayed trigger mode is th 'D 1 
an option. Instead of triggerin t~ ~y By Event' function. 2400 series scopes offer this as 
interval, the delayed sweep trig g e ehayed sweep on the first event following a delay 
scopes) following th. e start of th gers_ on t e nth event (n can be set up to 4 million for 2400 

e mam sweep Figur 11 h measurement of interest (which b · e s ows an example where the timing 
pulse and the 6th event on the 2nd :7ce. e varying) is the time-interval between the top trace 

Relevant Time Dela 

Scope Input --------+--- • • 
Scope Input 

A-Gate 
Output 

B-Gate 
Output 

1 2 3 4 5 6 
1 2 3 4 5 6 -t TVC Me,,u,=ent [ l_ 

__ ,_,__ --n_ 

Figure 11. B Gate o 6 - ccurs events after the main event trigger. 

In this case the scope's Delay By Events circuit 
starts the delayed sweep The TVC Id ry counts events until the 6th event and then 

f · wou then measure d wave orm of the consecutive (and p t f II . an generate a delay vs. time 
signal and the B-Gate Output signal. o en ia y varymg) delays between the A-Gate Output 

Delay By Event Triggering Note 

Another TM 500 module is the DD 501 Digital Dela U ·t . 
not have the Delay By Events or B-Gate Out t f y which can be used if your scope does 
the 2400 series Delay By Events triggering syJ~ uI~~~~ns. 1:11e DD 501 module operates like 
c?unt up to 99,999 can be dialed into the DD soi to del!wo mputs an~ one output. An event 
signal based on the event relationships of the t . y ~he generat10n of a trigger output 
signals in the above example. wo inputs as illustrated by the two scope input 

Most 2400 scopes offer a Word Recognizer option which II . 
the occurrence of a specific pattern or word of t 17ab_ows tngger events to be defined by 
typ . II up o its The W d R · ica y attached to a microprocessor or di<>ital s t b . or ecogmzer probe is 
· o· ys em us and th t h" • is programmed through the scope front panel. In th" e mac mg or tngger pattern 

Is way, the Delay By Events circuit can 
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· · · · l ord before generating a B-Gate Output signal. For 
count occurrences of a specific d1g1ta v:r . . th fme between a digital system sync pulse 
example, the TVC can now measure vanat10ns m e 1 

and the nth occurrence of a bus address. 

Word Recognizer Note 

· abilit Tek offers the P6408 word recognizer 
For scopes witho~t bui!t-in Word Recogm~e; c;~e tar;;t digital system. The trigger pattern is 
probe. The P6408 s 17 mputs are connecte ? b od The robe's output goes 
manually programmed via miniature DIP sw1_tches on the pro de patt~rn The P6408 can drive 
true when the external inputs match the sw1tc~ progra~~ety but do .have Delay By Events 

h t d t have built in Word Recognizer capa . scopes t a o no - . 1 d . TVC 501 input if Delay By Events timing 1s not triggering. Or the P6408 can direct y nve a 
required. 
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DETECTING AND COUNTING TIMING VIOLATIONS 
(Glitch Counting and Catching) 

TVC 501 Engineering Brief 

The TVC 501 in conjunction with a conventional digital counter can detect otherwise elusive 
time violations. 

For any electronic design, the question of reliable performance often begins with, "How do you 
know ... ?" For example, 

"How do you know that there are no extra pulses?" 
"How do you know that the period is always stable?" 
"How do you know that the microprocessor will always respond soon enough?" 

Some applications can tolerate some small number of violations but there are some where a 
single violation will have disastrous consequences. Consider the significance of a failure in a 
computer's high efficiency power supply or a heart patient's pace maker. Until now the answer 
to the "How do you know?" questions lay in sometimes questionable statistical data gathering 
methods. Unfortunately, most time measurement devices have long periods of dead time during 
which they are unable to make a measurement. Even if it's possible to make lots of 
measurements, who's going to sit around and watch for the error? Sometimes an elaborate array 
of equipment is set up to run under computer control which examines each measurement and 
decides to log the error or simply log all the measurements for later analysis. This of course 
will inform you if an error was detected but unless the equipment is measuring every event how 
are you going to know how long to wait before you're confident an error could be detected? 

What is needed is a device which will measure each and every event and record the violations 
for you to see at your leisure. 

Detecting Times which are Too Long or Too Short 

The TVC 501 can measure up to 2.5 million measurements per second without missing a single 
event. It translates time interval measurements into proportional voltages which can be 
compared and counted in real time. As these voltages now represent time, conventional 
instruments such as oscilloscopes and counters can discriminate between different time values. 
So, an oscilloscope's or counter's trigger level control can be transformed from a "trigger on a 
voltage" control to a "Trigger on a Time" control. The trigger slope (edge sensitivity) control is 
changed from positive ("if rising edge") and negative ("if falling edge") to "If Time Greater 
Than" and "If Time Less Than." 

The TVC 501's converted time output can be offset for a zero volt output. The offset value which 
is scaled as time is read directly from the TVC 501's front panel. Therefore, a time 
measurement equalling the selected offset (shown in the TVC 501 's 6-digit display) will 
produce an output of 0.0V. If the measured time is greater than this time offset, the output will 
be greater than 0.0V. Conversely, if the time is less, the voltage will be negative. See Figures 1 
and 2. 
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This change in voltage can be detected and counted by the Tektronix DC 509, a digital counter-
timer, and thereby present a numeric reading of the total number of violation intervals. An 
increase in voltage (positive going) means the time is getting longer. A decrease in the voltage 
(negative going) means the time is getting shorter. To ensure that the counter will detect the 
signal, be sure to select a Resolution Per Div (TVC 501) which will yield at least a 75mV 

voltage change. 
The TVC 501 is also equipped with a TTL level output signal which is asserted when the time 
offset has been exceeded and reset when not exceeded. This signal is available through the 
module's rear interface. Using this signal makes the trigger settings of the DC 509 far less 
sensitive in that a large (TTL) voltage swing occurs for any violation. 

Input to 
TVC501 

Actual Output 
from TVC 501 

Counter or 100m V 

Period 
Measurement 
(Displayed Offset) 

8.7µs 

7.7µs 
Violation Zone 

6.7µs 

5.7µs 

Oscilloscope 
Triggers __-.. ~,.....,.,....6,.,{...,.~-'-i!:..,;,.~.;;;.; .... .....,;,1-~~;...;.,"-"""-"'"""'.:;..,,;-,;;.."""'11--
Here --,..- O.OV -
(rising edge) 3.7µs 

-lO0mV 
2.7µs 

-200mV 
1.7µs 

-300mV 
0.7µs 

-400mV 

Figure 1. Detecting "Time Greater Than." The upper waveshape represents the signal applied 
to the TVC 501 for conversion. The lower graph illustrates sequential period measurements 
converted to a voltage by the TVC 501. At the left is a scale in volts with the full scale range of 
±400mV. At the right is time scale represented by the voltage. Note that 0.0V corresponds to 
the TVC 501 displayed Offset value. The Violation Zone indicates that any measurement 
exceeding the Offset value can be detected by an oscilloscope's or counter's trigger controls. 
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Input to 
TVC501 

Actual Output 
from TVC 501 

400rnV 

300rnV 

200rnV 

-200rnV 

-300rnV 

-400rnV 

in 
§ i 
: I I 
i i l I 
: I i 
1H 
i 
J 
i 
* 
I 
l 

Period 
Measurement 

(Displayed Offset) 

7.Sµs 

6.Sµs 

5.Sµs 

4.Sµs 

2.Sµs 

1.Sµs 

Figure 2. Detecting "Time Less Than." The the TVC 501 for conversion. The lower r ppe~ waveshape repres_ents the signal applied to 
converted to a voltage by the TVC 501 T~ ap~ ill~strates s~quenhal period measurements 
NOT exceeding the Offset value can be d~te t e d ~olahon ~one mdicates that any measurement c e y an osc1lloscope's or counter's trigger controls. 

Totaling the Number of Violation Intervals 

For this example, any totaling or triggerable recordin d . 
If a substitution is made, be certain that th d . g ~vice can be substituted for the DC 509 . e ev1ce can tngger on signal changes of 50m V or les . 

Fl~re 3_illu~trates the TVC 501 used with the DC 509 . s. 
of violation mtervals in which a good event is f 11 d. Tbhe DC 509 is used to count the number o owe y one or more violations. 

The sensitivity for the output voltage depends u on the R . 
501. Into lM.Q, the voltage output is lO0mV fo \h . ~solution Per Div setting of the TVC 
For 50.Q termination, the output sensitivity is h:lf ~i:1{/ndicated by the Resolution Per Div. 

For example, if the Resolution Per Div = lOµs then t" . 
output changing by lOOmV. However the total,out : imm? c~a~ge of lOµs will result in the pu range is hm1ted at ±400mV. 
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Signal of 
Interest 

TVC 501 

A B 

DC509 

A 

Bo 

Figure 3. Setup for detecting the number of violation intervals in 
which a good event is followed by one or more violations. Only 
the transition of good to bad is recorded. The number of bad events 
occurring before a good one is not recorded. 

Connect the TVC 501 and the DC 509 as shown in Figure 3. 

DC 509 Settings: 

Channel A 
Slope 

Level 

Coupling .............................. . 
Source .................................. . 

Function ........................................ . 
Averages ..................................... .. 

Operation: 

+ (plus for time too long) 
- ( minus for time too short) 
0.0V (use 2V if the TVC 501's rear 

output TTL signal is used.) 
DC 
EXT 
TOTALIZE A 
AUTO 

After setting up the DC 509, set up the TVC for the desired coupling and slope for the time 
measurement. Use the knob and DIGIT keys to set the Offset to the maximum time allowable 
for your experiment. Now enable the DC 509 by pressing START and clear the counter's total by 
pressing RESET. 

So, Now You Know! 

The TVC 501 allows you to answer that often nagging question of "How do you know?" You know 
because you were able to set a Time Violation trap ... a sensitive trap that only takes one 
violation to trip it. Besides just knowing that something bad happened, your logic analyzer can 
grab the data preceding the violation, your emulator can halt to show the last processor 
instructions, and your digital scope can show you several waveforms to give even more clues to 
the cause. So, the next time you're asked, "How do you know?" You can reply, "I know 
because ... (blah, blah, blah) ... Why don't you know?" 
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A clear view into digital 
control systems. The TVC 
501 instantaneously and con-
tinuously converts consecutive 
timing measurements to a 
time-interval vs. time wave-
form. 

• Real-time scope display of 
time-interval variations vs. 
time 

• >2 Million uninterrupted 
event-by-event 
measurements/ second 

• Time Delay, Pulse Width, 
and Period measurements 

The top trace (TVC 501 output) 
shows the pulse-to-pulse 
width vs. time variations of the 
lower stream of pulses. 

T V C 5 0 1 
INSTANTANEOUS TIME-INTERVAL TO VOLTAGE CONVERTER 

• Discover missing, extra, 
misplaced, or erroneous 
pulses 

• Discover hidden 
modulations, correlations, 
and trends in timing 
measurements 

• Trigger a scope on timing-
violations such as 
incorrectly long or short 
pulses 

• Works with analog or 
digital oscilloscopes 

• Requires only a single 
scope input channel 

• Crystal-controlled digital 
counter accuracy 

The Need for Time-Interval 
Measurements. Measuring 
parameters is no longer as 
simple as recording voltage 
vs. time. In digital or 
switching systems, signals are 
sampled, pulse-coded, or 
pulse-width-modulated. 
Relevant information is in the 
varying time intervals 
between signal transitions. 
Failures result from timing er-
rors instead of voltage errors. 
For example, control pulse 
widths in a switching power 
supply can be too long which 
can overdrive output transis-
tors. Or an embedded 
controller's interrupt latency 
can be too long which can 
cause a system crash. Timing 
variations typically appear as 
left-to-right motion or jitter on 
a scope. Timebase or trigger 
holdoff adjustments may 
improve display stability but 
do not show timing dynamics. 
The TVC 501 untangles the 
often confusing waveforms in 
digital systems and delivers a 
coherent real-time view. 

Same Scope, More Power. 
The TVC 501 adds three 
measurement functions to any 
scope's voltage vs. time 
capability: time-delay vs. 
time, pulse-width vs. time, 
and period vs. time. The 
TVC continuously measures 
the timing parameter and in-
stantaneously generates a 
voltage proportional to the 
measurement. Conversions 
are performed pulse-to-pulse 
without averaging. The TVC 
output goes to any scope. 
The TVC 501 provides seven 
vertical scales from 1 µsec to 
1 sec per division. Up to 
30,000 divisions of offset 
permits small timing vari-
ations to be viewed on events 
with large average values. 

Real-time. There is no reset-
ting or re-arming. The 
continuous TVC output 
becomes another trace on your 
scope that can be correlated, 
measured, and analyzed with 
waveforms on other channels. 
Since the TVC generates 

voltages proportional to time-
intervals, you can set your 
scope to trigger on timing 
violations such as a time-delay 
that exceeds a threshold or an 
incorrectly narrow pulse or 
glitch. 

Quick Results. On power-
up, the TVC generates a cali-
bration waveform to set the 
scope's gain and offset. One 
key press automatically sets 
the trigger level or the meas-
urement range. You can use 
the monitor output signal to 
verify that the TVC is measur-
ing what you actually want it 
to measure. The TVC also 
generates demonstration 
signals to quickly familiarize 
yourself with its operation. 

Configuration. The TVC 501 
requires a single slot in a TM 
500 or TM 5000 power module 
mainframe. 

TVC 501 
SPECIFICATIONS 
The following characteristics 
and features apply to the TVC 
501 after a 20-minute warm-
up period. 

TIMING 
MEASUREMENTS 
Functions - A-Period 
A-Width, A-to-B Del:y. 
Scope Viewing Range - ±4 
divisions around Conversion 
Offset, out-of-range LED flags 
conversions outside of 
viewing range. 
Conversion Offset - Settable 
to 30,000 divs in 0. 1 div incre-
ments. 
Conversion Scale - 1 µsec/ 
div to 1 sec/ div in 7 decade 
steps. 
Best Timing Resolution -
33 nsec at 1 µsec scale (1 /30th 
of a division). 20-bit digital 
counters are used for timing 
measurements. 
Uninterrupted Rate - Up to 
2. 5 MHz (400 nsec between 
events), random sampling 
LED flags missed measure-
ments. 
Internal Timebase Stability -
25 ppm (0.0025%). 

A AND B CHANNEL 
INPUTS (BNC) 
Impedance -1 Mn, S50 pF. 
Coupling- AC or DC 
selectable. AC blocks DC 
components and significantly 
attenuates components below 
2 Hz. 
Trigger Slope - Rising or 
falling edge selectable. 
Trigger Level - Settable in 
10 mV steps in ±1. 25V 
window, 100 m V steps in 
±12.SV window when using 
lOX probes. Digital trigger 
level readout decodes 
Tektronix readout probes. 
Dynamic Range - ±2V 
window. ±20V when using 
lOX probes. 
Sensitivity-100 mV p-p at 
1 kHz. 10 nsec pulses at 
2250mV. 
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MEASUREMENT 
OUTPUT (BNC) 
Voltage range - ±400 mV into 
1 Mn (±200 mVinto S0n). 
Corresponds to ±4 vertical 
scope divisions when scope 
set to 100 mV /div (SO mV / 
div for son). Automatically 
clips outside of ±4 division 
range. The voltage output is 
generated through an 8-bit 
digital-to-analog converter. 
Absolute Accuracy - Total 
measurement error(%): ±[(7 x 
Resolution/Div + Measured 
Time) + 0. 0025]. 
E. g. , 1 msec measurement at 
1 µs/div resolution, Max. 
error= 0. 0095%. 
Response time - voltage 
settles to stated accuracy <500 
nsec after the end of a meas-
ured event. 

A and B MONITOR 
OUTPUTS (SMB) 
Voltage range - ~0-500 m V 
into 1 Mn. ~0-250 mV into 
son. Goes high when input 
meets trigger slope and level 
criteria. Responds to triggers 
:2:10 MHz. 

B monitor prescaler - Divides 
the B Channel input rate by 
100 or 1000. Prescale rate 
2100 MHz at 250 mV p-p 
input. 

B monitor demonstration -
Can generate 5 different 
digital demonstration signals. 

ENVIRONMENTAL 
SPECIFICATIONS 
Temperature - Operating: Q°C 
to +S0°C. Non-Operating: 
-SS°C to + 75°C. 
Humidity, Altitude, 
Vibration, Shock - Meets 
MIL-T28800D type III, class 5. 
EMI Compatibility - Meets 
FCC reg. , Part 15, Subpart J, 
class A. Meets VDE 0871/ 
6.78 class B. 
Electrostatic Immunity -
20 kV, maximum. 

GENERAL 
Maximum Dimensions: 

Height: 127 mm (5.0 in.) 
Width: 66 mm (2.6 in.) 
Length: 292 mm (11.5 in.) 

Weight - 7.8 nt (1.8 lbs). 
Power Dissipation - ~ 10 W. 
Displays - Numeric: Green 7-
segment LED. Random 
Sampling and Out-of-Range 
Indicator: Red LED. All 
other indicators: Green LED. 
Safety - Conforms to UL 
1244. 
Calibration Interval - Once 
per year recommended. 

ORDERING 
INFORMATION 
TVC 501 Time-Interval to 
Voltage Converter 

STANDARD 
ACCESSORIES 
Operator's manual 
(070-7991-00) 
Service manual (070-7992-00) 
P6109 lOX readout probe 
BNC-BNC Output cable 
(012-0057-01) 
Two (2) monitor cables 
(012-0532-00) 

Note: The TVC 501 must be 
used with a Tektronix 
TM 500 or TM 5000 Power 
Module Mainframe. 

RECOMMENDED 
ACCESSORIES 
Monitor cable, 42" SMB-BNC 
(012-0532-00). 
Output cable, 42" BNC-BNC 
(012-0057-01). 
son BNC feed through termi-
nation (011-0049-01). 
P6408 16-bit Word Recognizer. 
Use the P6408 when time-
intervals are defined by a bus 
address. 
P6420 RF Probe, 10 kHz-
1 GHz. 
Demodulates RF bursts for 
pulsed RF timing measure-
ments. 
P6009 lO0X Readout Probe. 
Extends trigger voltage range 
to ± 125V for high voltage 
pulses. 

For lurther information, conlaci: 
U.S.A., Asia, Australia, Central 
& Sou!h America, Japan 
Tektronix Inc. 
P.O. Box 1700 
Beaverton, OR 97075 
For additional literature, or the 
address and phone number of the 
Tektronix Sales Office nearest 
you, contact: 
(800) 835-9433 ext. 170 
TLX: 192825 TEKTRONIX 
France, Africa 
Phone: 33 (169) 86 81 81 
Federal Republic of Germany 
Phone: 49(221) 77220 
United Kingdom 
Phone: 44(6284)6000 
Italy 
Phone: 39(2)84441 
Other Europe Areas 
Phone: 31 (02503) 13300 
Eastern Europe, Austria and 
Middle East 
Phone: 43 (222) 68-66-02-0 
Canada 
Phone: (705) 737-2700 
Tektronix sales and service 
offices around the world 
Algeria, Argentina, Australia, 
Austria, Bahrain, Bangladesh, 
Belgium, Bolivia, Brazil, Canada, 
Peoples Republic of China, Chile, 
Colombia, Costa Rica, Denmark, 
Ecuador, Egypt, Federal Republic 
of Germany, Finland, France, 
Greece, Hong Kong, Iceland, 
India, Indonesia, Ireland, Israel, 
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